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Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit fasst Experimente, die im Rahmen des Sonderforschungsbere-
iches TR24-Grundlagen komplexer Plasmen erzielt wurden, zusammen.
Präziser ausgedrückt fasst diese Arbeit Experimente zusammen, deren Ziel
die Untersuchung der Bildung von Nanopartikeln in reaktiven Plasmen und
der Wechselwirkung der dispergierten Nanopartikel mit der Entladung war.
Dazu wurde ein multidiagnostischer Ansatz verwendet.
Der multidiagnostische Ansatz machte die Entwicklung eines neuen Plas-
mareaktors notwendig. Trotz seiner kleinen Größe können am sogenannten
’Pequod’-Reaktor eine Reihe von verschiedenen Diagnostiken installiert wer-
den.
Der untersuchte Entladungszyklus ist in drei Phasen (I-III) unterteilt wor-
den. Das Sammeln von Nanopartikeln aus der Entladung hat gezeigt, dass
sich schon 2 Sekunden nach Zündung der Entladung Nanopartikel gebildet
haben. Die konventionelle orbit motion limit (OML)-Theorie wurde um die
Schottky-Emission von heißen Nanopartikeln erweitert, um die Verzögerung
der Aufladung bis zum Beginn der Phase II circa 9 s nach Zündung der
Entladung zu erklären. Der Anstieg des Anregungsgrades während Phase
II wurde als ein Anstieg der Elektronentemperatur Te interpretiert, der den
Abfall der freien Elektronendichte ne überwiegt. Simulationen deuten da-
raufhin, dass Coulomb-Stöße die Elektronenstoßfrequenz für Impulsverlust
νme beeinflussen können. The Dynamik der Hochspannungsrandschicht an
der getriebenen Elektrode deutet an, dass die mit Nanopartikeln gefüllte
Entladung sich zumindest zum Teil wie eine elektronegative Entladung ver-
hält. Während Phase III werden die Veränderungen, die während Phase II
beobachtet wurden, umgekehrt. Es wurde spekuliert, dass dies durch eine
Neuanordnung des Nanopartikel-Ensembles und den Verlust von Nanopar-
tikeln verursacht wird.
Das Wachstum der 1. Partikelgeneration kann in zwei Bereiche unterteilt
werden. Das Wachstum großer Nanopartikel wird durch Oberflächenabschei-
dung dominiert, wohingegen das Wachstum kleinerer Nanopartikel durch
einen anderen Mechanismus dominiert wird. Ein simples Modell basierend
auf binärer Koaleszenz von Nanopartikeln wurde benutzt, um das Wachstum
der kleinen Nanopartikel zu erklären.
Die Aussichten für den Einsatz von Kleinwinkel-Röntgenstreuung (SAXS)
als Diagnostik wurden untersucht, indem Streuexperimente an eingeschlosse-
nen Nanopartikel-Ensemblen durchgeführt wurden. Bedauerlicherweise kom-
plizierten experimentelle Probleme die Experimente am P03 Strahlrohr am
DESY. Trotzdem suggerieren die ermittelten Ergebnisse, dass SAXS nicht
die Methode der Wahl für die Untersuchung von dynamischen Systemen ist.
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Abstract
This work summarises experiments that were performed in the framework
of the TR24-Grundlagen komplexer Plasmen. Specifically, the experiments
summarised in this work were aiming at investigating the process of nanopar-
ticle formation in reactive plasmas and the interaction between the dispersed
nanoparticles and the discharge with a multidiagnostic approach.
The multidiagnostic approach required the design of a new plasma reac-
tor. Despite its small size, the so called ’Pequod’-reactor has several ports
for the installation of various diagnostics.
The investigated discharge cycle has been subdivided into three phases (I-
III). The collection of nanoparticles from the discharge revealed that nanopar-
ticles have already formed 2 s after ignition of the discharge. The con-
ventional orbit motion limit (OML)-theory has been extended by Schottky-
emission from hot nanoparticles to explain the observed delay of the charging
process until the onset of phase II approximately 9 s after ignition of the dis-
charge. The increase of the degree of excitation during phase II has been
interpreted as a rise of the electron temperature Te that outweighs the drop
of the free electron density ne. Simulations suggest that Coulomb collisions
can have an influence on the electron collision frequency for momentum loss
νme . The dynamics of the high voltage sheath at the driven electrode indi-
cate that the nanoparticle loaded discharge behaves at least partially like an
electronegative discharge. During phase III the changes that were observed
during phase II are reversed. It has been speculated that this is caused by
a rearrangement of the nanoparticles ensemble and the loss of nanoparticles
from the discharge.
The growth of the 1st nanoparticle generation can be subdivided into
two regimes. The growth of large nanoparticles is dominated by surface
deposition, whereas the growth of smaller nanoparticles is dominated by
another mechanism. A simple binary coalescence model has been used to
explain the growth of the small nanoparticles.
The prospects of small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) as a diagnostic for
the particle formation have been evaluated by performing scattering experi-
ments on trapped nanoparticle ensembles. Unfortunately, several experimen-
tal problems complicated the experiments at the P03 beamline at the DESY
synchrotron facility. Nevertheless, the obtained results suggest that SAXS is
not the method of choice for investigating dynamic systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Plasma. This fourth state of matter, describing a fully or partially ionized
gas displaying collective behaviour, may appear as something very exotic.
However, most of the visible matter in the universe is indeed in this state. The
myriad of stars illuminating the sky at night as well as our very own sun are
plasmas. But, unbeknownst to most humans a large variety of plasmas can be
found on earth itself and play an important role in our modern world. Such
plasmas include low pressure plasmas for the processing of semiconductors [1–
3], atmospheric pressure plasma jets finding applications in the emerging field
of plasma medicine [4–8], and high temperature plasmas in fusion reactors
[9–11].
Even the most simple plasmas, for example an ensemble of electrons and
ionized noble gas atoms, are complex systems in their own right. Nonetheless,
at the beginning of the 1990’s the field of complex plasmas emerged. The
field of complex plasmas, often referred to as dusty plasmas, is dedicated to
the investigation of phenomena arising from the interaction between plasmas
and solid particles dispersed in them. In the 1990’s a lot of the research in
this field was driven by industrially relevant processes. Formation of parti-
cles in reactive plasmas used for the processing of semiconductors had been
identified as a major source of wafer contamination [12–14]. Since then the
field of complex plasmas has substantially broadened. Nowadays it is not
only restricted to industrial process but also contributes, for example, to
fundamental research in statistical physics [15–17]. Even fusion research can
benefit from the insights gained by the research in the field of complex plas-
mas [18–20].
In principal, there a two routes for producing a complex plasma. The first
route is the dispersion of externally produced particles in a plasma. This ap-
proach is often used to disperse a well defined amount of microparticles in
a plasma to generate 2d or 3d plasma crystals [21–24]. The second route
1
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uses reactive plasmas to generate the particles inside the plasma itself. The
particle ensembles generated in this way have very high number densities so
that they substantially alter the properties of the plasma in which they are
dispersed. This second route is seen as a promising candidate for the produc-
tion of nanoparticles. The properties of the nanoparticles can be tailored by
adjusting the plasma parameters and the reactive atmosphere. Furthermore,
charging of the nanoparticles inside the plasma prevents agglomeration and
this production method is compatible with other plasma processes, for ex-
ample the deposition of thin films with plasma enhanced chemical vapour
deposition (PECVD). But, a trial and error approach for the optimization of
such a process would certainly consume a lot of valuable resources. Thus, it
will be advantageous to gain a detailed understanding of the complex inter-
play between the plasma and the particles dispersed in it before one attempts
to develop an industrial process. A detailed understanding of the underly-
ing physics will certainly not only benefit the field of complex plasmas but
plasma physics as a whole.
The use of one or two diagnostics is insufficient to get a detailed un-
derstanding of these plasmas. Moreover, the results from different experi-
ments can often not be directly compared because the behaviuor of complex
plasmas is not only determined by the plasma parameters but also by the
reactor in which the plasma is generated, i.e. via the gas flow. This work
is, therefore, aiming at providing a versatile plasma reactor allowing for the
installation of a variety of conventional and unconventional diagnostics, so
that the data from different diagnostics is readily comparable. The formation
of nanoparticles in a capacitively coupled high frequency discharge operated
in an Ar − C2H2 atmosphere was chosen as a model system. These experi-
ments are part of the effort of the TR24-Grundlagen komplexer Plasmen to
investigate the fundamental processes in complex plasmas.
The remaining part of this work is structured as follows: chapter 2 pro-
vides the reader with a repetition of the basic aspects of the investigated
system and the employed diagnostics. The ’Pequod’-reactor, designed and
constructed as part of this work, as well as the diagnostics are described in
chapter 3. The investigation of the particle formation and its influence on
the discharge parameters is presented and discussed in chapter 4. It begins
with a discussion of the cyclic formation of nanoparticles in the investigated
discharge. This more general discussion is followed by a detailed investiga-
tion of the discharge’s behaviour during the different phases of one cycle.
The particle formation process itself is investigated in a separate subsection.
In the end of chapter 4 the prospects of small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)
as a diagnostic are evaluated. The work is closed by a summary in chapter
5.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
2.1 Fundamental aspects of RF discharges
Th study of RF discharges is a broad field not only because the parameter
space for operating these discharges is large but also because RF discharges
can be excited in many different ways [25–29]. The most well known ex-
citation schemes are capacitive and inductive coupling. In order to avoid
flooding the reader with superfluous information, the following paragraphs
are not intended to be an exhaustive review but a pointed description of the
fundamental aspects of RF discharges that are relevant for this work. For
an exhaustive repetition the interested reader should resort to standard text
books [30–32] or well known reviews [33, 34].
A typical laboratory RF discharge is operated with a driving frequency
fRF = 13.56 MHz in the pressure range of 1 Pa ≤ p ≤ 100 Pa and at RF-
power levels of 5 W ≤ PRF ≤ 200 W. The choice of fRF = 13.56 MHz
is somewhat arbitrary. It is more or less just a compromise between an
efficient power coupling into the discharge, which will be discussed later,
the availability of frequencies for public use, and economics of scale. The
frequency band that contains fRF = 13.56 MHz is indeed open for public use
and one can obtain a reasonably efficient power coupling into the discharge at
this driving frequency. After manufacturers started to include RF generators
and matching networks optimsed for operating at this frequency in their
product portfolios, fRF = 13.56MHz became an unofficial standard frequency
for driving RF discharges. One can of course get generators and matching
networks optimised for operation at other frequencies. For example, the 2nd
harmonic at fRF = 27.12 MHz is another popular driving frequency. But,
most of the work on RF discharges has been performed at fRF = 13.56 MHz,
so that one has larger database for comparing and interpreting results if one
3
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uses the same driving frequency.
Before the structure of RF discharges will be explained in detail, impor-
tant basic concepts and fundamental plasma parameters will be introduced.
But, even before that the difference between a plasma and a discharge will
be explained. The term ’plasma’ strictly only refers to a fully or partially
ionised gas mixture that displays collective behaviour [32]. The term ’dis-
charge’ is more sloppily defined. It includes not only the plasma but also
aspects that affect its behaviour and properties. For example, the sheaths
surrounding the plasma can be seen as part of the discharge. Another ex-
ample, which is relevant for this work, are nanoparticles that are dispersed
in the plasma. The particles themselves are not part of the plasma but are
part of the discharge. Another example is the excitation mechanism. Typi-
cally, one does not speak of DC plasmas or RF plasmas but of DC discharges
and RF discharges. The excitation mechanism defines the properties of the
plasma, but the excitation mechanism itself is not part of the plasma.
RF discharges operated at the conditions mentioned in the preceding
paragraph belong to the class of low-pressure plasmas. They can also be
classified as low-temperature plasmas or non-equilibrium plasmas. Whereas
the classification as low-pressure plasma is quite intuitive, the classification
as low-temperature or non-equilibrium plasma is more useful for describing
one of the key features of RF discharges. This feature is the lack of thermal
equilibrium between the electrons and the heavier species, i.e. ions and
neutral atoms. Whereas the mean kinetic energy of the ions and neutral
gas atoms is characterised by a temperature that is often above but still
relatively close to room temperature, the mean kinetic energy of the electrons
typically reaches a few eV in typical RF discharges. As will be shown later
only the electrons take up energy efficiently from the RF fields driving the
discharge. But, this alone does not explain why the electrons are not in
thermal equilibrium with the heavier species. If they were an efficient energy
transfer from the electron ensemble to the heavier species, they should reach
thermal equilibrium. It is indeed the lack of an efficient energy transfer
from the electron ensemble to the heavier species that results in the non-
equilibrium conditions in the discharge. In a typical RF discharge the degree
of ionisation is low, i.e. not larger than a few percent. Ion-electron collisions
are relatively rare and do not contribute significantly to the energy transfer.
The electrons primarily transfer their energy to the heavy neutral species
by collisions. If one considers the elastic collisions it becomes clear why the
energy transfer is so inefficient. In an elastic collision with a heavy neutral
species an electron loses a relative amount of its kinetic energy Ekin,e that is
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given by
∆Ekin,e
Ekin,e
= 1−
(
me −m
me +m
)
. (2.1)
Because the mass m of the heavy species is much larger than the electron
mass me. The term in brackets is close to 1 and the electron only transfers a
tiny fraction of its kinetic energy in every collision. For example, an electron
transfers less than 6× 10−3 % of its kinetic energy in an elastic collision with
an Ar atom. Just imagine a ping pong ball colliding with a bowling ball. An
electron would need to collide very frequently with the heavy species before
it has transferred a considerable amount of its kinetic energy. Additionally,
one has to take into account that the electrons constantly take up energy
from the RF fields. This imbalance between the energy transfer to the elec-
tron ensemble from the RF field and the energy transfer from the electron
ensemble to the heavier species causes the non-equilibrium conditions in RF
discharges.
Another important concept for RF discharges, like in all discharges, is
the concept of quasineutrality of the plasma. Macroscopically the plasma
is neutral. However, locally the quasineutrality can be violated. The length
scale on which this condition can be violated is defined by the screening length
of the plasma. As the screening of excess charges is described by a Debye-
Hückel potential, also known as Yukawa potential, the screening length is
commonly referred to as Debye length λD. On length scales larger than λD
the free electrons and ions shield the perturbation of the quasineutrality. As
both ions and electrons contribute to the screening the Debye length is given
by
1
λD
2 =
1
λD,e
2 +
1
λD,i
2 (2.2)
The electron Debye length λD,e and the ion Debye length λD,i are given by
λD,e =
(
0kBTe
nee2
)1/2
(2.3)
and
λD,i =
(
0kBTi
nie2
)1/2
, (2.4)
respectively. Apart from the permittivity of free space 0, the Boltzmann
constant kB, and the elementary charge e, the different Debye lengths are
defined by properties of the electron and ion ensembles. The electron tem-
perature Te and the free electron electron density ne define λD,e, whereas
λD,i is defined by the ion temperature Ti and the ion density ni. The higher
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the temperature of the electrons or ions is, the larger are their respective
Debye lengths. As Te is typically much larger than Ti in RF discharges, λD
is dominated by the contribution from the ions λD ≈ λD,i. A closely related
concept is that of the plasma frequency. It defines the time scale on which
the plasma can react to a perturbation. Like for the Deybe length one can a
plasma frequency for both the electrons and the ions. The electron plasma
frequency ωp,e is given by
ωp,e =
(
nee
2
0me
)1/2
. (2.5)
With the ion mass mi, the ion plasma frequency ωp,i can be expressed as
ωp,i =
(
nie
2
0mi
)1/2
. (2.6)
As any ion mass is much larger than me, the ion plasma frequency is much
lower than the electron plasma frequency. The driving frequency fRF of RF
discharges lies between both values. This means that the electrons can follow
the RF field, whereas the ions are unable to follow the RF field. The ions
are only affected by DC fields that develop in RF discharges.
The lower mass of the electrons, i.e. a higher mobility, compared to that
of the ions result in a higher mobility of the electrons than the ions. This
difference in the mobility of electrons and ions results in the formation of
sheaths around the plasma. If an electrically floating wall is getting in contact
with a plasma, ion and electron currents will flow to the wall. Because the
electrons have a higher mobility the electron current exceeds the ion current.
As a consequence the wall charges up negatively. A potential barrier builds
up that reduces the electron current until ion and electron current are equal.
The electrical potential of the wall has reached the so-called floating potential
Φf . Close to the wall the free electron density ne is lower than in the plasma
bulk, because the electrons are repelled by the floating potential which is
negative with respect to the potential Φp of the plasma bulk, the so-called
plasma potential. The ion density ni is also reduced in the vicinity of the wall
,because they are accelerated to the wall by Φf . At some point ne and ni will
start to deviate. This violation of the quasineutrality condition defines the
thickness ds of the sheath. The reader may now assume that the thickness of
the sheath is given by ds ≈ λD. But, this is not the case. In the derivation of
the Debye length it is assumed that the perturbation of the plasma is small
compared to the thermal energy of the ions and electrons, i.e. |eΦ|  kbT .
This assumption is violated in the case of the floating potential. In general,
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it exceeds several volts. A better description of the sheath thickness is given
by the Child-Langmuir law [35, 36]
ji =
4
90
( 2e
mi
)1/2 Vs3/2
ds
2 , (2.7)
which relates the ion current density ji through the sheath with the voltage
drop Vs across the sheath. Sheaths also form around grounded surfaces or
surfaces with varying potential, like the electrodes of an RF discharge. The
root cause for the formation of a sheath is always the same it ensures equal
ion and electron currents through the surfaces. The sheath matces the pa-
rameters of the unperturbed plasma with the boundary conditions imposed
by the surface in contact with the plasma. Thus, the sheath changes if the
plasma parameters or the boundary conditions change. For example, the
sheath in front of the driven electrodes of an RF discharge is not static but
changes dynamically with the driving voltage. The dynamics of these sheaths
are not described by the Child-Langmuir law, but it can be used to estimate
the average thickness of the sheath. Models that describe the dynamics of
the sheath of the driven electrode of capacitively coupled RF discharges have
been developed by Lieberman [37, 38].
After having introduced the concept of the sheath, one can now develop
an equivalent circuit model of an RF discharge. Because they are relevant
for this work, a model for parallel-plate capacitively coupled RF discharges
will be developed. A skecth of an idealised parallel-plate capacitively coupled
RF discharge is depicted in figure 2.1. The discharge is formed between two
sheath
bulk
sheath
Rb
Lb
Cb
Cs
Cs
Figure 2.1: Sketch of an idealised parallel-plate capacitively coupled RF dis-
charge and a simple equivalent circuit model.
parallel conducting plates. Either both plates are powered in a suitable way
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by an RF generator or only one of the plates is powered. In that case the
other plate is grounded. The discharge consists of three parts. Two sheaths
in front of the plates and a plasma bulk between the sheaths. A simple
equivalent circuit model of the discharge can also be found in figure 2.1. It is
a series connection of three capacitors [32]. Each sheath is described by an
ideal unfilled capacitor with Capacitance Cs. The plasma bulk is described
by capacitor with capacitance Cb that is filled with a lossy medium, the
plasma. The plasma is described as a series connection of an inductor with
inductance Lb and a resistor with resistance Rb. The inductor models the
inertia of the electrons and the resistor models the collision, primarily with
neutrals species, of electrons. The resistivity ρb of the plasma bulk is given
by [32]
ρb =
meν
m
e
nee2
(2.8)
The collisions are described by the electron collision frequency νme for mo-
mentum loss.
Depending on the size of the plates, or more generally speaking the elec-
trodes, the parallel-plate discharges are symmetric or asymmetric. For a
symmetric discharge the size of both electrodes has to be equal. If this is
not the case the discharge will be asymmetric. If they have not been specif-
ically designed for being symmetric, most parallel plate discharges will be
asymmetric. Even if the electrodes have in principal the same area, most of
these discharges will be asymmetric, because the plasma is in contact with
other grounded surfaces. These surfaces can include grounded reactor walls
or grounded shields around the electrodes. Thus, the area of the grounded
plate is enlarged. Capacitively coupled asymmetric discharges develop a
so-called self-bias voltage VSB at the powered plate (cf. figure 2.2). In ca-
pacitively coupled discharges a capacitor blocks the current flow between the
discharge and the RF generator. The net current flowing into the discharge
must be zero over one RF cycle. Let us assume that, like in most systems,
the are of the grounded electrode, is larger than the area of the powered
electrode. Let us further assume that that the impedance Zb of the plasma
bulk vanishes. In that case the sheath capacitances act as capacitive voltage
dividers for the RF voltage. The potential between the two capacitors is the
plasma potential Φp. If the area of both electrodes is equal, the net current
flowing into the discharge is always zero over one RF cycle. The currents
passing through one electrode in the first half of the RF cycle pass through
the other electrode in next half of the cycle. But, if the areas are unequal,
this not the case. At the grounded electrode one has the following situation.
The current density towards the grounded electrode is given by the voltage
drop Vs across the sheath, i.e. Φp in this case. As long as Φp is positive the
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VSB
0
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the self-bias voltage VSB. The boundary conditions
of capacitively coupled asymmetric discharges result in the development of a
large DC component, the self-bias voltage VSB of the voltage at the powered
plate, which is indicated by the solid curve.
sheath is intact and a net ion current flows to the grounded electrode. From
the perspective of the grounded electrode this the same situation as being
connected to a voltage source through the sheath capacitance. From the per-
spective of the grounded electrode a net current flows through it as long as
Φp is positive. To fulfill the condition of having a zero net current, Φp has to
reach ground potential so that the sheath collapses and electrons can reach
the grounded electrode to compensate the ion current, that has previously
flown to the grounded electrode. Arguably this also true for the symmetric
case. But, in that case Φp is symmetric with respect to both electrodes.
This is not true for the asymmetric case. Because the sheath capacitance
is larger,Vs is smaller across the sheath in front of the grounded electrode.
Thus, the oscillation of Φp is small. To compensate for the small oscillation
amplitude that is insufficient to pull Φp to the ground potential, VSB builds
up. It basically shifts Φp to lower values until the oscillation amplitude of
Φp, which is caused by the driving RF voltage, is large enough to pull Φp to
the ground potential.
A larger the asymmetry, i.e. the difference between the areas of both
electrodes, of the discharge results in a larger self-bias voltage. The large
self-bias voltage results in the formation of a thick sheath at the powered
electrode. Because the thick sheath has a low capacitance its impedance is
much larger than the impedance of the sheath at the grounded electrode.
Thus, the thin sheath at the grounded electrode is often neglected in equiva-
lent circuit models of asymmetric discharges. Because the contribution from
the capacitance Cb and the inductance Lb to the impedance of the plasma
bulk are usually small in RF discharges, they are often also neglected. In that
case capacitively coupled asymmetric RF discharges are described as a series
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connection of a capacitor representing the sheath of the powered electrode
and a resistor representing the plasma bulk.
Another important aspect of capacitively coupled RF discharges are the
mechanisms that sustain the discharge. At low RF-power levels, the dis-
charge operates in the so-called α-regime. In this regime the discharge is
sustained by the so-called wave-riding mechanism. Because the resistance
Rb of the plasma bulk is usually low in RF discharges, the voltage drop
across the bulk is small and the electrons do not gain much energy in the
bulk. Only electrons that are close to the sheaths of the plates, or, using
a more general expression, electrodes gain large amounts of energy. The
sheaths at the powered electrodes are expanding and contracting during one
RF cycle. If electrons diffuse into the volume that is traversed by the expand-
ing sheath, they are accelerated by the field inside the sheath. If they have
gained enough energy from the sheath they can ionise neutral gas species in
inelastic collisions. Therefore, ionisation, ore more generally excitation, pre-
dominantly takes place in the vicinity of the sheath edge. Thus, the highest
emission intensity is also observed near the edge of the sheath (cf. figure
2.3). At higher RF-power levels the discharge operates in the γ-regime. In
this regime the discharge is sustained by secondary electrons emitted from
the electrodes. The secondary electrons are generated by ions that have been
accelerated towards the electrode. At low RF-power levels the ions do not
have enough energy to generate a significant amount of secondary electrons.
Thus, the γ-regime is only observed at high RF-power levels. The same volt-
age drop across the sheath that accelerated the ions towards the electrode,
also accelerates the secondary electrons. But, the electrons are accelerated
away from the electrode into the plasma bulk. In the bulk the secondary
electrons transfer their energy to neutral gas species. In the γ-regime a dif-
ferent emission pattern is observed. In addition to local maxima near the
sheath edge, a global maximum of the emission intensity forms in the plasma
bulk (cf. figure 2.3).
2.2 Formation of Nanoparticles in Reactive
Plasmas
The formation of nanoparticles in reactive hydrocarbon and silane plasmas
has been extensively studied since the 1980s. However, not all aspects of the
formation process are well understood. Nevertheless, models that aim at de-
scribing the complete formation process have been developed. Especially, one
of these models has evolved into some sort of standard model for describing
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the spatial distribution of the emission intensity of a
symmetric capacitively coupled RF discharge. The solid curve corresponds
to the α-regime and the dashed curve indicates the γ-regime.
the formation of nanoparticles in reactive hydrocarbon and silane plasmas. A
well known description of this standard model by Bouchoule et al. is given
in [39]. A more extensive review about the formation of nanoparticles in re-
active plasmas can be found in the text by Watanabe [40]. According to this
standard model, the formation process can be subdivided into three phases.
An illustration of the formation process in a reactive hydrocarbon plasma
and its subdivision into the three phases is depicted in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the standard model of nanoparticle formation in a
reactive hydrocarbon plasma.
The particle formation starts immediately after ignition. The precur-
sor molecules are broken up into smaller fragments, radicals, and different
positive and negative ions. At the same time these species are consumed
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in reactions that produce larger molecules. One could call this mixture of
different species the primordial soup of nanoparticle formation. For an excel-
lent overview of the reactions that can take place in a reactive hydrocarbon
plasma, the interested reader may resort to the work by Boegarts et al. [41–
43]. Especially the formation of large negative ions, for example in reactions
of the type
C2nH− + C2H2 −→ C2n+2H− + H2 , (2.9)
is considered as an important step in the formation of nanoparticles in re-
active hydrocarbon plasmas. In contrast to neutral molecules these negative
ions are retained in the plasma bulk by the electrical field inside the plasma
bulk. They are not so efficiently trapped inside the bulk that it is impossible
for them to leave the bulk, but their residence time in the bulk is longer.
Thus, they can grow longer and it is more likely that they evolve into a small
nanoparticle. The growth of the large negative ions by ion-molecular reac-
tions, like the one mentioned above, stops as soon as the ions are neutralised.
This molecular growth is the first phase of the particle formation process. It
begins with a mixture of different molecular species and at its end a large
number of small nanoparticles has formed. A specific feature of the formed
nanoparticle ensemble is its quite narrow size distribution. This narrow size
distribution is a result of the special growth conditions in a plasma. The par-
ticles charge up negatively in a plasma, because the electrons have a higher
mobility than the positive ions (cf. subsection 2.3) However, the nanoparti-
cles are still very small at this stage, i.e. at maximum a few nanometers.Thus,
the majority of the particles is not permanently negatively charged, but un-
charged on average. Nevertheless, also the on-average uncharged particles
are very efficiently trapped in the plasma bulk. Because the charged par-
ticles drift much faster in the electrical field of the bulk than they diffuse
as uncharged particles, they are trapped in the plasma bulk as long as they
charge up negatively occasionally during their residence time. Because the
rate at which the particle charge up negatively is size dependent the trapping
efficiency is also size dependent. Very small particles do not charge up as
often as larger particle. The small particles leave the plasma bulk at a higher
rate. This selective trapping [39] narrows the size distribution.
The next phase of the formation process is defined by the agglomeration
and coalescence of the nanoparticles. At this stage the nanoparticle number
density np and the average particle diameter 〈dp〉 have become large enough
so that the nanoparticles start to agglomerate. But, they do not only ag-
glomerate but also coalesce. If the particles only agglomerated it would be
difficult to explain why the particles keep their spherical shape. One might
expect that the agglomeration of the particles leads to a substantial broad-
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ening of the size distribution, but this does not seem to be the case. The
agglomeration process is self-limiting. As soon as the nanoparticles reach a
certain size, they will acquire a permanent negative charge. As the nega-
tively charged particles repel each other they cannot agglomerate anymore.
They can only agglomerate with smaller uncharged particles. This limits the
size to which the particles can grow by agglomeration and subsequent coales-
cence. As mentioned earlier the minimum particle size during this phase is
limited by the selective trapping effect. In combination both effects keep the
size distribution of the nanoparticles narrow. The growth of the nanopar-
ticles, supposedly, also suppresses the formation of large quantities of small
nanoparticles. Although their growth is dominated by agglomeration and
coalescence, the particles also grow by surface deposition. They consume
the molecules that would participate in the formation of new nanoparticles.
Additionally, they reduce the free electron density ne, when they charge up
permanently. This should reduce the number of negative ions in the plasma.
The last phase of the formation process is dominated by surface deposi-
tion onto the nanoparticles. All particles are charged up negatively so that
agglomeration and coalescence are not possible. The particles grow as long
as they remain trapped in the discharge. Eventually, the particles are lost
from the discharge because the forces pushing them out of the discharge have
become so large that they can overcome the electrostatic force that retains
the particles in the discharge.
The plasma, or more generally the discharge, is of course not unaffected
by the formation of the nanoparticles, especially, if the formed nanoparti-
cle ensemble is very large. The most drastic response of the discharge to
the particle formation is the so-called α − γ′ transition [39]. According to
the standard model, it coincides with the coalescence phase of the particle
formation process. As the particles charge up negatively, the free electron
density ne decreases. To compensate the loss of the electrons, which sustain
the discharge, the electron temperature Te increases. This is a manifestation
of the self-balancing nature of plasmas. Because, ne and Te are fundamen-
tally important parameters of the discharge, all other discharge parameters
are expected to be affected by the α−γ′ as well, either directly or indirectly.
2.3 Charging of Nanoparticles in Plasmas
The charging of nanoparticles in plasmas is still actively researched (cf. for
example [44–47]) and no complete general theory has been developed, even if
one restricts the theory to the charging of nanoparticles in low-temperature
plasmas. The theory for charging of nanoparticle in low-temperature plasmas
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with the highest acceptance is the so-called orbit motion limit (OML) theory.
It uses the same concepts as the OML theory for plasma probes. A well
written description of the OML theory for both particles and probes can be
found in the book by [32]. The charged particle is described as a spherical
capacitor. The inner electrode is formed by the charged particles, whereas
the outer electrode is a virtual surface at a distance equal to the Debye-length
λD of the plasma. In this configuration the charge Qp of the particle is given
by the product CpΦf = Qp of the capacitance Cp of the capacitor and the
floating potential Φf of the particle. For convenience, the potential Φp of the
plasma surrounding the particle was set to Φp = 0. The capacitance is given
by
Cp = 4pi0
rpλD
λD − rp . (2.10)
The permittivity of free space is denoted by 0. By rearranging one gets
Cp = 4pi0rp
(
λD
2 + rpλD
λD
2 − rp2
)
. (2.11)
If the Debye-length is considerably larger than rp one can simplify relation
(2.11) to
Cp = 4pi0rp
(
1 + rp
λD
)
. (2.12)
by using the approximation λD2 − rp2 ≈ λD2. Because the particle diameter
dp is primarily used for describing the particle size in this work, it is replacing
rp in the final expression ofr the particle charge
Qp = 2pi0dp
(
1 + dp2λD
)
Φf . (2.13)
Because the floating potential Φf of the particle cannot be measured directly,
one has to express Φf as a function of parameters that are experimentally
accessible. A suitable expression can be found if one considers the balance
of currents to the particle. By definition the total current to the particle
I must vanish (I(Φ)Φ=Φf = 0) if the potential Φ of the particle reaches Φf .
This condition can be expressed as a balance
Ii = Ie (2.14)
of the ion current Ii and the electron current Ie towards the particle. Initially,
Ie is larger than Ii because the electrons have a higher mobility than the ions.
The particle starts to charge up negatively; the potential of the particle is
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negative. Thus, the incident electrons have to overcome a potential barrier
to reach the particle. The electron current is given by [32]
Ie =
enepid
2
p
4
(
kBTe
2pime
)1/2
exp
(
eΦ
kBTe
)
(2.15)
with the free electron density ne, the electron temperature Te, the Boltzmann-
constant kB, the mass of the free electron me, and the elementary charge e.
In contrast to the electrons, the positively charged ions are attracted by
the negatively charged particle. An uncharged particle would be hit by all
ions that approach the ion with an impact parameter b smaller than the
particle radius rp. However, the negatively charged particle is hit by ions
that approach the particle with impact parameters that are larger than rp.
This is illustrated in figure 2.5. All ions that approach the particle with
rp
bc
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the trajectory of ions approaching a negatively
charged particle with radius rp with impact parameters equal and larger
than the collection radius bc.
impact parameters smaller than the so called collection radius bc hit the ion
and contribute to Ii. The ion current is then given by [32]
Ii =
enepid
2
p
4
(
kBTi
2pimi
)1/2 [
1− eΦ
kBTi
]
(2.16)
with the ion temperature Ti and the ion mass mi. Ions with impact parame-
ters larger than bc can become trapped in a stable orbit around the particle.
But they do not contribute to Ii unless they are knocked out of their sta-
ble orbit by a collision and collide with the particle. The contribution from
those ions is not included in the simple version of the OML-theory described
here. With the mass ratio µ = mi/me, the temperature ratio Γ = Te/Ti, the
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normalised floating potential ηf = −eΦf/(kBTe), and the relations (2.15) and
(2.16) one can transform the current balance into a very elegant expression
[32]
e−ηf = (µΓ)−1/2(1 + Γηf) . (2.17)
for the ηf , and thus Φf . Equation (2.17) cannot be solved analytically, but
it can be solved with standard numerical methods, given that all parameters
are known or can be estimated. After the floating potential Φf , the particle
charge Qp can be calculated with equation (2.13). Interestingly the OML-
theory predicts that Qp increases linearly with the particle diameter dp. The
floating potential given by equation (2.17) is independent of the particle size
and only depends on the parameters of the plasma in which the particle is
immersed.
One limitation of the OML-theory described above is that it assumes
that the charge up of the nanoparticles has no influence on the plasma. For
a single isolated particle or a small number of particles that are well separated
this assumption will be valid. But, in discharges that are loaded with a large
number of nanoparticles this assumption is violated. The description of the
charging process would not be self-consistent in this case. If a large number
of electrons stick to the particles, the free electron density ne will be reduced.
Thus, the electron current towards the particles should decrease. To describe
the charging of the nanoparticles self-consistently, the reduction of ne has to
be taken into account. If one used the OML-theory described above for
discharges that are loaded with a large number of nanoparticles one would
overestimate Qp.
One obtais a better description of the charging of large nanoparticle en-
sembles if one includes the so-called Havnes effect. It describes the pertur-
bation of the plasma by the charge up of the nanoparticle ensemble. The
perturbation is described by a self-consistent change of the plasma poten-
tial of the perturbed part of the discharge. The perturbed potential Φc
is sometimes named cloud potential [32]. The normalised cloud potential
ηc = −eΦc/(kBTe) is defined in the same way as the normalised floating
potential. The particle charge
Qp = 2pi0dp
(
1 + dp2λD
)
(Φf − Φc) . (2.18)
is then defined by the difference between Φf and Φc. In addition to describing
the perturbation of the plasma potential, an additional constraint on the
particle charge Qp is added. The quasineutrality condition of the plasma has
also be maintained in the nanoparticle loaded parts of the discharge. This
condition is fulfilled if
eni − ene +Qp = 0 (2.19)
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holds. It is assumed that the ions carry a single positive elementary charge
and that Qp is negative. With the quasineutrality condition and the current
balance condition one obtains a set of two coupled equations that define
ηf and ηc. Under the assumption of a fixed ion density ni one obtains the
following relations [32]
0 = e−ηc − 1 + P (ηf − ηc) (2.20)
0 = (µΓ)−1/2[1 + Γ(ηf − ηc)]− e−ηf . (2.21)
The Havnes parameter P [48] is a measure of the discharge’s perturbation by
the nanoparticle ensemble. It can be interpreted as the number of particles
in an electron Debye sphere [32] and can be expressed as
P = 2pi0dp
kbTe
e2
np
ne
(2.22)
with the nanoparticle number density np. At a low Havnes parameter, i.e.
P  1, ηc vanishes and Qp is equal to the value predicted by the simpler
version of the OML theory. For larger Havnes parameters Qp is lower than
predicted by the simpler version of the OML theory.
2.4 In-situ diagnostics
2.4.1 Impedance Probe
Impedance or current-voltage probes are a commonly used discharge diag-
nostic. They are often found in industrial applications. After installation
they are non-invasive and they can be directly integrated into the electrode
system. Unlike other diagnostics like Langmuir probes or infrared absorp-
tion spectroscopy they do not require additional ports. Special care should
be taken if an impedance probe is installed on a plasma reactor. If the
probe is not perfectly matched to the system, it will most likely affect the
power coupling into the discharge. Thus, results obtained before and after
installation of the probe might not be directly comparable. In general, the
impedance probe is installed in between the matching network and the driven
electrode of the discharge (cf. figure 2.6). The probe itself contains two pick-
up probes. In very simple impedance probes these pick-up probes would
only measure the 1st harmonic of the RF-current and -voltage, respectively.
In more advanced probes the current and voltage waveforms are measured.
The probe electronics determine the contribution from each harmonic by
Fourier transformation and thus provide not only information about the 1st
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Figure 2.6: Sketch of the usual installation configuration of an impedance
probe. The probe is placed in between the matching network and the driven
electrode. Inside the impedance probe two pick-up probes measure the cur-
rent and voltage waveform, respectively. The measured signals are processed
inside the electronics of the probe.
but also the higher harmonics of the driving frequency. Commercial as well
as self-constructed probes have been used [49–52]. Although operating these
probes is relatively simple, the analysis of the information they provide is
not as straightforward. The impedance probe can only provide information
about the reactor impedance ZR, which is basically the impedance down-
stream of the impedance probe. It contains not only contributions from the
impedance of the discharge Zd, which itself contains parasitic elements, but
also contributions from the electrode and the transmission lines between the
probe and the electrode. If one would like to correlate the measurements of
the impedance probe directly with Zd one has to perform calibration mea-
surements develop a complete equivalent circuit for ZR [53, 54]. But, even
without this more advanced approach does the impedance probe provide use-
ful information. Given that the contribution of the parasitic elements is more
or less unaffected by changes of the discharge parameters, ZR and Zd should
follow the same trends.
2.4.2 Optical Emission Spectroscopy
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is a well known plasma diagnostics that
uses the light emitted from plasmas to acquire information about the prop-
erties of the plasma. Unless the neutral gas temperature Tn is very high,
the emission spectra are line spectra. The emission lines correspond to the
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radiative decay of metastable states. Low temperature plasmas, which are
of interest for this work, have, in general, a low degree of ionisation. There-
fore, the emission spectra are dominated by the emission associated with
metastable states of neutral gas species. Because only the electrons have
sufficient kinetic energy in low temperature plasmas, the neutral gas species
are excited into their metastable states by electron impact excitation. Figure
2.7 illustrates possible paths for excitation and radiative decay of electron
energy states in a neutral atom. Electron impact excitation can occur from
1s levels
2p levels
higher  levels 
(2s, 3p, 3s …)
ground state
ionisation energy
electron impact excitation
radiative decay
en
er
g
y
Figure 2.7: Illustration of possible paths for the excitation and radiative
decay of electron energy states in a neutral atom. The energy levels of the
different states are named after the Paschen notation.
the ground state or metastable states with lower energy. The same is true
for the radiative decay of these states. Either the states decay into the
ground state or cascade into lower lying metastable states. However, not all
transitions that are in principal possible are equally important for emission
spectroscopy. Some of the transitions are electric-dipole or spin forbidden
and have far smaller transition rates than the transitions that are electric-
dipole and spin allowed. These forbidden transitions are typically not of
interest for optical emission spectroscopy, because their associated emission
lines will be very weak compared to the emission lines corresponding to the
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allowed transitions. Depopulation of the excited states by collisions with
other species has not been taken into account in figure 2.7. In conjunction
with the assumption that electron impact excitation is the dominant exci-
tation mechanism, this is known as the so called corona model [55]. It is
the most commonly used model for evaluating the emission spectra of low
temperature plasmas.
One key advantage of OES is that it is absolutely non-invasive. Another
advantage is its experimental simplicity. It only requires a spectrometer and
optical access to the plasma. Unfortunately, there is no free lunch and an
unambiguous interpretation of the emission spectra, especially a quantitative
interpretation, is often challenging. Basically, one obtain to sets of informa-
tion from the emission spectra. Firstly, one obtains the intensity and the
position of the emission lines. This information can, for example, be used
to determine the concentration of the different species in the plasma, cf. for
example [56, 57]. However, for a quantitative analysis detailed information
about the different excitation paths and the electron energy distribution func-
tion (EEDF) are required. It is also possible to infer information about the
EEDF from this information by using more sophisticated approaches [58].
Secondly, one obtains information about the line shape of the emission lines.
Especially the broadening of the emission lines contains valuable information
about the plasma. For reliably extracting this information one needs spec-
trometers with very high resolution. Apart from the natural broadening of
the lines, which is a consequence of the finite life time of the excited states,
various other broadening effects contribute to the broadening of the emission
lines. For example, The contribution from Doppler broadening could be used
to estimate Tn [59], the contribution from Stark broadening could be used to
estimate the electrical field strength [60]. One can of course combine both
sets of information and compare simulated spectra with the recorded spectra,
or at least the relevant parts of the spectra, to obtain information about the
plasma [61]. Even if such a detailed analysis of the recorded emission spectra
is unfeasible because the used spectrometer has an insufficient resolution or
not enough a-priori information is available, OES can still be a very useful
diagnostic, especially if it is used as part of a multidiagnostic approach. An
increase of the emission intensity indicates an increase of the degree of exci-
tation of the plasma. In combination with the information provided by the
other diagnostics this information could be used to identify the root cause
for the increased degree of excitation. More thorough discussions of OES can
be found in standard textbooks or reviews [55, 62].
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2.4.3 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometers are diagnostic tools that have been developed to analyse
the composition of gases and vapourised liquids and solids. In general, each
mass spectrometers consists of three parts. Firstly, an ion source in which the
gases or vapours are ionised. Larger molecules, especially complex organic
molecules, can dissociate into smaller fragments in the ion source. Secondly,
an analyser into which the ionised species are trasnfererd. In the analyser
the ionised species are sorted according to their mass-to-charge ratio m/z.
Thirdly a detector that records the amount of ionised species transmitted
through the analyser at a specific m/z ratio. The detector signal, which is
usually an ion current, is a measure for the concentration of the species with
the corresponding m/z ratio. The different variants of mass spectrometers,
like sector field mass spectrometers, quadrupole mass spectrometers, and
time-of-flight mass spectrometers, that have been developed differ only in the
construction of these three parts. Because a quadrupole mass spectrometer
has been used in the experiments described in this work, only the operating
principle of the this type of mass spectrometer is briefly explained below. For
more detailed information about the different types of mass spectrometers
the reader is advised to refer to standard textbooks [63, 64].
The ion source of a typical quadrupole mass spectrometer uses electron
impact ionisation. The electrons are generated by a heated filament ac-
celerated inside the ion source. As the name suggests the analyser of the
quadrupole is based on an electric quadrupole. More precisely the quadrupole
consists of four rods that are connected to a high frequency generator as
shown in figure 2.8. The ratio between the DC-voltage VDC and the RF-
voltage VRF defines which species with a certain m/z-ratio can pass through
the analyser. The ions drift though the analyser along its central axis. Ad-
ditionally they are deflected by the quadrupole field in the analyser. The
superposition of both motions result in a helical trajectory of the ions. How-
ever, only trajectories of ionised species with specific m/z-ratios are stable
at a given voltage ratio. All other species move on unstable trajectories and
will collide with the rods of the quadrupole analyser before they have passed
through the analyser. The detector at the end of the analyser is usually a
Faraday cup or some sort of electron multiplier.
2.4.4 Multipole Resonance Probe
The multipole resonance probe is a variety of active plasma resonance spec-
troscopy. It may also be referred to as plasma absorption probe. These
probes have been recently criticised as being inferior to Langmuir probes,
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Figure 2.8: The sketch on the left-hand side shows a front view of the
quadrupole analyser in a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The four rods are
arranged around the central axis of the analyser and are connected to a high
frequency generator. The sketch on the right-hand side shows an isometric
projection of the rod system.
because of unrealistic assumptions in their underlying theories [65]. But, it
has to be taken into account that the Langmuir probe has been developed
almost a century ago [66] and has itself been the subject of intense research
and a long development process. Therefore, one should not expect the MRP
to have the same degree of maturity as the Langmuir probe. For an in-depth
discussion of the MRP the reader should consult the original publications
[67, 68]. A brief description of the operating principle of the probe is given
below.
An MRP with a simple design can consist of two conducting hemispheres
that are separated by a thin dielectric layer [68]. A dielectric shield sur-
rounding the probe isolates it from the conducting plasma. Because the
MRP is driven at high frequencies, it is unaffected by the dielectric shield
and the deposition of insulating layers onto the probe. This is a major ad-
vantage compared to Langmuir probes and makes it, in general, very useful
for analysing reactive plasmas, like the one investigated in this work. The
two hemispheres form a spherical dipole antenna. The basic idea behind the
MRP is to immerse the probe into the plasma and analyse the resonance
spectrum of the MRP with a network ananlyser. If the MRP is driven close
to the electron plasma frequency ωpe, the position of the resonance peaks
can be can be related to ωpe and subsequently to the free electron density
ne. If the probe is driven symmetrically, the resonance spectrum can be de-
scribed by the lumped element equivalent circuit model in figure 2.9 [67]. In
the existing models for the MRP [67, 68] the relative permittivity r,p of the
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Figure 2.9: Lumped element equivalent circuit model of the MRP. It consists
of an infinite number of series resonance circuits, which describe the multi-
pole resonances of the probe, connected in parallel. The vacuum coupling
is described by a capacitor connected in parallel to the resonance circuits.
The resonance spectrum of the complete circuit is analysed with a network
analyser.
plasma is modeled with the cold plasma approximation as
r,p = 1− ωp,e
2
ω(ω − iνme )
. (2.23)
The angular driving frequency of the probe is represented by ω. As momen-
tum loss collisions are included in the cold plasma approximation, one can
also obtain information about the electron collision frequency for momentum
loss νme . The broadening of the resonance peaks is a measure for νme . At the
moment a major limitation of the MRP is the size of the probe. Having
a diameter of several millimeters it is substantially larger than Langmuir
probes. This increases the invasive character of the MRP. But, this is simply
an engineering and not a fundamental problem and will probably be solved
in the future.
2.4.5 UV/Vis-transmission Spectroscopy
UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy is a well established technique in the field
of materials science. For example, it has been used to investigate the optical
properties of plasmonic absorbers [69] and metal-polymer nanocomposites
[70, 71], and to determine the size of metallic nanoparticles [72–74]. The
basic concept of UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy is illustrated in figure
2.10. An experimental setup for UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy is quite
simple. It consists only of three parts: the specimen, a continuum light
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the basic concept of UV/Vis transmission spec-
troscopy. A light beam emitted by a continuum light source, which covers the
complete UV/Vis spectrum or only parts of it, is passed through the spec-
imen. The transmitted light beam is analysed by a spectrometer to obtain
the transmitted spectrum.
source, and a spectrometer. The specimen could be a colloidal solution in a
cuvette, a thin film stack on a transparent substrate, or a discharge in a vac-
uum chamber with suitable windows. The light source in UV/Vis transmis-
sion spectroscopy setups is usually a broadband source that covers most the
UV/Vis spectrum. However, for investigating certain specimens light sources
with a limited wavelength range might be sufficient. A very common light
source is a combination of a tungsten halogen lamp, which covers the visible
part of the spectrum and a deuterium gas-discharge lamp, which covers the
UV part of the spectrum. The light source can be combined with optics to
control the size of the illuminated area and couple the light more efficiently
into the spectrometer on the other side of the specimen. But, in principal
the transmission spectroscopy setup could be operated without these optics.
Admittedly, the setup would be very inefficient. Thus, by and large, UV/Vis
transmission spectroscopy setups use collimation optics to couple the light
of out of the source and into the spectrometer. The spectrometer only has
to fulfill two prerequisites. Firstly, it has to able to analyse the transmit-
ted spectrum in the required wavelength range and range, and secondly its
integration time needs to be low enough, if dynamic processes within the
specimen are to be investigated. In general, the features in the transmitted
spectra are relatively broad so that low-cost compact spectrometers can be
used. This stands in contrast to the resolution required by spectrometers for
the detailed analysis of optical emission spectra (cf. subsection 2.4.2), whose
primary features are very sharp emission lines.
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Depending on the investigated specimen there are different ways of in-
terpreting the recorded spectra. The following discussion is restricted to the
aspects that are relevant for this work. For more general information about
the interpretation of UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy data the interested
reader can, for example, refer to [75].
If nanoparticles dispersed in some matrix, i.e. an Ar − C2H2 discharge
in this work, are to be investigated, one usually does not analyse the trans-
mitted spectrum directly but the transmission spectrum. The transmission
spectrum, i.e. the transmission T as a function of the wavelength λ,
T (λ) = IT(λ)
I0(λ)
(2.24)
is obtained by dividing the transmitted spectrum IT(λ) by the incident spec-
trum I0(λ). The transmitted intensity
IT = I0 − IE (2.25)
can also be expressed as the difference between the incident intensity I0 and
the intensity IE lost by extinction, i.e. the combination of absorption and
scattering. Thus, one can rewrite (2.24) as
T (λ) = 1− IE(λ)
I0(λ)
. (2.26)
The extinction within the specimen follows the Beer-Lambert law, given that
multiple scattering can be neglected. The intensity lost by extinction is given
by
IE = I0 (1− exp[−τ ]) . (2.27)
The exponent in equation (2.27) is referred to as optical depth. It is a di-
mension less number and is a measure for the extinction inside the specimen.
For τ = 0 the specimen is completely transparent, whereas it is completely
opaque for τ =∞. If one removes the contribution of the matrix to the ex-
tinction by performing a reference measurement with a specimen that only
consists of the matrix, the optical depth only contains the contribution from
the nanoparticles and can be written as the product of the extinction cross
section σext and the line integrated nanoparticle number density nlinp
τ = σext nlinp . (2.28)
By combining (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28) one obtains a compact expression for
the transmission spectrum
T (λ) = exp [−τ ] = exp
[
−σext(λ)nlinp
]
. (2.29)
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If the complex refractive index n = n′ − in′′ of the nanoparticles is known
one could calculate σext, cf. for example [72] and the references therein.
Because UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy is a line integrating technique it
is not possible to determine the nanoparticle number density np from a single
transmission spectrum without a-priori knowledge. If the spatial distribution
of the nanoparticle number density np(x) is known a-priori, one can use the
formal definition
nlinp =
∫ L
0
dxnp(x) (2.30)
to fit (2.29) to the recorded transmission spectra and obtain information
about np(x). In the trivial case of np(x) = const., nlinp is simply given by the
product of np and the thickness L of the specimen along the path of the light
beam. But, even if np(x) itself is not known a-priori one can obtain informa-
tion about the spatial distribution of the nanoparticles in the specimen with
UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy. For, example if it is a-priori known that
np(x) is rotationally symmetric one could record several transmission spectra
at different distances from the rotational symmetry axis of the specimen and
use the Radon transform to reconstruct np(x) from the transmission spectra.
This approach can even be extended to 3d distributions [76].
2.4.6 Small Angle X-ray Scattering
In contrast to the other in-situ diagnostics reviewed so far, small angle X-
ray scattering is not commonly used as a discharge diagnostic. A regular
low temperature discharge would be almost completely transparent for the
X-ray beam. However, if nanoparticles are dispersed inside the discharge,
the situation is completely different. SAXS is a well established technique
for investigating such colloidal systems [77–79]. It is also extensively used in
the study of large biomolecules [80–82]
The interested reader can find a thorough analysis of SAXS in the book by
Feigin et al. [83]. In the following only the basic concepts of SAXS, which
are relevant for this work, are outlined. SAXS works in the same way as
scattering of photons in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The incident electromagnetic waves excite the electrons of the specimen,
which in turn emit electromagnetic waves of the same frequency. The major
difference is the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation. Typically SAXS
experiments are performed with photon energies in the range of 7 keV to 16
keV. This corresponds to a wavelength range of 0.18 nm to 0.08 nm. Because
the wavelength of the X-ray radiation is so small, SAXS can, in principal, be
used to investigate very small structures, like freshly nucleated nanoparticles
in a reactive plasma. In this case one can think of the individual nanoparticles
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as small antennas. The superposition of the electromagnetic waves emitted
from the excited electrons in the nanoparticle defines the directivity of the
electromagnetic waves emitted from the nanoparticle. One can easily imagine
that a spehrical particle will emit electromagnetic waves with a different
directivity than a cubic particle. Thus, the shape of the nanoparticles will
affect the recorded scattering pattern. In addition, one usually does not
investigate a system that contains only one isolated particle but a complete
particle ensemble. The total scattering pattern is a superposition of the
emission from each nanoparticle. Not only the shape of the nanoparticles but
also their distribution will affect the scattering pattern. if the X-ray beam
is transmitted through an isotropic specimen, i.e. a nanoparticle loaded
low pressure discharge in this work, the scattering pattern is rotationally
symmetric around the transmitted beam. Thus, the scattering pattern can
be described by a 1d function IS(q). It is the intensity of the scattered light
IS, also referred to as scattering intensity, as a function of the scattering
vector q. The scattering vector q = |~q| is actually the length of the scattering
vector, but to keep the notation simple it is simply called scattering vector.
If one performs a rigorous mathematical derivation (cf. [83]) one can
obtain the following relation for the scattering intensity
IS(q) = 〈Np〉〈F 2(~q)〉 −K〈Np〉2 (2.31)
that includes the average number 〈Np〉 of particles in the probed volume and
the orientation averaged form factor 〈F 2(~q)〉 of the particles. As its name
suggest the form factor describes the contribution of the particle shape to
the scattering pattern. The variable K is not a simple factor but a rather
complicated function that describes the effect of interparticle interference on
the scattering pattern. For dilute systems the factor K〈Np〉2 vanishes and
the scattering pattern can be described as a linear superposition
IS(q) = 〈Np〉〈F 2(~q)〉 (2.32)
of the scattering from 〈Np〉 independent particles. This behaviour can be
explained as follows. Only the phases of the electromagnetic waves emitted
by particles that are in close proximity will have a well defined relationship.
If the particles have the right distance to each other the emitted waves will
interfere constructively or destructively resulting in a interference pattern.
The nanoparticles emit at least partially coherent waves. However, if the
separation of the nanoparticles is large, as in a dilute system, the phase
difference between the emitted waves will be randomly distributed and no
interference is observed. The emitted waves are incoherent. In that case the
intensity of the emitted waves are added up instead of their amplitudes.
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If one performs a Taylor series expansion around q = 0 and cuts the
expansion after the 2nd term [83], the scattering intensity can be expressed
as
IS(q) = IS(q)|q=0 exp
[
−q2Rg
2
3
]
. (2.33)
The scattering intensity is only a function of the scattering vector, the ra-
dius of gyration Rg, and the scattering intensity IS(q)|q=0 at q = 0. Equation
(2.33) is the so-called Guinier approximation [83]. A convenient way of ex-
tracting Rg from the scattering pattern is to take the natural logarithm of
equation (2.33)
ln[IS(q)] = ln[IS(q)|q=0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y
−q2 Rg
2
3︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
(2.34)
and plot ln[IS(q)] as a function of q2. This is the so-called Guinier plot. The
radius of gyration is then given by the slope s of a straight line fitted to
the data. The relations between the size of simple bodies an the radius of
gyration are well known. The diameter
dp = 2
(5
3
)1/2
RG (2.35)
of a spherical particle is proportional to Rg. The y-intercept Y of the Guinier
plot provides information about IS(q)|q=0. It is related to the electron density
ρep inside the particle by
IS(q)|q=0 =
∣∣∣∣∫
V
dV ρep
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.36)
For particles of simple shape one can solve the integral in (2.36) analytically.
For a spherical particle with diameter dp one obtains
IS(q)|q=0 = pi
2
36ρ
e
p
2dp
6 . (2.37)
The y-intercept in the Guinier plot also contains information about dp, but
one would need to know ρep to determine dp. Moreover, IS(q)|q=0 can, in
general, not be measured because this part of the scattering pattern is blocked
by a beamstop to avoid damage to the detector by the intense direct beam.
To obtain IS(q)|q=0, one would need to extrapolate the data by fitting a
straight line to it. At that point dp could already be obtained from the slope
of the fit. Nevertheless. equation (2.37) is useful because it shows that the
scattering intensity depends strongly on the particle size. If dp is reduced
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by a factor 10 the maximum scattering intensity decreases by a factor 106.
This is one of the reasons why SAXS measurements are primarily performed
at synchrotron sources. It is possible to perform SAXS measurements with
laboratory sources, but the required integration times are typically too long
to study dynamic processes.
2.5 Ex-situ diagnostics
2.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scannning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the most versatile and com-
monly used techniques for studying the nano- and microstructure of materi-
als. The construction of a scanning electron microscope is similar to a cathode
ray tube. Electrons are generated by thermionic or field emission sources and
accelerated towards the specimen. Typical acceleration voltages are of the of
the order of 10s of kV. On their way to the specimen the electrons pass trough
an optical column in which electromagnetic lenses focus the electron beam
to sizes down to a few nanometers. The optical column also contains the de-
flection system for scanning the electron beam across the specimen surface.
As the electron source, the optical column, and the specimen chamber are
evacuated the majority of electrons reach the specimen without being scat-
tered. SEM images are generated by scanning the electron beam across the
specimen surface and recording the intensity of different signals, i.e. photons
and electrons of different energy, originating from various interactions be-
tween the incident electrons, which are referred to as primary electrons, and
the specimen. It is the large variety of different signals that can be recorded
by the SEM that make it such a versatile technique. Each signal can be used
to generate images with different contrasts. For detailed discussions of the
SEM-technique the interested reader may consult standrad text books [84,
85]. A short discussion of the most important electron-specimen interactions
and the associated contrasts will be given below.
An important concept for the discussion of the various electron-specimen
interactions is the so called interaction volume. It is the volume in which the
electrons interact with the specimen and from which information in the form
of electrons of photons can escape from the specimen. As sketch of a typical
interaction volume is depicted in figure 2.11. The size of the interaction
volume, or more precisely the volume from which the information used for
generating the contrast escapes, defines the spatial resolution. Unlike in
optical microscopy the spatial resolution is not limited by the wavelength of
the electrons and is much higher than in optical microscopes. Features below
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Figure 2.11: Sketch of a typical interaction volume describing the interaction
between a specimen and an incident beam of high energy electrons.
10 nm can be resolved with state of the art SEMs.
The signal with the highest surface sensitivity originates from Auger elec-
trons. The mean free path of the Auger electrons is small so that only Auger
electrons generated close to the specimen surface can escape and can be anal-
ysed with a suitable detector. Another signal with high surface sensitivity
originates from secondary electrons. The energy of the secondary electrons
is low, i.e. less than 50 eV, and so is their mean free path. They are primar-
ily created by inelastic interactions between the primary electrons and the
specimen. But, a certain proportion of the secondary electrons are generated
by inelastic interactions between backscattered electrons and the specimen.
The contrast of SEM images recorded with the secondary electron signal is
dominated by the topography of the specimen surface. If surfaces are inclined
to the primary electron beam, the interaction volume is enlarged compared
to normal incidence so that these inclined surfaces appear brighter in the im-
ages. But, the secondary electrons also provide some contrast related to the
chemical composition of the specimen, because the secondary electron yield
is a material dependent quantity. However, by and large stronger contrast
between areas with different chemical composition can be obtained with the
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backscattered electron signal. Backscattered electrons are primary electrons
that have been scattered multiple times so that they leave the specimen.
Because the electrons are more or less scattered elastically by Rutherford
scattering the energy of the backscattered electrons lies in the keV range
and their mean free path is larger than that of secondary electrons. As the
deflection of the electrons by Rutherford scattering depends on the atomic
number of the cores by which they are scattered, the backscattered electron
yield is sensitive to the chemical composition of the specimen. Nevertheless
backscattered electrons do also provide contrast related to the topography of
the specimen.
In addition to electrons that escape from the specimen, photons that es-
cape from the specimen can also be used to generate SEM images. Character-
istic X-rays emitted from the specimen can be analysed with a spectrometer
to create composition maps of the specimen. This is referred to as energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Unlike the composition contrast provided
by the aforementioned electron signals, EDX can be used to obtain absolute
concentrations of the elements in the specimen. Because the characteristic
X-rays can escape from a large part of the interaction volume the spatial res-
olution is lower compared to the electron based signals. Moreover, in general
EDX does not provide information about the topography of the specimen.
In the case of non-metallic specimens one can also record the cathodolumi-
nescence from the specimen. The cathodoluminescence is not caused directly
by the primary electrons as their kinetic energy is far too high. It is caused
by the low energy secondary electrons generated in the interaction volume.
2.5.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy is another very versatile technique that
uses various interactions between high energy electrons and a specimen to
gain information about the specimen. State of the art TEMs can achieve
atomic resolution. TEMs are similar in design to SEMs but there are certain
differences between the two microscope types. The optical column of a TEM
is more complex and contains more lenses for focusing and collimating the
electron beam and for correcting different aberrations. Moreover, the spec-
imen is placed at a different position inside the microscope. Whereas it is
placed in special specimen chamber at the end of the optical column in an
SEM, it is placed inside the optical column of an TEM. As the name of the
technique suggests the electrons are transmitted through the specimen in a
TEM. In principal a TEM does not need a deflection system like an SEM, but
many TEMs are nowadays equipped with deflection systems. The TEM is
then operated as a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). This
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increases the versatility of the TEM-technique. The interested reader may
once more refer to standard textbooks for a more detailed discussion of the
TEM-technique [86, 87]. Electron-specimen interactions that are relevant for
this work are shortly discussed below.
In the so called bright-field imaging mode the specimen is illuminated by
a collimated electron beam. Some of the high energy electrons are elastically
scattered by the specimen and are deflected. These deflected electrons are
blocked by an aperture placed behind the specimen. Only undeflected elec-
trons can pass through the aperture and the reach the 2d detector at the end
of the optical column. Areas of the specimen in which a larger amount of
electrons is deflected appear darker in the recorded TEM images. Because
the amount of electrons that are deflected is defined by the product ρd of the
specimen density ρ and the specimen thickness d, this contrast is referred to
as mass-thickness contrast. Thus, this contrast is not only sensitive to the
composition of the specimen but also to its thickness. The contribution of
the specimen thickness has to be taken into account if the specimen has a non
uniform thickness. This is of special importance if one does not investigate
closed films but structures with non-uniform thickness, for example nanopar-
ticles. This is illustrated in figure 2.12. For the incident electron beam the
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the mass-thickness contrast of a spherical
nanoparticle on a support film. The sketch shows a cut through the nanopar-
ticle and the support film.
thickness of the specimen, a nanoparticle in this case, is non-uniform. More
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electrons passing through the particle close to the central axis of the particle
are deflected than electrons passing through the particle close to the ’edge’
of the particle. Thus it may appear that the particle has an inhomogeneous
density, i.e. composition. If the image is not properly focused it may even
appear that the particle is a core-shell particle. Even if it is known that the
particle has a homogeneous composition the weak contrast at the ’edge’ of
the particle can be problematic. It may result in an underestimation of the
particle size. This effect is exacerbated if the particle diameter is compa-
rable to the thickness of the support film and the density of the particle is
comparable to that of the support film. In that case the contrast between
the particle ’edge’ and the support film will be especially low. Such a weak
contrast has, for example, to be expected for small carbonaceous nanoparti-
cles deposited on amorphous carbon support films, which are studied in this
work.
Like in an SEM one can combine TEM with spectroscopic methods to ob-
tain information about the composition of the specimen. In contrast to the
bright-field imaging mode these imaging modes are based on inelastic inter-
actions between the incident electrons and the specimen. In principal these
spectroscopic imaging modes could be used with conventional illumination
conditions, i.e. a collimated electron beam with a relatively large diame-
ter. But, in general the spectroscopic imaging modes are used in conjunction
with STEM to generate composition maps or probe the composition of the
specimen locally. If a collimated beam were used, one would obtain informa-
tion about the average composition of the specimen. The focused electron
beam used in STEM provides a high spatial resolution. The most commonly
used spectroscopic methods are EDX and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS). The EDX works in the same way as in an SEM; characteristic X-
rays emitted from the specimen are analysed by a suitable detector. In a
sense EELS is complementary to EDX. Instead of analysing the characteris-
tic X-rays generated in inelastic interactions between the electrons and the
specimens, EELS analyses the energy loss of the transmitted electrons. But,
EELS spectra contain additional information. For example, they also contain
information about plasmon losses of the transmitted electrons.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setups
3.1 The ’Pequod’-Reactor
3.1.1 Reactor Vessel
The main design objective of the ’Pequod’-reactor was to combine a highly
mobile reactor that can accommodate a variety of conventional and uncon-
ventional plasma diagnostics. An image of the rector can be seen in figure
3.1. The plasma reactor itself is based on a stainless steel cylinder with an
inner diameter of 200 mm and an inner height of 160 mm. The reactor is
large enough so that a multitude of different ports can be attached to it.
Yet, it is still so small that it can be easily transported to other research
facilities. Most importantly, it is small enough so that it can be installed at
the P03-beamline [88] of the PETRA III synchrotron at the DESY research
facility.
In total, there are 16 ports available on ’Pequod’-reactor to install vac-
uum equipment, plasma diagnostics, electrodes, and auxiliary components.
Figure 3.2 shows crosssections through the ’Pequod’-reactor along one of its
symmetry planes. Most ports of the reactor are aligned onto the centre point
of the reactor (CP). Only the four CF40 ports located at the bottom of the
reactor are aligned onto the secondary alignment point (PP). It is located ap-
proximately 32 mm above CP on the rotational symmetry axis (R-axis) of the
cylindrical reactor. The decision for this particular arrangement was a com-
promise between manufacturability and the spatial restrictions imposed by
the heavy-load goniometer available at the P03-beamline. These four ports
are intended to be used for the pumping system of the reactor. One must
expect that the neutral drag force resulting from the gas stream between
the gas inlet and the pump ports of the reactor influences the distribution
of the nanoparticles dispersed inside the discharge and in worst case might
35
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Figure 3.1: Image of the ’Pequod’-reactor.
Figure 3.2: 3d and 2d crosssections of the ’Pequod’-reactor. The positions
of the centre Point (CP), the secondary alignment point (PP), the rotational
symmetry axis (R-axis), the beam axis (B-axis), and the auxiliary axis (A-
axis) are indicated.
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result in an inhomogeneous distribution of the particles. Thus, it would be
favourable if the gas stream was rotationally symmetric. The Gaseous Elec-
tronics Conference (GEC) Reference Cell solves this problem by using a gas
inlet located on the rotational symmetry axis of the cell in combination with
an annular gap on the bottom of the cell that has four CF 40 ports equally
distributed along its circumference. [89]. Due to the spatial restrictions im-
posed by the heavy-load goniometer this solution could not be transferred to
the ’Pequod’-reactor. The four CF40 pump ports are instead directly con-
nected to the bottom of the reactor and are not equally distributed along its
circumference but at angles of 120 deg and 60 deg, respectively. However,
the gas inlet is located on the rotational symmetry axis of the rector. The
only other ports that are not aligned onto the center point are the two CF63
ports defining the auxiliary axis (A-axis). It lies perpendicular to the beam
axis (B-axis) and intersects the R-axis 10 mm below CP.
Another uncommon feature of the ’Pequod’-reactor is the large rectangu-
lar vacuum port that is defining the B-axis together with a CF100 port on the
backside of the reactor. In fact, the ’Pequod’-reactor is not a perfect cylinder.
The rectangular port intersects the cylinder at a distance of approximately
73 mm from the centre point and forms a flat face. The rectangular port has
an open width of 100 mm and an open height of 136 mm. It is sealed by a flu-
oropolymer O-ring. Such a large rectangular port was incorporated into the
design to allow for the installation of a large rectangular Kapton R©-window
for grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering experiments. Compared
to circular windows with the same area, rectangular windows provide a more
efficient coverage of the rectangular X-ray detectors, provided that nothing
else,i.e. a flight tube, limits the detector area that can be covered. For all
other diagnostics that are the subject of this work a CF100 window had been
sufficient.
Figure 3.3 shows a crosssection through the ’Pequod’-reactor at the height
of the centre point. The positions at which the particle collection system
and the majority of the discharge diagnostics have been attached to the
reactor are also indicated in figure 3.3. A detailed description of the particle
collection system and the discharge diagnostics will be given in section 3.2
and 3.3, respectively.
3.1.2 Gas Supply and Vacuum System
A schematic drawing of the reactor’s (P) vacuum and gas supply system is
shown in figure 3.4. It also includes, for the sake of completeness, the vacuum
systems of the massspectrometer (M) and collector (C) module. All three
systems are connected to the same multistage roots pump (ACP 15, Pfeiffer
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Figure 3.3: 2d crosssection through the ’Pequod’-reactor at the height of the
centre point. The positions at which the particle collection system and the
majority of the discharge diagnostics have been attached are indicated by
labels at the corresponding ports.
Vacuum). To prevent the agglomeration of particles inside the pump and
to dilute the waste gas from the reactor, the foreline pump is purged with
10 slm nitrogen (purity 99,999 %) during process runs. The high vacuum in
the ’Pequod’-reactor is generated by a turbomolecular pump (HiPace R© 60P,
Pfeiffer Vacuum). This particular pump has a higher resilience against con-
tamination by particles because it lacks a Holweck-stage. Therefore, it is
a true turbomolecular pump and does not belong to the class of turbodrag
pumps, which are more common nowadays because they can reach lower base
pressures. Like the foreline pump, the turbopump is purged with approxi-
mately 9 sccm nitrogen. Another gas inlet at the turbopump allows to vent
the complete system with nitrogen. For both purposes nitrogen with a purity
of 99,999 % is used. With its current vacuum system the ’Pequod’-reactor is
able to reach an ultimate pressure of pu ≈ 3× 10−4 Pa. During a process run
the base pressure pb in the reactor is limited to pb ≈ 2×10−2 Pa by increased
backstreaming resulting from the purging of the pumps. The base und ulti-
mate pressure of the reactor are measured by a full-range cold cathode gauge
(PKR270, Pfeifer Vacuum). To minimize contamination of the gauge, it is
switched off during the process runs. The process pressure inside the reactor
is monitored by three different gauges. Two of them are capacitive gauges
(CMR 364, Pfeiffer Vacuum & 626B Baratron R©, MKS Instruments). The
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Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of the vacuum and gas supply system of the
’Pequod’-reactor (P). The vacuum systems of the collector module (C) and
the mass spectrometer module (M) are also included.
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Baratron R© is connected to a butterfly valve (253B, MKS Instruments) in
front of the turbopump forming a closed control loop, which is used to keep
the absolute process pressure in the reactor constant during a process run.
In addition, the process pressure is monitored by a Pirani gauge (TPR 280,
Pfeiffer Vacuum). In its current configuration four gases (N2, O2, Ar, and
C2H2) can be simultaneously admitted into the ’Pequod’-reactor. The mass
flow of each gas into the reactor is controlled by a mass flow controller (MF 1,
MKS Instruments for N2, O2, and Ar & MCV, Alicat for C2H2). Additional
shut-off valves between the reactor and the flow controllers block the residual
gas flow from the reactors into the reactor if they are not in use. All gas lines
in the gas supply system of the reactor are made from stainless steel. All
connections in the gas supply system are either stainless steel compression
fittings (Swagelok R©, Swagelok), fittings with stainless steel gasket face seals
(VCR R©, Swagelok), or fast couplings (QC4, Swagelok).
3.1.3 Electrode System
The planar cylindrical electrodes and the gas inlet system can be installed
on the two CF100 ports lying on the rotational symmetry axis of the reactor.
The two installation configurations are depicted in figure 3.5. In the single-
electrode configuration only the bottom electrode is mounted. The process
gases are injected into the reactor trough a showerhead-type gas inlet. It
is a hollow stainless steel disk with an outer diameter of 70 mm. The gas
exits the showerhead through holes on its front face. The holes are arranged
in a square pattern. In the twin-electrode configuration the showerhead-
type gas inlet is replaced by an electrode of the same construction as the
bottom electrode. In this configuration the process gases enter the reactor
through the annular gap between the powered part of the electrode, which
will henceforth be referred to as cathode, and the ground shield. The cup-
like ground shield has an outer diameter of 86 mm. The cathode has an
outer diameter of 80 mm and is cooled by water circulating through it at a
flow rate of 4-6 liter per minute. The annular gap between the cathode and
the ground shield has a width of 1 mm. The showerhead-type gas inlet and
the electrodes can be moved individually by large membrane bellows. The
membrane bellows permit a shift of 50 mm each. This increases the versatil-
ity of the reactor, because it allows one to vary the electrode gap as well as
to shift the complete electrode configuration along the rotational symmetry
axis of the reactor. In the single-electrode configuration the electrode gap can
be adjusted from 0 mm to 45 mm. In the twin-electrode configuration the
electrode gap can be adjusted from 0 mm to 35 mm. The electrode system
can be operated in two electrical configurations, an asymmetric configuration
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Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of the two possible electrode installation con-
figurations. In the single electrode configuration the upper electrode is re-
placed by a showerhead, which serves as the gas inlet. In the twin electrode
configuration two identical electrodes are installed on the ’Pequod’-reactor.
and a symmetric push-pull configuration (cf. figure 3.6). In the asymmetric
configuration the cathode of the top electrode or the showerhead-type gas
inlet are grounded. Like the ground shields of the electrodes they are con-
nected to ground potential via their mechanical connections to the vacuum
chamber. The cathode of the bottom electrode is driven by an RF-generator
(RFG100, Coaxial Power Systems) operating at 13.56 MHz. An automatic
L-type matching network (AMN150, Coaxial Power Systems) between the
RF-generator and the electrode system minimizes the amount of power re-
flected back to the RF-generator. The resulting discharges are asymmetric
(cf. subsection 2.1). The push-pull configuration in conjunction with the
twin-electrode configuration can be used to generate symmetric discharges.
This is achieved by driving both cathodes with a phase shift of pi. The phase
shifted drive is generated by a balun placed after the matching network. The
balun consists of two air coils stacked into each other on a common support.
The coil on the output side of the balun has a grounded midpoint connection.
This generates two drive signals of equal amplitude and a phase shift of pi at
the output terminals.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of the electrical configurations in which the
electrode system can be operated. Without the balun (B) the generated
discharges are asymmetric. Only the push-pull configuration with the balun
results in a truly symmetric discharge. In all configurations, an automatic L-
type matching network is placed between the RF-generator and the ’Pequod’-
reactor.
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3.2 Particle Collector Module
The particle collector module uses the same collection scheme as the one
described in [49]. A schematic drawing of the collector module can be found
in figure 3.7. It is based on a small vacuum chamber (CF63 6-way cross)
to foreline pump
to ‚Pequod‘-reactor 
pneumatic 
gate valve
collector finger
Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing of the particle collector module attached to
the ’Pequod’-reactor. The red lines indicate possible trajectories of particles
that have been dragged into the collection module. The particles are either
deposited on the walls of the module or on the collector finger, or are dragged
into the pumping system of the module.
that has been connected to one of the ports on the A-axis of the ’Pequod-
reactor’ (cf. figure 3.2) and can be isolated from it by a pneumatically ac-
tuated gate valve. The collector module has its own turbomolecular pump
(HiPace R© 60P, Pfeiffer Vacuum) and can be isolated from the foreline pump
it shares with the ’Pequod’-reactor. This allows one to vent and evacuate
the collection system independently of the ’Pequod’-reactor. This load-lock
functionality provides a high throughput. The pressure inside the collection
system can be monitored with a Pirani gauge (TPR270, Pfeiffer vacuum).
The substrates for collecting the particles are glued onto the front plate of
the collection finger with vacuum compatible adhesive tape. The shaft of the
collection finger is hollow so that it could be retrofitted with a system for
cooling or heating of its front plate.
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In general, the collection of nanoparticles from the ’Pequod’-reactor with
this collector module was conducted according to the following protocol.
Before the discharge in the reactor is ignited, a fresh substrate is mounted
onto the collection finger and the collector module is evacuated to a pressure
smaller than 5 × 10−2 Pa. After that, the discharge in the reactor can be
ignited. The signal that starts the RF-generator serves as a reference for
the collection process. The gate valve between the reactor and the collection
system is opened at a preset time after this reference signal. The gate valve
is opened completely and is closed directly afterwards. This whole process
takes approximately 2 s. During this time period nanoparticles are dragged
out of the reactor into the collector system. The red lines in figure 3.7
indicate possible particle trajectories. The particles can precipitate onto the
collector finger or the walls of the collector system or they are dragged into
the pumping system of the collector system. The pumping system of the
collector system is then isolated from the pumping system of the reactor and
is subsequently vented to remove the substrate with the collected particles
and prepare the system for the next collection experiment. The preparation
for the next collection experiment includes a cleaning process for the reactor.
During the cleaning process the gate valve between the collector module and
the reactor is automatically opened and closed 5 times with an interval of
20 s. Throughout the cleaning process a pure Ar discharge is running in the
reactor at a pressure of 8 Pa and an RF power of 10 W. The cleaning process
should remove any residual particles, which do not stick to the inner walls,
from the reactor or the collector module.
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3.3 Discharge Diagnostics
3.3.1 Impedance Probe
An impedance probe (Octive Poly, Impedans Ltd) has been directly attached
to the Type N input connector of the bottom electrode. The impedance probe
was used to measure the RF-voltage amplitude, the RF-current amplitude,
the phase angle between RF-current and -voltage, and the impedance of the
discharge. The probe was configured such that this data set was acquired
simultaneously for the first five harmonics (13.56 MHz, 27.12 MHz, 40.68
MHz, 54.24 MHz, and 67.80 MHz) of the operating frequency of the RF
generator. For all experiments described in this work the sample time of the
probe was set to 200 ms.
3.3.2 Optical Emission Spectroscopy
The optical emission of the discharge was detected and analyzed with a
fibre-coupled spectrometer (STS-VIS, Ocean Optics). The spectrometer is
optimized for operation in the visible range and covers the wavelength range
from 350 nm to 800 nm. The width of the entrance slit is 25 µm resulting in
an optical resolution of 1.5 nm. A solarization-resistant optical fibre with a
core diameter of 400 µm (QP400-2-SR-BX, Ocean Optics) was used to guide
the light emitted from the discharge to the spectrometer. The field of view
of the fibre was increased by a collimating lens (74-UV-MP, Ocean Optics),
which was directly attached to its input connector. The collimating lens was
centred on the symmetry axis of a fused silica viewport (VPZL-275Q, Kurt
J. Lesker), which was mounted on a CF 40 port on the circumference of the
’Pequod’-reactor (cf. figure 3.3). The integration time of the spectrometer
was set to 200 ms for all experiments described in this work
3.3.3 Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
A simple quadrupole mass spectrometer (PrismaPlus R©, Pfeiffer vacuum)
was used for obtaining basic information about the plasma chemistry during
particle formation. Because the spectrometer has a detection limit of m/z
= 100 only molecules with a relatively low molecular weight are detectable.
The mass spectrometer is part of a separate module, which was attached to
the ’Pequod’-reactor (cf. figure 3.3). Like the particle collection system the
mass spectrometer module is based on a CF63 6-way cross. The module is
evacuated to a base pressure of pb ≈ 1× 10−5 Pa by a turbomolecular pump
(HiPace 80, Pfeiffer Vacuum), which also provides differential pumping dur-
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ing the operation of the mass spectrometer. The pressure inside the module
is monitored with a full-range cold cathode gauge (PKR270, Pfeifer Vacuum)
As the mass spectrometer module can be isolated from the ’Pequod’-reactor
and the foreline pump it shares with the reactor by valves, both systems
can be vented and evacuated independently of each other. In addition to
the reduction provided by the differential pumping of the mass spectrometer
module a further pressure reduction between the mass spectrometer and the
’Pequod’-reactor was achieved by inserting an orifice between the two sys-
tems. The orifice has a diameter of 0.4 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The
orifice was placed directly after the gate valve separating the spectrometer
module from the ’Pequod’-reactor to minimize the volume trapped between
the gate valve and the orifice. With this configuration a pressure of approx-
imately 8 × 10−4 Pa could be maintained in the mass spectrometer module
at a process pressure of 8 Pa inside the ’Pequod’-reactor. All measurements
of the time evolution of ion currents described in this work were performed
with an integration time of 200 ms for each ion current.
3.3.4 Multipole Resonance Probe
The multipole resonance probe (MRP) that has been used in this work is
similar in design to the probe described in [68]. The outer diameter of the
quartz tube that surrounds the hemispherical dipole probe has an outer di-
ameter of 10 mm. The probe was mounted on the rectangular port of the
’Pequod’-reactor and was centred on the B-axis (cf. figure 3.2 and 3.3). The
position of the probe on the B-axis can be adjusted with a stepper motor.
If not mentioned otherwise, the probe was positioned at a distance of ap-
proximately 30 mm from the centre point of the reactor on the side of the
rectangular port. The resonance spectrum of the probe is recorded with a
network analyzer (ZVL6, Rohde & Schwarz). The resonance spectra have
been recorded with an integration time of 500 ms.
3.3.5 UV/Vis-transmission Spectroscopy
The setup for transmission spectroscopy consists of a fibre-coupled light
source and a fibre-couple spectrometer. The spectrometer (STS-UV, Ocean
Optics) is optimized for use in the UV range and covers the wavelength range
from 190 nm to 650 nm. The output of the light source is generated by a
tungsten halogen and a balanced deuterium lamp (DH-2000-BAL, Ocean op-
tics). To avoid excessive degradation of the optical fibres by the UV light,
solarization-resistant fribres with a core diameter of 400 µm (QP400-2-SR-
BX, Ocean Optics) are used. Collimating optics attached to both fibres are
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used to couple the light in and out of the fibres and to minimize the diver-
gence of the beam that passes through the discharge. A combination of a
plano-convex lens with a focal length of 35.1 mm (LA4052, Thorlabs)and a
positive meniscus lens with a focal length of 100 mm (LE4173, Thorlabs)
is used in the collimating optics. Both lenses have a diameter of 25.4 mm
and are made from fused silica. To align both optics, the lenses as well as
the fibres are mounted on adjustable stages within a cage system. The cage
systems provide a rough centring of the optics on the B-axis of the ’Pequod’-
reactor. The diameter of the collimated beam was approximately 12 mm
at the centre of the reactor. The diameter of the beam was determined by
projecting it onto a fluorescent detector card (VRC2, Thorlabs)at different
distances. The transmission spectra shown in this work have been recorded
with an integration time of 200 ms.
3.3.6 Small Angle X-ray Scattering
Investigations of the particle growth process by SAXS were performed at
the P03 beamline [88] at the DESY synchrotron facility. A schematic draw-
ing in figure 3.8 illustrates how the ’Pequod’-reactor was incorporated into
the beamline. The ’Pequod’-reactor itself was mounted on a heavy load go-
niometer, which provided the ability to adjust the position of the reactor with
respect to the X-ray beam precisely. The frame coupling the goniometer and
the reactor was designed in such a way that the X-ray beam should lie on
the B-axis of the reactor (cf. figure 3.2). To minimize parasitic scattering
from the ambient atmosphere the entrance window of the reactor was placed
directly behind the front-end of the beamline and an evacuated flight tube
was installed between the ’Peqoud’-reactor and the 2d X-ray detector Pilatus
1M, Dectris). Because the flight tube is not flexible enough, it was necessary
to install a flexible membrane bellow between the reactor and the flight tube
to retain the positioning capabilities of the goniometer. Furthermore, an
intermediate X-ray window between the reactor and the flight tube isolates
their pumping systems so that the conditions inside the reactor, e.g. the gas
flow, are not affected. Except for the exit window of the front end, which is
made from silicon nitride, all X-ray windows are made from Kapton R© film.
The entrance window of the reactor, the intermediate window and the exit
windows at the end of the flight tube have thicknesses of 25 µm, 75 µm,
and 125 µm, respectively. The open diameters of the entrance window and
the intermediate window are 20 mm and 66 mm, respectively. An image
of the entrance and intermediate windows can be found in figure 3.9. The
distance between the centre of the reactor and the X-ray detector (SDD) was
determined with a calibration sample (collagen). By matching the recorded
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Figure 3.8: Schematic drawing of the SAXS setup at the P03 beamline.
The ’Pequod’-reactor (1) is connected to the flight tube of the beamline (4)
with a flexible membrane bellow (2). A Kapton R© window (3) separates
the ’Pequod’-reactor from the pumping system of the flight tube. Another
Kapton R© window (5) at the end of the flight tube in front of the 2d X-ray
detector (6) serves as the exit window. The Kapton R© entrance window (7)
is placed directly behind the front-end of the P03 beamline (8). The front-
end has a silicon nitride exit window and contains conditioning and guard
slits (9) for the X-ray beam. The distance from the centre of the reactor to
the detector (SDD) is 5218 mm.
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Figure 3.9: Image of different Kapton R© windows. The small entrance win-
dows have a Kapton R© film thickness of 25 µm (yellow film) and an open
diameter of . The larger intermediate windows have a film thickness of 75
µm (orange film) and an open diameter of. The intermediate window with a
film thickness of 25 µm ruptured during an evacuation test.
diffraction pattern to the expected pattern a value of SDD = 5218 mm was
obtained. The size of the X-ray beam is defined by the conditioning and guard
slits inside the front-end. The beam size is not larger than 40 µm × 20 µm.
All scattering experiments were performed with an electron energy of 13 keV,
which corresponds to a wavelength of 0.095 nm.
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3.4 Electron Microscopes
A field emission SEM with an in-lens detector (GeminiSEM R©, Zeiss) was
used to study the surface structure, size, and size distribution of collected
nanoparticles. In general, the microscope was operated with an acceleration
voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 3.4 mm to generate images with
magnifications in the range of 10k× to 200k×. No additional coating was
applied to the particles prior to their investigation by SEM.
TEM investigations of collected nanoparticles were carried out with two
different microscopes. Morphological characterisation of the particles with
bright-field imaging was performed at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV in a
TEM with a LaB6 source (JEM-2100, JEOL). For bright-field imaging the
particles were collected on TEM grids with an amorphous carbon coating
(S160-3, Plano) or on Si3N4-membranes (NTSN100A10Q33, Plano). Chem-
ical characterisation of collected particles with EELS was performed in an-
other microscope (Tecnai F30, FEI ). In contrast to the JEM-2100, the Tecnai
F30 is equipped with a field emission source and is operated at an accelera-
tion voltage of 300 kV. To obtain information about the chemical composition
within a single particle the microscope was operated in STEM-mode. Be-
cause the amorphous carbon coating on TEM grids would interfere with the
chemical characterisation of the hydrocarbon-based particles only particles
collected on Si3N4-membranes were used for EELS measurements.
Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Cyclic Behaviour of the Discharge
As mentioned earlier in section 1 the formation of nanoparticles in reactive
plasmas follows different modes depending on the process parameters and the
configuration of the discharge. To compare the results with those obtained
previously in a different plasma reactor [49, 90], an asymmetric configuration,
replacing the top electrode with the showerhead, was chosen. The position
of the bottom electrode and the showerhead with respect to the height of the
centre point of the reactor is depicted in figure 4.1. The process parameters
had to fulfill four basic requirements:
• Reliable formation of nanoparticles
• Substantial change of discharge parameters during the formation of the
nanoparticles
• Stable operation of the discharge during the formation of nanoparticles
• Comparable to process parameters used in previous experiments [49,
90, 91]
From the process parameters fulfilling these requirements the set in table
4.1 was chosen. If not mentioned otherwise all experiments described in this
work were performed with these process parameters. Therefore, this set is
henceforth referred to as ’standard process parameters’.
Running the discharge at this particular set of process parameters results
in the formation of nanoparticles (cf. figure 4.2) and a periodic change of
discharge parameters. As the change of discharge parameters results from
the interaction with the nanoparticle ensemble dispersed in the discharge the
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Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the position of the position of the show-
erhead and the electrode with respect to the height of the centre point of
the ’Pequod’-reactor (cf. figure 3.2). For simplicity the groundshield of the
electrode is not included in the drawing.
ensemble should display a periodic behaviour as well. An example of the
aforementioned periodic changes can be found in figure 4.3. Although any
of the discharge parameters could have been used as a reference to describe
the periodic behaviour of the discharge, the phase angle φRF between the 1st
harmonics of RF-current and- voltage was chosen as a reference, because it
has been recorded for all experiments, it is unaffected by the symmetry of
the discharge, and it has been used in previous works (cf. for example [49,
52, 95–97]) to identify different phases of the particle formation process. The
discharge cycle is therefore solely defined on the basis of the time evolution
Table 4.1: Standard process parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Absolute pressure p 8 Pa
RF-power PRF 10 W
Ar-flux QAr 10 sccm
C2H2 − flux QC2H2 1 sccm
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100 nm
Figure 4.2: SEM micrograph of nanoparticles collected from a discharge run
at the standard process parameters (cf. table 4.1). The larger particles have
the typical cauliflower shape [92–94].
of the phase angle. A schematic drawing illustrating the definition of the
discharge cycle can be found in figure 4.4.
Although the time evolution of each discharge parameter is similar in
every discharge cycle the 1st cycle differs for many parameters from the sub-
sequent cycles in one or the other aspect. In the case of φRF, its decrease
is more pronounced in the 1st cycle (cf. figure 4.3). That raises the ques-
tion whether the nanoparticle formation in the 1st and subsequent cycles
is similar. As φRF approaches the same value as for the pristine (devoid
of nanoparticles) discharge at the end of each cycle one may assume that
all nanoparticles have left the discharge and the conditions of the pristine
discharge have been restored. But UV/Vis transmission spectra and the
collection of nanoparticles disprove this assumption. Figure 4.5 shows the
time evolution of the transmission through the discharge around the end of
the 1st discharge cycle for three selected wavelengths. For a pristine dis-
charge the UV/Vis-transmission is 100 % over the detectable spectral range.
Absorption by hydrocarbon molecules that form in the plasma should only
have a negligible effect on the transmission spectrum. At a wavelength of
230 nm the photoabsorption crosssection σph,a of acetylene is of the order
of 10−26 m2 and decreases with increasing wavelength [98]. For an acetylene
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of the phase angle φRF between the 1st harmonics
of RF-current and- voltage during a process run with the standard process
parameters. The discharge was ignited at t = 0 s.
number density of 2.5 × 1020 m−3, corresponding roughly to a pressure of 1
Pa of an ideal gas at 300 K, and a reactor diameter of 200 mm one would
expect a decrease of the transmission by less than 5× 10−5 %. The statisti-
cal fluctuations of the light source’s intensity will have a much bigger effect
than the absorption by acetylene. Even if some of the produced hydrocarbon
molecules have larger crosssections, their number densities are expected to
be substantially lower than that of acetylene [42, 43]. However, absorption
of photons in photodetachment reactions with hydrocarbon anions
C2nH− + hν −→ C2nH + e− for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (4.1)
may affect the transmission spectra. Up to n = 3 the crosssection for pho-
todetachment σph,d is of the order of 10−21 m2 at a photon energy of 5 eV,
which corresponds approximately to a wavelength of 250 nm; σph,d decreases
rapidly with increasing wavelength [99, 100]. The photodetachment crossec-
tion σph,d is substantially larger than the photoabsorption crosssections σph,a,
because the electron affinity of anions is, in general, lower than the ioniza-
tion and dissociation energies of neutral species. If the number density of
the anions were as high as the number density of acetylene, photodetachment
would indeed affect the transmission spectra. But, based on the simulations
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Figure 4.4: Schematic drawing illustrating the definition of the discharge
cycle based on the time evolution of the phase angle φRF.
of DeBleecker et al., the number density of anions is expected to be smaller
than that of acetylene by a factor of 105 [42, 43]. Making the same approx-
imations as in the previous calculation, the decrease of the transmission by
photodetachment is similarly small. The observed decrease in transmission is
solely originating from absorption or scattering by the nanoparticle ensemble
in the discharge.
As can be seen from figure 4.5, the transmission doesn’t reach 100 % for
any of the wavelengths at the end of the 1st discharge cycle. The transmis-
sion T532 at 532 nm and and the transmission T633 at 633 nm reach 100 %
some seconds after the end of the 1st discharge cycle. The transmission T250
at 250 nm remains below 100 %. Although a step-like change of the trans-
mission can be observed at the end of the 1st discharge cycle, it doesn’t seem
to be the case that all nanoparticles leave the discharge at this particular
time point. The slow increase of the transmission indicates that a significant
portion of the nanoparticle ensemble leaves the discharge only gradually over
an extended period of time. This interpretation is confirmed by collecting
particles from the discharge directly after the end of the 1st discharge cy-
cle. A representative SEM-image can be found in figure 4.6. If indeed all
nanoparticles had left the discharge at he end of the 1st discharge cycle, only
small particles that have formed in the 2nd discharge cycle should have been
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Figure 4.5: Time evolution of the transmission of light with wavelengths
of 250 nm, 532 nm, and 633 nm through the discharge. The solid vertical
line indicates the end of the 1st discharge cycle. The dashed horizontal line
indicates 100 % transmission
collected. However, the size distribution of the collected particles appears to
be trimodal. It includes large particles, particles of intermediate size, and
small particles. Both the large particles and the particles of intermediate
size can not have formed in the 2nd discharge cycle as this would require
very large growth rates of up to 100 nm/s. These particles must have formed
in the 1st discharge cycle and remained trapped in the discharge. As has
been reported previously [49], the large cauliflower shaped particles can also
be found much later in other discharge cycles. Whether the small particles
that can be seen in figure 4.6 have formed in the 1st or 2nd discharge cycle
remains unclear.
That the 1st discharge cycle differs from subsequent cycles (cf. figure 4.3)
suggests that the particle formation in the 2nd discharge cycle is affected by
the larger particles. As will be shown in section 4.6, large particles grow
by surface deposition of hydrocarbon species formed in the discharge. They
act as a kind of internal getter pump reducing the number density of these
hydrocarbon species. If this reduction is significant the nucleation rate of
nanoparticles should be reduced. It has indeed been shown that nanopar-
ticles only nucleate in areas of the discharge with a sufficiently low number
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200 nm
Figure 4.6: SEM-image of nanoparticles collected 2.4 s after the end of the
1st discharge cycle of a discharge run at the standard process parameters.
density of nanoparticles, like voids, i.e. particle free volumes inside the dis-
charge [101–103]. A reduced nucleation rate leads to a lower number density
of nanoparticles in the discharge. Discharge parameters that are sensitive to
the number density of nanoparticles should show a reduced response to the
nanoparticle ensemble. However, the situation might be more complicated.
If one considers the time evolution of the transmission through the discharge
in the different discharge cycles, it seems that it does not indicate a reduction
of the number density of nanoparticles. A representative data set is shown in
figure 4.7. As mentioned earlier, the transmission at 250 nm does not reach
100 % transmission in the 2nd or subsequent discharge cycles. This differen-
tiates them from the 1st discharge cycle. But, in all discharge cycles the same
minimal transmission is observed. This is unexpected for a reduced number
density of nanoparticles. A possible explanation is that, in contrast to the
phase angle, which is a global quantity of the discharge, the transmission
through the discharge is a locally probed, line integrated quantity. This indi-
cates that the difference between the 1st and the subsequent discharge cycles
might not only be caused by a different number density of nanoparticles but
also by a different spatial distribution of the particles in the discharge. The
following simplified scenario shall serve as an illustration for this interpre-
tation. Figure 4.8 shows two different spatial distributions of nanoparticles
in the discharge. In the first configuration the nanoparticle ensemble is ho-
mogeneously distributed throughout the whole cylindrical plasma bulk. In
the second configuration a cylindrical void has formed inside the bulk. The
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of the transmission of light with a wavelength of
250 nm through the discharge. The dashed horizontal lines indicate 100 %
transmission and the minimal transmission during the 1st discharge cycle.
the discharge was ignited at t = 0 s
nanoparticle ensemble forms a shell around the void. If the number density
of particles in the shell has the right value, the different spatial distributions
of the particles are indistinguishable by measuring the transmission through
the discharge because it is a line integrated quantity. However, the electrical
characteristics of the discharge, which affect the phase angle, could neverthe-
less be different in both configuration. In the first system, the resistivity of
the plasma bulk is high but homogeneous so that the plasma bulk can be de-
scribed by a single resistor. In the second configuration, the resistivity of the
plasma bulk is inhomogeneous. In a very simple approximation, it could be
described by three resistors connected in series. Two resistors with a high re-
sistance represent the particle-loaded shell and a resistor with low resistance
is representing the void. The resistance of the void is expected to be lower
because the free electron density is not reduced by nanoparticles, which has
been verified in previous reports, cf. for example [104–106]. In general, the
resistances of the plasma bulks in both configurations will be different even
if the spatial distributions of the nanoparticle ensembles are indistinguish-
able by transmission measurements. For example, the configuration with a
void could have a lower resistance because the Havnes-effect (cf. subsection
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Figure 4.8: Schematic drawing of two different spatial distributions of
nanoparticles inside the discharge. Equivalent circuits that could be used
to describe the resistance of the plasma bulk are also shown.
2.3) limits the resistivity of the shell to a value close to the resistivity of the
plasma bulk in the first configuration. In this case, the configuration with
the void should be more capacitive, i.e. have a phase angle closer to 90◦, than
the configuration without. Whether this or another scenario can explain the
observed differences between the 1st and subsequent discharge cycles needs
to be investigated in future experiments. But, the apparent contradiction
between the transmission measurements and the measurements of the phase
angle perfectly illustrates why it is necessary to use a multidiagnostic ap-
proach to investigate these systems. Interpretations solely based on either
data set will likely be wrong or at least incomplete. Even the combination
of both data sets does not provide an unambiguous interpretation of the dif-
ferences between the 1st and subsequent discharge cycles. A reduction of
the ambiguity can only be achieved by adding information from other diag-
nostics. For example, the ’Pequod’-reactor does not have a diagnostic that
can directly detect the formation of a void. But, this information would be
indeed very valuable for verifying the scenario described above.
Although it remains unclear how the presence of nanoparticles formed
in the 1st discharge cycle affects the particle formation in subsequent cycles
and the behaviour of the discharge, they undoubtedly have an effect. This
becomes clear if one performs the particle collection process (cf. section
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3.2) manually several times without switching off the discharge. The time
evolution of the phase angle and the transmission at 250 nm during such an
experiment can be found in figure 4.9. There is no difference between the
1st and the subsequent discharge cycles if the particle collection process is
performed in each discharge cycle. The particle collection process appears to
be as effective in removing the nanoparticles from the discharge as switching
off the discharge. After the collection process the transmission at 250 nm
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of the phase angle and the transmission at 250
nm during an experiment in which particles were collected multiple times.
The particle collection process was triggered manually after the phase angle
had reached its minimal value. The solid black line marks the ignition of
the discharge. The dashed lines indicate a transmission of 100 % and the
minimal value of the phase angle during the 1st discharge cycle. The dashed
red lines mark the time at which the particles were collected.
reaches a value of 100 % and the phase angle always reaches the same minimal
value as in the 1st discharge cycle, which starts with the ignition of a pristine
discharge. That one can apparently restore the discharge to its pristine state
without switching off the discharge is an interesting finding, which could be
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used for the deposition of nanoparticles. If it turns out that the particle
formation process has a similar stability, which would need to be proven
experimentally, one could collect nanoparticles at different times during their
growth and create a particle ensemble with a very broad size distribution in a
single process run. Broad size distributions are advantageous in applications
that benefit from a high filling factor, cf. for example [107, 108].
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4.2 Investigation of the 1st Discharge Cycle
A detailed study of the particle formation was only performed for the 1st
discharge cycle. By considering only the 1st cycle the influence of particles
formed in previous cycles, as mentioned in the preceding section, can be
avoided. The formation process has been investigated by collecting nanopar-
ticles from the discharge at different times during the 1st discharge cycle and
determining their mean diameter from SEM-images. To correlate the time
evolution of the mean particle diameter with that of the discharge parameters
the 1st discharge cycle has been divided into 3 different phases (cf. figure
4.10).
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Figure 4.10: Schematic drawing depicting the definition of the different
phases of the 1st discharge cycle. The solid black lines indicate the igni-
tion of the discharge and the end of the dischrage cycle. The dashed vertical
lines indicate the boundaries between the different phases.
The point at which the particles were collected was defined by presetting
the time tc that elapses between the start of the RF generator and the opening
of the gate valve of the particle collector module. Because the collection
process interrupts the particle formation it is not possible to determine the
length of the 1st discharge cycle T1, and depending on the value of tc, the
endpoints tI and tII of phase I and II, respectively from these experiments.
To determine these values, reference experiments have been performed.
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In the reference experiments the particle collection was intentionally per-
formed in the 2nd discharge cycle so that T1, tI, and tII could be determined
from the phase angle’s time evolution. To monitor a possible drift of these
values the reference experiments were performed in between a large set of col-
lection experiments performed in the 1st discharge cycle. Figure 4.11 shows
T1, tI and tII as functions of the cumulative process time, which denotes
the time for which Ar − C2H2 discharges have been running in the reactor
since the start of this particular set of experiments. It appears that the
drift of all three parameters is small compared to their standard deviation.
For further discussions of the results their drift is neglected. However, it
should be pointed out that the reactor had been operated with Ar − C2H2
discharges for a considerable amount of time before the reference experiments
were performed. The inner surface of the reactor was already coated by C-H
based films. Experiments performed in freshly cleaned reactors lacking this
passivated inner surface may indeed display a significant drift of T1.
For small values of the collection time the size distributions of collected
particles are monomodal. But at the end of the 1st discharge cycle small par-
ticles are collected as well, resulting in a bimodal size distribution. From all
the discharge parameters monitored during the discharge cycle only the mass
spectrometer ion current corresponding to an m/z ratio of 50 I50 provides a
feature at the end of the discharge cycles that may indicate the formation of
a second particle generation. In contrast to this, van de Wetering et al. have
reported that the coagulation of a second particle generation inside a void in
the discharge results in a sudden change of the phase angle [95]. The feature
observed in the time evolution of I50 is a transient shoulder that appears
approximately 90 s after ignition (cf. figure 4.13). It is indeed the case that
the size distributions of particles that were collected a few seconds before
the onset of the shoulder are monomodal whereas they are bimodal if they
were collected after the shoulder. Two representative SEM-images of such
particle ensembles can be found in figure 4.12. Although the exact point at
which this second generation of particles is formed remains to be identified
the shoulder in the time evolution of I50 is nevertheless a useful fingerprint
for this process.
Taking into account the transient nature of the shoulder and other re-
ports [101–103] one can explain the formation of the second generation as
follows. At first a void forms inside the discharge. The number densities of
hydrocarbon species, especially radicals, increase because their consumption
by surface deposition onto nanoparticles is strongly reduced inside the void.
This explains the increase of I50. The C4H2 molecule, which has one of the
highest number densities in such Ar − C2H2 discharges [41–43, 109], is sup-
posedly the main contributor to I50. In addition, it has been reported that
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Figure 4.11: Scatter plot of the length of the 1st discharge cycle T1 and
the endpoints tI and tII of phase I and II, respectively as a function of the
cumulative process time. The solid lines indicate the mean values. The black
dashed lines mark the 1σ standard deviation and the red dashed lines mark
the α = 0.05 confidence interval of the mean values.
the free electron density ne inside the void is higher than in the particle-
loaded discharge surrounding it [104–106]. The presence of a high density
of hydrocarbon species and electrons results in a high density of negative
ions like C4H−. As negative ions are efficiently trapped inside the discharge
they are believed to be important precursors for the formation of nanopar-
ticles [42, 110–114]. Due to the increased precursor density a new particle
generation forms inside the void. As soon as surface deposition onto these
particles becomes significant the number density of hydrocarbon species and
therefore I50 decreases again. As soon as the nanoparticles get permanently
charged the electron density inside the void decreases as well. The lack of
precursor molecules suppresses further nucleation events. The formation of
this second generation also explains the presence of particles of intermediate
size at the beginning of the 2nd discharge cycle. The existence of a void
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1 µm
Figure 4.12: SEM-image of nanoparticles collected before (LHS) and after
(RHS) the appearance of the shoulder in the time evolution of the mass
spectrometer ion current I50 corresponding to an m/z ratio of 50 (cf. figure
4.13).
could be verified by passing a laser fan through the discharge and detecting
the scattered laser light (cf. for example [103, 115–117]).
The formation of this 2nd particle generation has not been investigated
in more detail. As has been pointed out above, I50 is the only discharge
parameter that shows any significant discontinuity indicating the formation
of the 2nd particle generation. The other discharge parameters appear to
be unaffected. Although the discharge parameters are inevitably altered by
this 2nd particle generation as well, the response of the discharge parameters
is probably small compared to the response towards any change of the 1st
particle generation. The diameter of the 1st generation particles shown in
figure 4.12 is approximately 4.5 times larger than the diameter of the 2nd
generation particles. Their areas and volumes differ by factors of approx-
imately 20 and 90, respectively. For comparison, the Earth’s diameter is
only 3.7 times larger than the Moon’s. That the number density of 2nd gen-
eration particles is so high that it compensates the size difference is quite
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Figure 4.13: Time evolution of the mass spectrometer ion current I50 corre-
sponding to an m/z ratio of 50 at the end of the 1st discharge cycle. The
solid vertical line indicates the end of the 1st discharge cycle.
unrealistic. In section 4.6 it will be shown that the particle growth of the 1st
generation particles is unaffected by the formation of the 2nd particle gener-
ation. Furthermore, most of the recorded discharge parameters are volume
or line integrated quantities. It is not possible to infer any information about
the conditions in the void, in which the 2nd generation particles presumably
form, from them. This makes it difficult to compare the formation of the 1st
and 2nd particle generation. Therefore, the subsequent discussion of the par-
ticle formation is restricted to the 1st particle generation. Nevertheless, the
formation of a 2nd particle generation during the 1st discharge cycle already
indicates that there is no strict correlation between the cyclic behaviour of
the discharge and the formation of nanoparticles.
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4.3 Onset of Particle Formation (Phase I)
4.3.1 Collection of Small Nanoparticles
The time evolution of the mean diameter 〈dp〉 of the 1st nanoparticle gener-
ation formed in the 1st discharge cycle is depicted in figure 4.14. This graph
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Figure 4.14: Plot of the mean diameter 〈dp〉 of 1st generation particles formed
in the 1st discharge cycle as a function of the collection time tc. The dashed
vertical lines mark the end of phase I and II, respectively. The solid vertical
line marks the end of the 1st discharge cycle.
is of fundamental importance for the following discussion. For the reasons
mentioned at the end of the preceding paragraph, it only contains informa-
tion about the mean diameter 〈dp〉 of 1st generation particles formed in the
1st discharge cycle. The 2nd particle generation that forms at the end of
the 1st discharge cycle is not taken into account. The diameters of collected
particles were determined by averaging the long and short axis of ellipses
manually matched to individual particles on SEM images. Particles lacking
a spherical shape because they are part of agglomerates were excluded from
the size analysis. Each data point in figure 4.14 contains information from
at least three different experiments and is the average of at least 50 parti-
cles. The particles were collected in process runs that have been performed
in between the reference experiments that provided the data for figure 4.11.
The markers in figure 4.14 indicating the end of the 1st discharge cycle and
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the transition between the different phases represent the mean values shown
in figure 4.11. A detailed discussion of the particle growth based on the data
depicted in figure 4.14 is deferred to section 4.6.
The smallest particle diameters that could be reliably detected in this
way lie in the range of 8-10 nm, depending on the quality of the images. Two
factors contribute to this limit. The first factor is the fundamental resolution
limit of the SEM given by the size of the interaction volume for secondary
electrons (cf. section 2.5.1). The second factor that limits the detectable size
is beam damage caused by the high electron current density at the required
magnification. Typically the area scanned by the electron beam will start
to blacken if the exposure time is too long. This is probably due to the
deposition of residual hydrocarbon molecules, which have been dissociated
by the intense electron beam. At lower base pressures in the microscope this
effect is less pronounced. Sometimes this parasitic film deposition is so severe
that the nanoparticles will start to grow if irradiated by the electron beam.
This means that 〈dp〉 is probably overestimating the real size of particles
collected at 2 s and 4 s. Switching to TEM for measuring the size of the
smallest particles did not provide any advantage. Although a TEM provides
a much higher resolution than an SEM this is not necessarily true for the
contrast between the particles and the background. Small particles were
hardly detectable with the available TEM (cf. section 3.4).
One of the most important conclusions that can be drawn from figure 4.14
is that the formation of nanopartilces starts very early in the discharge cy-
cle. Already 2 s after the ignition of the discharge nanoparticles with a mean
diameter 〈dp〉 = 11 nm can be collected from the discharge. This is in agree-
ment with the well-known model developed by Bouchoule et al. for Ar−SiH4
discharges [39]. However, it predicts that such large nanoparticles could al-
ready be observed after the fast coagulation phenomenon at around 200 ms
if the neutral gas temperature Tn is close to room temperature. This dis-
crepancy may be a result of different discharge parameters and the different
plasma chemistry in Ar − C2H2 discharges. Unfortunately, the experiments
performed in this study cannot provide any information about the very first
steps of particle formation. The only conclusion one can draw is that 〈dp〉
grows rapidly in the first 2 s after the ignition of the discharge. Although
the performed experiments are unable to provide information about the very
first steps of the particle formation, they show that any experiment aiming at
providing such information will be challenging. Not only will it be necessary
to measure the diameter of carbonaceous nanoparticles smaller than 10 nm,
but it will be necessary to do so with a time resolution well below 500 ms.
In its current state the neutral drag based collection system does not have
such a high time resolution. The transmission data in figure 4.9 show that it
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takes approximately 400 ms to remove the majority of the particles from the
discharge. The opening time of the gate valve could be the limiting factor.
The DN63CF gate valve of the collector module has an opening time of ap-
proximately 1 s. If the opening time is indeed the limiting factor, the time
resolution could be increased by installing a gate valve specifically designed
for a fast opening time. An opening time of less than 6 ms for a DN40CF
based gate valve has already been demonstrated [118]. Moreover, such a high
time resolution will also require a precise synchronization of these measure-
ments with the ignition of the discharge. Measuring the size of nanoparticles
smaller than 10 nm could be done with a TEM. However, as has been men-
tioned above, detecting very small particles proved to be very difficult with
the available TEM due to a lack of contrast between the particles and the
substrates. The mass thickness, i.e. the product of thickness and density, of
small particles is comparable to that of the supporting films. The amorphous
carbon films have a thickness of 10 nm to 15 nm and their density should
be comparable to that of the collected particles. The Si3N4-membranes have
a thickness of 10 nm and a higher density than the collected particles. The
scattering contrast cannot be expected to be large. In addition, one has to
take into account that the thickness of the particles is not constant in this
context but decreases with increasing distance from the centre of the particle
(cf. section 2.5.2). This exacerbates the weakness of the contrast. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) could be used as an alternative to TEM.
4.3.2 Schottky-emission from hot nanoparticles
Although the model by Bouchoule et al. is consistent with the formation of
comparably large nanoparticles shortly after the ignition of the discharge it
can not explain the time evolution of the discharge parameters. The model
predicts that shortly after the fast coagulation phenomenon the nanoparti-
cles formed by coagulation rapidly reduce the free electron density ne in the
discharge by charging up, thus leading to a change of other discharge pa-
rameters. This rapid change of discharge parameters is referred to as α− γ′
transition [39]. However, the system under investigation does not display
this specific behaviour. Neither the phase angle φRF, the voltage amplitude
vˆ1 of the fundamental at 13.56 MHz, the impedance zD of the discharge, nor
the intensity I750.9 of the emission line at 750.9 nm do change drastically
during the entire phase I of the discharge cycle. The time evolution of φRF
and is depicted in figure 4.15. Although the discharge parameters show slight
changes during phase I these changes are much smaller and much slower than
the changes that are observed at the beginning of phase II. Such results have
been reported before [49, 91] and are quite surprising. Following the well
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Figure 4.15: Time evolution of the phase angle φRF between the 1st har-
monics of the RF-current and -voltage during the 1st discharge cycle. The
dashed vertical lines indicate the end of phase I and II, respectively. The
solid black lines mark the ignition of the discharge at t = 0 s and the end of
the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
accepted line of argument that the change of discharge parameters is caused
by a reduction of the free electron density ne which is in turn caused by the
charge up of the nanoparticle ensemble one comes to the conclusion that the
nanoparticles do not reduce ne significantly during phase I. To verify this
conclusion the time evolution of ne has been determined with a multipole
resonance probe (MRP) (cf. subsection 3.3.4). A representative measure-
ment is depicted in figure 4.16. As can be seen from figure 4.16 the MRP
measurements do indicate a decrease of ne during phase I. However, it re-
mains unclear whether this decrease of ne is solely caused by the nanoparticle
ensemble or whether the discharge is still stabilizing. One needs to take into
account that the matching network was not pre-matched during the MRP
measurements. This means that there is a much longer delay between ig-
nition of the discharge and stabilization of the discharge parameters. For
example, φRF reaches stable values within 400 ms after ignition (cf. figure
4.15) with pre-matching. Without pre-matching the discharge needs approx-
imately 5 s to stabilize. This can explain why ne shows relatively strong
fluctuations directly after the ignition. Furthermore, this raises the question
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Figure 4.16: Time evolution of the free electron density ne during the 1st
discharge cycle as measured by a multipole resonance probe (MRP). The
dashed vertical lines indicate the end of phase I and II, respectively. The
solid black lines mark the ignition of the discharge at t = 0 s and the end of
the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
whether the observed decrease of φRF is only an artifact. But even in case of
a pre-matched network discharge parameters related to the plasma chemistry
do not reach stable values during phase I. Figure 4.17 shows the time evolu-
tion of the process pressure pPi as measured by a Pirani gauge. In contrast to
the absolute pressure pabs inside the plasma reactor, which is held constant
at pabs = 8 Pa by the butterfly valve, pPi continuously decreases during phase
I. As the Pirani gauge is sensitive to changes in the process gas composition
one can conclude that the composition of the process gas does not stabi-
lize in phase I. In fact, it does not stabilize throughout the entire discharge
cycle. Taking into account that the discharge does not stabilize entirely in
phase I it seems likely that the observed decrease of ne is not entirely caused
by the nanoparticle ensemble. Furthermore, microwave interferometry mea-
surements performed in the ’Pequod’-reactor do not indicate that there is
a significant reduction of ne during phase I [91]. Although these measure-
ments were carried out with a different electrode and process parameters,
the observed cyclic behaviour of the discharge parameters is quite similar.
Summing up all the arguments given above one can conclude that even if ne
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Figure 4.17: Time evolution of the process pressure pPi as measured by a
Pirani gauge during the 1st discharge cycle. The dashed vertical lines indicate
the end of phase I and II, respectively. The solid black lines mark the ignition
of the discharge at t = 0 s and the end of the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
decreases during phase I it is not dominated by the charging of nanoparticles
forming in the discharge. Besides, one can also conclude that the charging of
nanoparticles becomes dominant at the transition from phase I to phase II.
However, the latter conclusion is in conflict with the available data if one
assumes that the charging of nanoparticles is described by the OML-theory
(cf. section 2.3). The charge Qp of a particle with diameter dp at floating
potential Φf is given by (2.13). But, for the discharge parameters of interest
the Debye-length λD is of the order of several µm. Thus, (2.13) reduces to
Qp ≈ 2pi0dpΦf . (4.2)
The OML-theory predicts that the floating potential is independent of dp.
The charge of the particle is a linear function of dp. Therefore, the fast
decrease of ne at the transition between phase I and II requires a fast increase
of the particle diameter, the number of particles, or both quantities. But,
there is no experimental evidence that either increases significantly. As can
be seen from figure 4.14 〈d1.1〉 increases steadily in this transition region.
Moreover, at the transition between phase I and II the collected nanoparticles
have mean diameters of 〈d1.1〉 ≈ 20 nm. For the discharge parameters given
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in table 4.2 a particle of such size can acquire a maximum charge,i. e. P  1,
of 49 e (cf. section 2.3). The charging of the nanoparticle ensemble is not
limited by the particle size. The collection experiments do not provide any
information about the number of particles Np dispersed in the discharge
. But, a fast increase of Np appears implausible. There is no model that
would explain the spontaneous formation of nanoparticles with a diameter
of 〈d1.1〉 ≈ 20 nm. Of course, one could assume that a second particle
generation with a very large number of small particles forms. This should
result in a bimodal size distribution of the collected nanoparticles. But, this
is not observed. If Np does not increase and the charge per particle Qp is
not limited by its size there must be a mechanism limiting Qp that is not
included in the OML-theory. It is well known that the temperature Tp of
nanoparticles growing in low pressure discharges can be substantially larger
than the temperature Tn of the neutral gas [119–121]. These high particle
temperatures have already been used to explain the core-shell structure of
nanoparticles growing in Ar − C2H2 discharges [122, 123]. Bronholdt et al.
developed a physisorption inspired model for the charging of particles that
takes into account the particle temperature Tp [124, 125]. They also found a
reasonable agreement between their model and experiments investigating the
charging of microparticles [45]. Inspired by this approach the OML-theory
presented in section 2.3 will be extended to include the particle temperature
Tp. The following derivation does not include the Havnes effect, i.e. P  1.
Including it would only complicate the derived equations and would not
provide any further insights into the effect of Tp. Following the approach by
Bronholdt et al. the current balance towards the particle is extended by a
current
Id = Qp
kBTp
h
exp
(
− Es
kBTp
)
(4.3)
that describes the desorption of electrons from the particle. kB and h are
Boltzmann and Planck constant, respectively. The desorption current is
based on the absolute reaction rate theory [126]. It is assumed that all
electrons making up the charge Qp need to overcome the energy barrier Es
to desorb from the particle. Furthermore, it is assumed that the electrons
adsorbed onto the particle are in thermal equilibrium with it. In addition,
it is assumed that all electrons and ions initially stick to the particle. The
total current
I = Ie − Id − Ii
towards the particle is then given by the sum of the desorption current Id,
the electron current Ie and the ion current Ii. The reader may now rightfully
ask why the desorption of ions is not taken into account. Ions may desorb as
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well from the particle before they are neutralized by an electron. But, due
to the higher mobility of the electrons one can assume that the potential Φ
of the particle is always negative with respect to the surrounding plasma.
Thus, as soon as an ion desorbs from the particle it experiences an attractive
force towards the particle. An ion would need to have a kinetic energy
Ekin ∼ kBTp > |eΦ| in order to leave the Debye-sphere around the particle.
As |eΦ| is expected to be on the order of a few eV the probability of such a
scenario is extremely small for reasonable values of Tp. The opposite is true
for electrons as soon as they desorb they will be repelled by the negative
particle potential Φ. In that sense the particle behaves similar to a negatively
biased thermionic emitter in an electron gun. At the floating potential1 ΦDf
the total current towards the particle must vanish (I(Φ)Φ=ΦDf = 0). Taking
the electron current
Ie =
enepid
2
p
4
(
kBTe
2pime
)1/2
exp
(
eΦ
kBTe
)
(4.4)
and the ion current
Ii =
enepid
2
p
4
(
kBTi
2pimi
)1/2 [
1− eΦ
kBTi
]
(4.5)
from the OML-theory the equilibrium condition for the floating potential is
given by
enepid
2
p
4
(
kBTi
2pimi
)1/2 [
1− eΦ
D
f
kBTi
]
=
enepid
2
p
4
(
kBTe
2pime
)1/2
exp
(
eΦDf
kBTe
)
− qdkBTp
h
exp
(
− Es
kBTp
)
.
Inserting relation (4.2) one finds, after a a few rearrangements, a final ex-
pression (
kBTi
2pimi
)1/2 [
1− eΦ
D
f
kBTi
]
=
(
kBTe
2pime
)1/2
exp
(
eΦDf
kBTe
)
− 80kBTp
enehdp
ΦDf exp
(
− Es
kBTp
)
(4.6)
defining the floating potential. Although relation (4.6) certainly lacks the
elegance of (2.17) it can be solved in the same. However, this requires the
1The superscripts D, S and OML are added to the floating potential to discriminate
between floating potentials derived from different models.
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knowledge of the particle temperature Tp, the particle diameter dp, and the
adsorption energy Es. While information about dp can be gained from figure
4.14, neither Tp nor Es are accessible with the experimental setup in its cur-
rent state. Nevertheless one can gain some insight by simulations. Although
’simulations’ sounds certainly more fancy than the actual simulations are.
The ’simulations’ just calculate the floating potential based on the model de-
veloped above by solving equation (4.6) with a standard numerical method.
Figure 4.18 shows the results of these simulations. The floating potential ΦDf
is normalized by the floating potential ΦOMLf as defined by the OML-theory.
For the simulations the discharge parameters given in table 4.2 were used.
For the free electron density a value of ne ≈ 1.34 × 1016 m−3 was assumed.
Table 4.2: Estimated discharge parameters for the simulation of the floating
potential.
Parameter Symbol Value
ion temperature Ti 0.026 eV
ion mass mi 40 u
electron temperature Te 3 eV
free electron density ne 1.3× 1016 m−3
This is equal to the mean free electron density of a pure Ar-discharge run
at a pressure of 8 Pa and an RF-power of 10 W in the ’Pequod’-reactor.
Figure 4.18 contains a lot of important information. In the case of a small
adsorption energy Es the floating potential will be very small, even at room
temperature. This means that the particle does not charge up at all. Elec-
trons desorb much faster from the particle than it takes to replenish the
charge by the electron current from the discharge. If the electrons adsorb
strongly to the particle ΦDf is equal to the floating potential predicted by the
OML-theory for any reasonable particle temperature Tp. Desorption of such
strongly bound electrons is an unimportant process. For the given param-
eters this requires Es ≈ 2 eV. This appears plausible. The work function
W of most materials lies in the range of a few eV. The work function of
a:C-H films prepared by ion beam deposition is of the order of 4 eV but can
increase to that of graphite (W ≈ 4.7 eV) upon annealing at high temper-
atures [127]. If the particle temperature were so large that these strongly
bound electrons would desorb, thermionic emission would need to be taken
into account as well, provided that the particle does not decompose at such
high temperatures. This means that for the given parameters the adsorption
energy should lie in the range of Es ≈ 0.5 − 1.2 eV to influence the floating
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Figure 4.18: Plot of the floating potential ΦDf (cf. (4.6)) normalized by
the floating potential ΦOMLf as defined by the OML-theory as a function of
the particle temperature Tp. The curves were calculated with the discharge
parameters from table 4.2 and an electron density of ne ≈ 1.34 × 1016 m−3
for a particle with diameter dp = 20 nm.
potential of the particle in a way that is compatible with the experimental
data. That said, there is another effect that needs to be taken into account
for small particles. Treating the particle again as a spherical capacitor, the
magnitude E of the electrical field strength at its surface is given by
E = Qp
pi0dp
2 .
Inserting the relation (4.2) between particle charge qp and its floating poten-
tial Φf yields
E = 2Φf
dp
. (4.7)
The OML-theory predicts that the floating potential is independent of the
size of the particle. For the discharge parameters given in table 4.2 the
floating potential amounts to ΦOMLf ≈ −7 V. For a particle with diameter
dp = 20 nm this translates into a field strength of E ≈ −7× 108 V/m. Such
high field strengths are also used in high performance Schottky emission
sources for state of the art electron microscopes. Thus, the lowering of the
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adsorption energy Es by the Schottky effect should be taken into account in
the calculation of the desorption current. According to the theory of Schottky
emission sources [86] the amount ∆W by which an energy barrier is reduced
by an electrical field strength of magnitude |E| is given by
∆W =
(
e3|E|
4pi0
)1/2
. (4.8)
Inserting the relation between the particle potential Φ and the electrical field
strength at the surface of the particle gives
∆W =
(
e3|Φ|
2pi0dp
)1/2
. (4.9)
Taking this reduction of the adsorption energy into account realtion (4.6)
transforms into
80kBTp
enehdp
ΦSf exp
(
− Es
kBTp
)
exp
[− e3|ΦSf |2pi0dp
]1/2 =
(
kBTe
2pime
)1/2
exp
(
eΦSf
kBTe
)
−
(
kBTi
2pimi
)1/2 [
1− eΦ
S
f
kBTi
]
. (4.10)
This relation self-consistently takes into account that the adsorption energy
is lowered by the electrical field strength at the surface of the particle. Com-
pared to (4.6) no new variables have been added. This means one can di-
rectly compare the results of simulations based on (4.6) and (4.10). Figure
4.19 shows the results for the simulation of the floating potential ΦSf . As
expected, the Schottky effect shifts the region in which ΦSf is considerably
reduced compared to the OML-theory to lower temperatures. Additionally,
it substantially broadens the temperature range over which ΦSf changes. By
including the Schottky effect the ΦSf is self-limiting its increase. A decrease
of the desorption current by a decrease of the particle temperature Tp is
compensated by a lowering of the threshold for desorption by the increasing
electrical field strength which is in turn caused by an increase of ΦSf . The
lowering of the threshold for desorption is also dependent on the diameter
dp of the particle. Simulations covering the influence of dp on the floating
potential for a particle temperature Tp = 400 K are summarized in figure
4.20. For a given temperature the floating potential increases as expected
with increasing diameter. This increase with the particle diameter is stronger
for larger adsorption energies Es. However, the diameter range in which the
floating potential is reduced shifts to lower values with increasing Es. So,
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Figure 4.19: Plot of the floating potential ΦSf (cf. (4.10)) normalized by
the floating potential ΦOMLf as defined by the OML-theory as a function of
the particle temperature Tp. The curves were calculated with the discharge
parameters from table 4.2 and an electron density of ne ≈ 1.34 × 1016 m−3
for a particle with diameter dp = 20 nm.
even if one includes the Schottky effect, the floating potential Φf is not af-
fected by desorption of electrons if they strongly adsorb onto the particle.
The simulations suggest (cf. figure 4.19 and 4.20) that for the given param-
eters this is the case for Es > 2.5 eV. This is already approaching the work
functions W of emitters used in electron guns, like LaB6 and ZrO (both 2.7
eV) [86]. This means that the electrical field strength E at the surface of a
particle with such strongly adsorbed electrons is not reduced (Φf ≈ ΦOMLf )
at low temperatures. This raises the question whether field emission needs
to be taken into account. Field-emission sources in state of the art electron
microscopes are operated at field strengths |E| ≈ 5×109 V/m [86]. A reason-
able incorporation of field emission into the OML-theory is, unfortunately,
beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, the effect on the floating poten-
tial should be similar to that of Schottky emission. The floating potential
will be lower than predicted by the OML-theory and it will be a function
of the particle diameter and the temperature, if a temperature dependent
model of field emission is chosen. The model presented above has another
crucial shortcoming. It is assumed that all quantities are continuous. How-
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Figure 4.20: Plot of the floating potential ΦSf (cf. (4.10)) normalized by
the floating potential ΦOMLf as defined by the OML-theory as a function
of the particle diameter dp. The curves were calculated with the discharge
parameters from table 4.2 and an electron density of ne ≈ 1.34 × 1016 m−3
for a particle temperature Tp = 400 K.
ever, this is not true. The currents flowing to and from the particle consist
of charged particles, namely electrons and ions, that only carry a discrete
number of elementary charges. Thus, the charge of the particle is also a dis-
crete quantity. It can only change by a multiple of the elementary charge e.
For a particle with a charge of several thousands of elementary charges this
discreteness may not be very important. But for nanoparticles it is impor-
tant. The number of charges per particle is small and thus a discrete change
by one elementary charge will change the total charge of the particle signif-
icantly. As mentioned earlier, a particle with a diameter of 20 nm has only
a charge of Qp ≈ 49 e, according to the OML-theory. A precise description
of the charging process should therefore treat it is as the discrete stochastic
process that it is. Such a stochastic description of the charging process in
dusty plasmas can be found in [128] by the interested reader.
Despite all the shortcomings of the model it provides a higher compat-
ibility with the experimental data than the OML-theory. With a floating
potential that is both dependent on the particle temperature Tp and the
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diameter of the particle dp the charge of the particle
Qp ≈ 2pi0dpΦSf (dp, Tp) (4.11)
has become a non-linear function of dp and Tp. Given that the adsorption
energy Es falls in the correct energy range this could explain the insignificant
charging of particles during phase I and their rapid charging at the transi-
tion between phase I and II. A decrease of the particle temperature at the
transition between phase I and II would support this interpretation.
As mentioned earlier, a measurement of Tp is not possible with the exper-
imental setup. Thus, only indirect evidence for a high particle temperature
can be provided. The shape of the collected nanoparticles suggests that the
particle temperature is substantially larger than room temperature. As can
be seen from SEM images the shape of collected nanoparticles can deviate
from that of a perfect sphere. A representative SEM image is shown in
figure 4.21. The shape of collected nanoparticles does not change on time
100 nm
Figure 4.21: SEM image of nanoparticles collected 6 s after ignition from a
discharge run at the standard process parameters.
scales that are relevant for their growth in the discharge. No change of the
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particle shape can be detected during SEM-measurements, which take ap-
proximately 15 min for one sample. This is much longer than the length of
one discharge cycle (≈ 100 s). This implies that, at room temperature, that
mass transport by diffusion is so low that the particle is unable to reach its
equilibrium shape, which is presumably a sphere. This is not unexpected
because of the strong covalent bonds between the carbon atoms forming the
particles. In fact, with a diffusion constant D0 ≈ 10−4 m2/s and an activation
energy Ea ≈ 7 eV [129] the self diffusion of carbon in graphite is negligibly
small at room temperature . However, one has to take into account that the
much faster surface diffusion is more important for nanoparticles due to the
high surface-to-volume ratio. For example, the activation energy for bulk self
diffusion in silicon is approximately 4.75 eV [130] whereas it is only approx-
imately 0.67 eV for surface self diffusion on (001)-planes [131]. But, even if
one takes into account a faster surface diffusion the diffusivity of the carbon
atoms should be comparably low at room temperature due to the strong co-
valent bond between them. Furthermore, one needs to remember that the
particles are subject to a constant flux of molecules to their surface. Thus,
surface diffusion can only take place during a time scale that is comparable
to the formation time of one monolayer. This means that particles growing
in the discharge would be unable to coalesce if the particle temperature were
close to room temperature. This does not seem to be true. Some of the parti-
cles shown in figure 4.21 are spherical whereas others have a more elongated
shape. As surface deposition onto the particles is isotropic in the discharge,
such an elongated shape can only be the result of agglomeration of particles.
But,the agglomerates would consist of single particles if coalescence of the
particles were prohibited by a low diffusivity. Nevertheless, the elongated
particles appear to be the result of coalescence. For high resolution images
of the coalescence of nanoparticles the interested reader may, for example, re-
fer to [132]. This means that the particle temperature must be substantially
larger than room temperature. Indeed, it must be so large that the coales-
cence can take place within a few seconds. Unfortunately, one can not draw
any conclusions about the absolute value of Tp or its evolution during the
discharge cycle from the arguments given above. Nonetheless, one can get
an idea about the particle temperature from other experiments. An in-situ
investigation of nanoparticles formed in a similar discharges with ellipsome-
try by Hong et al. showed that the optical properties of the particles at the
beginning of their growth (dp ≤ 50 nm) are similar to that of graphite [122].
Similar results were obtained by Kovacevic et al. in a NEXAFS-study. Small
particles (dp ≤ 10nm) show a higher degree of sp2 hybrdization of the carbon
atoms than larger particles [123]. According to annealing studies of a:C-H
films, these films start to display graphite like properties if annealed above
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900 K [133]. Thus, one can conjecture that the temperature of the smallest
nanoparticles investigated in this work is at least 900 K. An attempt to verify
the presence of a graphite like core inside the collected nanoparticles with
EELS have been unsuccessful. Beam damage (cf. figure 4.22) rendered an
analysis of the EELS data meaningless. However, EELS measurements with
a specialized low-voltage TEM might be feasible [134]. One could even try
to use tomographic measurements to obtain a 3D map of the ratio between
σ- and pi-bonds in the particles [135].
20 nm
Figure 4.22: STEM images of a collected nanoparticle prior (LHS) and af-
ter EELS measurements at different positions (RHS). The formation of dark
spots on the particle is the result of beam damge caused by the EELS mea-
surements.
An experimental determination of the particle temperature is a formidable
experimental challenge. As the particle temperature can not be measured di-
rectly, one can only determine the temperature by measuring a temperature
dependent property of the particle. It has been demonstrated that the tem-
perature of nanoparticles growing in reactive plasmas can be determined by
measuring their thermal radiation. But, this required to heat the particles
externally by a laser pulse to temperatures of 3000 K [136] or even evapo-
rate the particles [137]. Such temperatures are presumably not reached by
the particles if they are solely heated by the discharge. At least, there is
no evidence in the recorded emission spectra suggesting otherwise. A more
promising approach is the use of the temperature dependent emission from
phosphor particles presented by Maurer et al. [138–140]. But, this approach
needs to be extended from micro- to nanoparticles. Stability of the phos-
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phor particles should not be an issue. Phosphors used for the investigation
of thermal barrier coatings have demonstrated a reasonable performance at
temperatures of up to 1200 K [141, 142]. An ex-situ production of such phos-
phor nanoparticles is certainly feasible. But, dispersing the nanoparticles in
the discharge may be difficult if the particles form tightly bonded agglomer-
ates. An in-situ production of the phosphor nanoparticles could circumvent
this problem. One possibility would be to replace the showerhead by a gas
aggregation cluster source [143, 144]. The phosphor nanoparticles formed
in the cluster source would be directly injected into an RF discharge sus-
tained by the lower electrode. Admittedly, the temperature of the phosphor
particles may deviate from the temperature of the carbonaceous particles.
But, one would at least get more detailed information of the net energy flux
to such small particles. As any experimental approach will be challenging,
simulations of the energy fluxes to and from the particles might be a more
straightforward approach.
4.3.3 Detection of small nanoparticles
It has been reported that the amplitudes of the higher harmonics of RF-
current or-voltage are a useful indicator for the onset of particle formation
[50, 145]. Boufendi et al. reported the detection of particles with 3 nm
diameter in an Ar− SiH4 discharge by monitoring the time evolution of the
2nd harmonic of the RF-current. Monitoring the higher harmonics provided
an earlier detection of nanoparticles than the phase angle φRF between the
1st harmonics of RF-current and- voltage [50]. Transferring this approach
to the discharge investigated in this work has not been successful. The time
evolution of the harmonics up to the 5th were recorded by the IV-probe.
Although all recorded harmonics show changes during phase I, these changes
are much smaller than the changes observed at the transition between phase
I and II. Moreover, the changes are neither more significant than those of
φRF nor can they be detected earlier. In addition, the amplitudes of the
higher harmonics are much smaller than that of the 1st. The 1st harmonic
(13.56 MHz) of the voltage amplitude reaches a maximum of vˆ1 ≈ 140 V.
The 3rd harmonics (40.68 MHz) have the highest amplitudes of all recorded
higher harmonics. The 3rd harmonic of the voltage amplitude reaches only
a maximum value of vˆ3 ≈ 1.3 V. Detecting subtle changes of the higher
harmonics is less reliable than for the 1st harmonic. It should be pointed out
that in another study the 7th harmonic (94.92 MHz) of the voltage amplitude
had the highest sensitivity of all harmonics to the presence of nanoparticles in
the discharge [145]. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that a harmonic higher
than the 5th would be a better indicator for the onset of particle formation
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than φRF in the case of the ’Pequod’-reactor.
The earliest detection of particles is provided by the UV/Vis-transmission
spectroscopy. Figure 4.23 shows the time evolution of the transmission of
light with wavelengths of 250 nm, 532 nm, and 633 nm through the dis-
charge. The transmission at all wavelengths is approximately 100 % before
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Figure 4.23: Time evolution of the transmission of light with wavelengths of
250 nm, 532 nm, and 633 nm through the discharge. The solid vertical line
marks the ignition of the discharge at t = 0s. The dashed vertical line marks
the end of phase I. The dashed horizontal indicates a transmission of 100 %.
the ignition of the discharge. That the transmission at 250 nm and 532 nm is
slightly higher than 100 % can be attributed to a small drift of the recorded
spectra relative to the reference spectrum. Using the transmission T532 at
532 nm or the transmission T633 at 633 nm, particles are detectable approx-
imately 13 s after the ignition of the discharge. At this point phase II of the
discharge cycle has already begun. The particles growing in the discharge
have mean diameters in the range of 35 nm ≤ 〈dp〉 ≤ 45 nm (cf. figure 4.14).
The transmission in the UV-range is a more sensitive indicator of particle
formation. Particles with mean diameters as small as 15 nm ≤ 〈dp〉 ≤ 20 nm
can be detected approximately 7 s after the ignition of the discharge by using
the transmission T250 at 250 nm.
Performing spectroscopic transmission measurements has of course the
big advantage that one obtains a very robust database, which does not only
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contain information about the size of the particles but also their distribution
in the discharge. The prospects of this approach will be outlined in sub-
section 4.5. If only the presence of nanoparticles in the discharge needs to
be detected, one could simply perform transmission measurements in a very
narrow wavelength range. For example, replacing the broadband source of
the spectrometer (cf. section 3.3.5) with a stable, high intensity UV-LED
and the spectrometer with an avalanche photodetector should improve the
sensitivity of the transmission measurements. If one replaces the light source,
one should verify that the transmission measurements do not affect the par-
ticle formation. The time evolution of φRF does not suggest that this is the
case with the transmission setup used in this work but it has been reported
that irradiating a similar discharge with pulses from a UV laser drastically
affected the particle formation [146]. In that case the transmission measure-
ments would be invasive, which would eliminate one of its biggest advantages.
By increasing the sensitivity of the transmission measurements it is probably
possible to extend the detection limit to dp ≤ 10 nm [147]. This would put
the transmission measurements on par with more sophisticated optical diag-
nostics like polarization-sensitive laser-light-scattering (PSLLS) [148] or laser
induced particle explosive evaporation (LIPEE) [137]. But, it is unlikely that
the transmission measurements will be able to detect particles that contain
less than 200 Si atoms, which corresponds roughly to dp ≤ 2 nm, as has been
demonstrated with a photoemission method [149].
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4.4 Electron Depletion (Phase II)
4.4.1 Increase of the Degree of Excitation
As has been outlined in section 4.3.2, the strong changes of key discharge
parameters at the onset of phase II is linked to a reduction of the free electron
density ne (cf. figure 4.16). Thus, it may appear somewhat contradictory that
the emission intensity of the discharge increases simultaneously. Emission
spectra recorded at the beginning and the end of phase II can be found in
figure 4.24. Unfortunately, the resolution of the spectrometer is not better
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Figure 4.24: Emission spectra recorded at the beginning of phase II (upper
graph) and at the end of phase II (lower graph).
than 1.5 nm (cf 3.3.2). Some of the observed emission lines could be the
overlap of two adjacent lines. For example two emission lines of metastable
Argon (ArI) are located at 772.38 nm (2p1 − 1s5) and 772.42 (2p2 − 1s3),
respectively [150]. Nevertheless, table 4.3 summarises the attempt to assign
the corresponding transition to each of the observed emission lines. If the
observed emission line could be the overlap of several emission lines, the
transition with the highest transition probability Akl from the upper level
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k to the lower level l was assigned to the observed line. Emission lines at
wavelengths smaller than 697 nm are not included in table 4.3 because the
time evolution of their intensity cannot be tracked throughout the entire
discharge cycle due to a low signal-to-noise ration during phase I of the
discharge cycle.
Table 4.3: Observed emission lines and the transitions assigned to them. The
energy of the upper and lower level Ek and El, respectively, the transition
probability Akl from the upper to the lower level, and the emission lines
associated with the transitions were taken from [150]. The Paschen notation
for the transitions was adapted from [151].
wavelength
observed assigned transition Akl Ek El
nm nm - s−1 eV eV
697.0 696.54 2p2 − 1s5 6.4× 106 13.328 11.548
707.2 706.72 2p3 − 1s5 3.8× 106 13.302 11.548
738.6 738.40 2p3 − 1s4 8.5× 106 13.302 11.624
750.9 750.39 2p1 − 1s2 4.4× 107 13.480 11.828
763.7 763.51 2p6 − 1s5 2.5× 107 13.172 11.548
773.1 772.42 2p2 − 1s3 1.2× 107 13.328 11.723
795.4 794.82 2p4 − 1s3 1.9× 107 13.283 11.723
801.9 801.48 2p8 − 1s5 9.3× 106 13.095 11.548
811.8 811.53 2p9 − 1s5 3.3× 107 13.076 11.548
All of the observed emission lines originate from the relaxation of metastable
Ar. The emission line observed at 750.9 nm has the highest intensity of all
emission lines throughout the discharge cycles. Moreover, its intensity I750.9
shows the most pronounced increase during phase II of the discharge cycles.
The time evolution of the normalised intensity I750.9,n of he emission line ob-
served at 750.9 nm can be found in figure 4.25. The intensity was normalised
to the intensity directly after ignition. In addition to I750.9,n the time evolu-
tion of the normalised intensity of a few other emission lines selected from
table 4.3 are shown in figure 4.25. The data of the other emission lines in
table 4.3 show a similar behaviour as the data depicted in 4.25 and are not
included for the sake of clarity. Whereas I750.9,n is almost constant during
phase I, it rapidly increases during phase II and reaches its maximum at the
end of phase II. During phase III I750.9,n decreases continiously. But there
are subtle differences between the emission lines. This appears to be espe-
cially true for the time evolution of the normalised intensity I763.7,n of the
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Figure 4.25: Time evolution of the normalised intensity of a few emission
lines during the 1st discharge cycle. The intensity was normalised to the
intensity directly after ignition. The dashed vertical lines indicate the end
of phase I and II, respectively. The solid black lines mark the ignition of the
discharge at t = 0 s and the end of the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
emission line observed at 763.7 nm. Yet, it is not surprising that such subtle
differences can be observed. It has been outlined in section 2.4.2 that for
each metastable level different paths for population and depopulation exist.
Each path will be affected in a different way by a change of the discharge
parameters.
Neglecting these subtle differences, the increase of the intensity of the
emission lines does indicate that the degree of excitation of the plasma in-
creases during phase II. As mentioned earlier, this might not be expected
because ne decreases substantially at least at the beginning of phase II (cf.
figure 4.16). But, it has been argued in other works that the reduction
of ne can be outweighed by an increase of the electron temperature Te, cf.
for example [52, 145, 152]. For example, if the electron energy distribution
function (EEDF) can be described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, an
increase of Te from 3 eV to 3.5 eV raises the proportion of electrons with a
kinetic energy sufficient to excite an Ar atom from the ground state to the
2p1 state (≈ 13.5 eV [150]) by a factor of 1.8. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
access Te experimentally and only a few measurements of Te in nanoparti-
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cle forming plasmas have been reported [153, 154]. Moreover, it is not even
clear whether the EEDF of such plasmas is well described by simple distri-
butions, like the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, that can be characterized
by a single electron temperature [155].
Before an explanation for the increase of Te will be presented it will be
outlined why the measurements of ne with the MRP are probably affected
by an artifact in phase II. At beginning of phase II the electron density drops
significantly (cf. figure 4.16), which has been interpreted as a rapid charging
of the nanoparticle ensemble after reaching a critical size in section 4.3.2.
Shortly after the beginning of phase II ne reaches a constant value and stays
at this level for most of the remaining part of the discharge cycle. A slight
increase of ne can only be observed at the end of phase III before it jumps
back to a high value after the end of the discharge cycle. Qualitatively sim-
ilar results were obtained in experiments, in which ne was measured with
microwave interferometry (MWI) by Wegner et al. [91]. During those exper-
iments the ’Peqoud’-reactor was operated with a different electrode system
but the time evolution of the self-bias voltage VSB follows the same pattern
as that of the phase angle φRF between the 1st harmonics of RF-current and-
voltage shown in figure 4.15. In another study [49] it has been shown that
the time evolution of VSB and φRF follows similar patterns, at least for pa-
rameters that are of interest for the discussion in this work. Furthermore,
the light emission from the discharge was measured with a photodiode by
Wegner et al.. The time evolution of the emission intensity is also similar to
that shown in figure 4.25. In the work by Wegner et al. it has been argued
that ne drops below the detection limit shortly after the beginning of phase
II and stays below the detection limit until the end of the discharge cycle.
That would explain why discharge parameters like the self-bias voltage and
the light emission change although ne appears to stay constant. The constant
level of ne during the better part of phase II and III is an artifact caused by
the detection limit of the MWI setup. The reader may now consider to re-
ject this interpretation because measurements with an independent method,
i.e. the MRP measurements, seem to confirm that ne stays indeed constant
after the initial drop at the beginning of phase II. But, there are a two ar-
guments for the conjecture that the MRP measurements are affected by an
artifact as well. However, it is not the same artifact. According to the MRP
measurements ne drops to values in the range of 2 − 5 × 1015 m−3. These
values lie well above the detection limit of the MRP, which is of the order of
5× 1014 m−3. One argument for the interpretation as an artifact is the same
as for the MWI measurements. A scenario in which important discharge pa-
rameters change (cf. figures 4.15, 4.17, and 4.25) although ne stays constant
seems to be quite unrealistic. The free electron density affects and is itself
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affected by many parameters. It is especially unrealistic that this behaviour
is observed for a wide range of process parameters. Figure 4.26 contains the
data of three MRP measurements of ne, which were performed at different
RF-power levels. All other process parameters were equal to the standard
process parameters (cf. table 4.1). Although the time evolution of ne during
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Figure 4.26: Time evolution of the free electron density ne at three different
RF-power levels PRF during the 1st discharge cycle. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the end of phase I and II, respectively. The solid black lines mark
the ignition of the discharge at t = 0 s and the end of the 1st discharge cycle,
respectively.
phase I differs for the different power levels, the time evolution during phase
II and III is qualitatively the same. After an initial drop at the beginning
of phase II the free electron density stays constant. Slight increases of ne
can only be observed at the end of phase III. Another argument for inter-
preting the constant level of ne as an artifact is the probe character of the
MRP measurements. Like all probe techniques it will inevitably affect the
discharge. It is well known that objects that have a negative potential with
respect to the plasma potential Φp are surrounded by voids [156–158] if they
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are immersed in particle containing discharges. This is true for intention-
ally negatively biased objects as well as objects on the floating potential Φf .
The MRP is not intentionally biased but is surrounded by a dielectric tube
(cf. section 3.3.4) that will charge up to the floating potential. If indeed
a void is formed around the MRP, this will affect the measurements of ne.
The free electron density that is determined by the MRP measurements is
an averaged value. In a very simple approximation the volume probed by
the MPR with its HF field is a sphere with a radius of the order of a few
millimetres [159]. Because the MRP is measuring field strength averaged
values and the field strength decays with increasing distance from the probe,
the volume elements closest to the probe dominate the averaging. Thus, the
free electron density measured by the MRP is likely dominated by the free
electron density in the void formed around the probe. Unfortunately, the
free electron density inside the void is not known. Furthermore, the spatial
distribution of ne inside the void could be quite complex. Like around any
object inside the discharge that is not at Φp, a space charge sheath will form
around the probe (cf. section 2.1). But the structure of the sheath could be
affected by the presence of the nanoparticles in the discharge. In principal,
the negatively charged nanoparticles should behave like negative ions with a
large charge and a very large mass. Therefore, one can speculate that the
structure of the sheath around the probe has some of the features observed
for electronegative discharges. For example, for certain conditions the sheath
in an electronegative discharges can show a triple layer structure [160]. A
possible configuration of the sheath structure surrounding the MRP could
be a nanoparticle loaded region with a low ne, followed by a nanoparticle-
free layer, in which ne is larger (cf. figure 4.27). The final layer would be
an electron depletion layer, which is the actual sheath in the conventional
sheath models. Depending on the particular details of the sheath structure,
it could explain the observed behaviour of ne during phase II and III. Af-
ter the nanoparticles permanently charge up negatively at the beginning of
phase II a void forms around the MRP. The value of ne determined by the
MRP is dominated by the spatial distribution of ne, i.e. the sheath structure,
inside the void. This could result in a value of ne that is larger than that
in the nanoparticle loaded areas of the discharge ne,p but smaller than the
free electron density in the pristine discharge. If a further decrease of ne,p
does not have a strong influence on the sheath structure inside the void, ne
should stay constant until the void collapses, which is expected to happen
when the nanoparticles leave the dischareg at the end of phase III, i.e. the
end of the discharge cycle. This is of course a highly speculative model and
would need to be verified like the presence of a void surrounding the MRP.
The presence of the void could be verified in the same way as other voids in
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Figure 4.27: Schematic drawing of a potential sheath structure around the
MRP. The graph on the right-hand side shows the free electron density ne
along a section through the sheath indicated by the dashed line in the skecth
on left-hand side. The solid and dotted line indicate the boundaries of the
different layers in the sheath. The dashed red line in the graph marks the
free electron density ne,p in the nanoparticle loaded part of the discharge.
the discharge by illuminating the discharge with a laser fan and recording
the light scattered by the nanoparticles. An experimental verification of the
sheath structure inside the void is at best challenging and should rather be
verified by simulations or theoretical modeling.
Because of the arguments given above, for the rest of the discussion it
will be assumed that the time evolution of ne measured by the MRP does not
properly reflect the real time evolution of ne after the onset of phase II. Based
on the time evolution of the intensity of the recorded emission lines it will
be assumed that ne follows the following pattern. It decreases throughout
phase II and reaches a minimum at the end of phase II. During phase III it
increases monotonically until it goes back to its initial value after the end of
the discharge cycle. This means that the maximum degree of excitation of
the discharge at the end of phase II coincides with the minimum of ne.
Although it is dissatisfying that, like the previous MWI measurements,
the experiments described in this work do not provide an unambiguous de-
scription of the time evolution of ne during the 1st discharge cycle, it once
more illustrates very effectively why a multidiagnostic approach is required to
investigate nanoparticle forming reactive plasmas. Even using two diagnos-
tics as different as MWI and MRP was not sufficient to obtain unambiguous
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results.
4.4.2 The Influence of Coulomb Collisions
An increase of Te can be explained by an increase of the power dissipated
in the plasma bulk [161]. As the decrease of the phase angle φRF at the
beginning of phase II indicates, the discharge changes from an almost purely
capacitive to a more resistive behaviour. This can be explained by an in-
crease of the resistance Rb of the plasma bulk. As will be discussed in the
next section, this does not mean that the sheath capacitance does not change
as well. Based on (2.8) both the free electron density ne and the electron
collision frequency νme for momentum loss can contribute to the increase of
Rb. The influence of νme will be discussed first. An increase of Rb can be ex-
plained by an increase of νme . The electron collision frequency for momentum
loss can be described as the sum
νme =
∑
j
νmej (4.12)
of all momentum loss collision frequencies νme j associated with a particular
type of collision partner j. The individual νme j can be expressed as
νmej =
∫ ∞
0
dve σmej(ve)vefv(ve)nj (4.13)
with the momentum loss cross section σmej for the specific collision, the elec-
tron velocity ve, the velocity distribution function fv and the number density
nj of the collision partner j. In other publications it has been suggested that
collisions between electrons and nanoparticles could significantly increase νme
[50, 52]. At first, this is an intriguing conclusion. The nanoparticles result
in some form of ’impure’ plasma bulk. One of the most basic concepts of
conductivity is that ’impurities’ result in a decreased conductivity. However,
it has to be kept in mind that both the density of the ’impurities’ as well as
their properties eventually determine whether they have any relevant impact
on the conductivity. This can be exemplified by a very simple estimation.
The mean thermal velocity ve,th of electrons obeying a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution with an electron temperature Te = 3eV is ve,th ≈ 1.2×106 m s−1.
The momentum loss cross section σme p for the collision of an electron with
an uncharged particle can be approximated by the geometric cross section
of the nanoparticle σp = pidp2/4. The electron can be treated as a point
particle and its kinetic energy is not so high that it can fly through the par-
ticle, like the high energy electrons in a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). With a nanoparticle number density np = 5 × 1013 m−3 and a
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particle diameter dp = 61 nm one finds an electron-nanoparticle momen-
tum loss collision frequency of νme p = σme pve,thnp ≈ 1.7 × 105 Hz. This is
much lower than the electron-Ar momentum loss collision frequency νme Ar.
The electron-Ar momentum loss collision cross section σme Ar at this ve,th is
σme Ar ≈ 5.7 × 10−20 m2 [162]. The Ar number density nAr at a pressure of
p = 8 Pa is nAr ≈ 2× 1021 m−3 assuming Maxwell-Boltzmann behaviour and
a neutral gas temperature Tn = 300 K. This results in νme Ar ≈ 1.3 × 108 Hz.
Uncharged nanoparticles do not contribute significantly to the electron mo-
mentum loss collision frequency νme . The contribution of νme p corresponds to
an increase of nAr by less than 0.2 %. The fluctuations of nAr will have a
greater impact on νme . The reader may rightfully criticise that in the back-
of-the envelope calculation above the differentiation between momentum loss
collisions and collisions in general is sloppy, but this should only be a minor
issue.
That uncharged nanoparticles do not significantly contribute to νme does
not mean that this is true for charged nanoparticles. The electrons will be
deflected in the electrical field surrounding the charged particle. Because the
charged nanoparticle is massive compared to the electron, the electron will
not loose energy in this process. The absolute vale of its momentum |~pe| will
not be changed either, but the change of the direction of ~pe by the deflection
of the electron represents a momentum loss. This scenario is referred to as
Coulomb collision. The Coulomb collision cross section σme Cof an electron
with a charged nanoparticle can be described by
σme C =
1
8pi
(
eQp
0meve2
)2
ln
1 + (0meve2λD
eQp
)2 (4.14)
with the elementary charge e, the free electron mass me, the electron veloc-
ity ve, the particle charge Qp, the Debye-length λD, and the permittivity of
free space 0 [163]. However, equation (4.14) was originally derived for the
Coulomb collisions between electrons and ions. Both particles are treated
as point particles. Whereas the electron can still be treated as a point par-
ticle, the charged nanoparticle has a finite size that cannot be neglected.
One must therefore expect that equation (4.14) underestimates σme C if it falls
below the geometric cross section σp of the nanoparticle. This would be es-
pecially important for electrons with high velocities, i.e. large kinetic energy,
because of the ve−4 dependence in equation (4.14). Inspired by the work of
Khrapak et al. [163], simulations of the Coulomb collision between electrons
and negatively charged nanoparticles were performed. The simulations are
admittedly rather simplistic but provide valuable insights about the param-
eter range in which equation (4.14) can be used to describe the Coulomb
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collision of electrons and negatively charged nanoparticles and whether these
Coulomg collisions can have a significant influence on νme . The Coulomb col-
lision cross section σme C is obtained by simulating the trajectory of an electron
in a region around a negatively charged nanoparticle for different impact pa-
rameters b (cf. figure 4.28). Due to the spherical symmetry of the problem
it is sufficient to simulate the electron trajectory in a square 2d plane. Ini-
y
x
θ 
pi
pi
pf
b
-λ D
-λD
λ D
λ D
dp
Figure 4.28: Sketch of the simulation area used for siumalting the Coulomb
collision of an electron with a negatively charged nanoparticle with diameter
p. The dotted line indicates a potential electron trajectory. The deflection
angle is obtained as the scalar product of the initial and the final electron
momentum vector ~pi and ~pf , respectively.
tially, the electron has only a momentum component in the x-direction. If
the electron has left the simulation area, its deflection angle θ is calculated
as the scalar product between its initial and final momentum vector ~pi and
~pf . The Coulomb collision cross section σme C can then be calculated [163] by
using the relationship
σme C = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
db [1− cos{θ(b)}] b ≈ 2pi
∫ lS
0
db [1− cos{θ(b)}] b. (4.15)
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The upper limit lS in equation (4.15) is one half of the side length of the
square simulation area. The trajectory of the electron is calculated in the
framework of Hamiltonian mechanics.
The assumptions made in the simulation are listed below.
• The simulation area is a square with a side length of 2 times the Debye-
length λD (cf. figure 4.28). At distances larger than λD the interaction
potential between the electron and the negatively charged particle will
decay quickly. Especially, if the interaction potential were described
by a screened potential, like the Yukawa potential. Moreover, it has to
be taken into account that in the discharge investigated in this work
the nanoparticle number density np is relatively high. Distributing
the nanoparticles of an ensemble with np = 5 × 1013 m−3 on a simple
cubic lattice, the inter-particle distance is λp = np−1/3 ≈ 27 µm. It is
of the same order as the one expected for λD. If the electron moves
farther away from one particle than λD, it will likely be affected by
the electrical fields surrounding other particles. Accounting for these
effects is beyond the scope of this work.
• The bare Coulomb potential is used to describe the electrostatic inter-
action between the negatively charged nanoparticle and the electron.
In general, one would need to use a screened potential, like the Yukawa
potential, to account for the screening effect of the plasma background.
But, it is not clear which screened potential accurately describes the
potential of the negatively charged nanoparticles. At a floating poten-
tial ΦOMLf of several volts, the linearisation of the perturbation of the
charge density in the derivation of the Yukawa potential should be in-
accurate. Therefore, the potential should not decay as fast as expected.
But Lampe et al. found that the potential of negatively charged par-
ticles in a plasma can indeed be described by a Yukawa potential up
to distance of 5λD from the particle surface [164]. However, in that
case the floating potential Φf of the particle is not as large as ΦOMLf .
They have attributed this behaviour to the trapping of ions by the neg-
atively charged nanoparticles. Because it is not clear how the potential
is described accurately, the bare Coulomb potential was chosen as it
represents an upper limt. The particle charge Qp is calculated with
equation (4.2) under the assumption Φf = ΦOMLf . In that case Qp also
represents an upper limit.
• The electron does not loose kinetic energy during the Coulomb collision.
The massmp of the particle is much larger than that of the electron, i.e.
mp/me > 1× 108≫ 1. The electron does not transfer any significant
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amount of energy to the particle. The centre of masses coincides with
the centre of the particle, i.e. the centre of the simulation area (cf.
figure 4.28).
• An intersection of the electron trajectory with the geometric cross sec-
tion σp of the particle is treated as a specular reflection of the electron
at the particle surface. The electron does not loose energy in this pro-
cess. This is of course a rather crude assumption. But, it is not clear
how the electron interacts with the charged particle upon impingement.
The electron may stick to the particle and thus contribute to the parti-
cle charge qp, it might loose some kinetic energy in an inelastic collision
or it might be diffusely scattered without the loss of kinetic energy. In
addition, to describe the impingement of the electron on the charged
particle one would need to describe the charge density on the surface of
the particle in detail. Such a detailed description of the impingement
process is beyond the scope of this work.
• The Debye-length λD is approximated by the ion Debye-length λD,i ≈
λD. Due to the high ratio Te/Ti ≈ 115 of ion temperature Ti and
electron temperature Te, the Debye-length will be dominated by the
ionic contribution.
The parameters that were used for the simulations are summarised in table
4.4. Selected results of the simulations can be found in figures 4.29 to 4.31.
Table 4.4: Parameters for the simulation of Coloumb collisions
Parameter Symbol Value
ion density ni 1.3× 1016 m−3
ion temperature Ti 0.026 eV
ion mass mi 40 u
electron temperature Te 3 eV
Debye-length λD 10.3 µm
floating potential Φf −7.06 V
One can draw two important conclusions from the data in figures 4.29 to
4.31. Firstly, the simulated data properly approaches the expected values at
high and low ve. At high ve it is expected that σme C approaches the geometric
cross section of the nanoparticle. Electrons with such high ve are not very
strongly deflected by electrical field surrounding the nanoparticle. If one
were modelling the direct collision of the electron with the nanoparticle in
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Figure 4.29: Simulated Coulomb collision cross section σme C as a function of
the electron velocity ve. The simulation was performed with the parameters
in table 4.4 for a particle diameter dp = 30 nm and a particle charge qp =
74 e. The red dashed line are values calculated with equation (4.14) for
the same parameters. The solid vertiacl lines mark ve = 1 × 105 ms−1 and
ve = 3× 106 ms−1. The horizontal solid lines mark the expected asymptotic
values of the simulated data.
a different way, one would of course expect a different or no asymptotic
value. At high ve the conventional model for Coulomb collisions (cf. (4.14))
drastically underestimates σme C, because it does not account for the finite size
of the nanoparticle. At low ve, the data for the conventional model as well
as the simulated data approach the same asymptotic value. The data based
on the conventional model approaches the asymptotic value faster than the
simulated data. The asymptotic value reached at low ve is σme C = 2piλD2. This
2 times the area of a circle with a radius equal to the Debye-length. Electrons
with low ve have a very low kinetic energy and are almost instantly repelled
by the electrical field surrounding the negatively charged particle once they
have entered the simulation area. Due to the symmetry of the problem σme C
is defined by a circular area. The additional factor of 2 is a consequence of
the large deflection angles θ. As the electrons are almost instantly repelled,
the deflections angles will be θ ≈ 180◦. A deflection angle of θ ≈ 180◦
means that the electron momentum has changed by approximately 2|~pe|.
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Figure 4.30: Simulated Coulomb collision cross section σme C as a function of
the electron velocity ve. The simulation was performed with the parameters
in table 4.4 for a particle diameter dp = 61 nm and a particle charge qp =
150 e. The red dashed line are values calculated with equation (4.14) for
the same parameters. The solid vertiacl lines mark ve = 1 × 105 ms−1 and
ve = 3× 106 ms−1. The horizontal solid lines mark the expected asymptotic
values of the simulated data.
This results in the additional factor 2. One can compare the situation to
a ping pong ball bouncing off a massive wall. Secondly, it appears that in
the velocity regime that is of interest for the discharge investigated in this
work and similar discharges the simulated data does not deviate dramatically
from the data based on equation (4.14). The region of interest is enclosed
by two solid vertical lines in figures 4.29 to 4.31. They enclose the velocity
range 1 × 105 ms−1 ≤ ve ≤ 3 × 106 ms−1. If the electrons were obeying a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with an electron temperature Te = 3 eV,
less than 0.1 % of all electrons were lying outside of this region on each side.
In addition, an electron velocity of ve = 3×106 ms−1 corresponds to a kinetic
energy Ekin,e = 25.6 eV. This is well above the excitation energies of Ar
(cf. table 4.3) and the ionization energy of Ar Ei,Ar = 15.76 eV [150]. Thus,
one should be able to use equation (4.14) instead of detailed simulations to
get reasonable estimates of σme C. Probably this approach will be sufficient
for most calculations as some of the input parameters need to be estimated
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Figure 4.31: Simulated Coulomb collision cross section σme C as a function of
the electron velocity ve. The simulation was performed with the parameters
in table 4.4 for a particle diameter dp = 184 nm and a particle charge qp =
451 e. The red dashed line are values calculated with equation (4.14) for
the same parameters. The solid vertiacl lines mark ve = 1 × 105 ms−1 and
ve = 3× 106 ms−1. The horizontal solid lines mark the expected asymptotic
values of the simulated data.
anyway. The possibility to use (4.14) instead of detailed simulations is also
advantageous for simulations that model the complete discharge. It is not
necessary to simulate the Coulomb collisions themselves but one can simply
use the cross section given by equation(4.14).
Coming back to the original question whether Coulomb collisions with
negatively charged nanoparticles affect νme significantly, the question remains
difficult to answer. Using equation (4.13) in combination with equation (4.14)
one can get a reasonable estimate of νme C. It is assumed that fv is described by
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with an electron temperature Te = 3 eV.
With np = 5 × 1013 m−3, Qp = 150e, and λD = 10.3 µm one finds νme C ≈
0.13×108Hz. The integration was performed in the limits of ve = 1×105ms−1
to ve = 3 × 106 ms−1. The value obtained for νme C falls at least in the same
range as νme Ar ≈ 2 × 108 Hz, which was estimated at the beginning of the
subsection. The contribution of νme C corresponds to an increase of nAr by
approximately 5 %. This could be called significant, but one should keep
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in mind that this values represents an upper limit and could in reality be
substantially lower. Another issue is that σme C depends strongly on ve. One
can therefore in general not assume that the EEDF is unaffected by the
Coulomb collisions. Even if the initial EEDF were known, one would need to
perform a self-consistent calculation. It could well be the case that the rise
of Te indicated by the increased degree of excitation (cf. section 4.4.1) during
phase II has a greater effect on νme than the contribution from νme C. While
σme C decreases with increasing ve, the electron-Ar momentum loss collision
cross section σme Ar increases with ve until ve ≈ 2 × 106 ms−1. Thus, a rise of
Te should increase νme Ar. Taking all the aforementioned arguments together,
one cannot outright reject the conjecture that Coulomb collisions of electrons
with the negatively charged nanoparticles have a significant, i.e. measurable,
effect on νme . But, it appears plausible to assume that it is not a dominant
effect. In the future this issue will need to be addressed by more advanced
and self-consistent simulations.
Even if the Coulomb collisions have a significant effect on νme , the increase
is expected to be a few percent. This increase of νme has only a minor effect
on ρb compared with the drop of the free electron density ne. The MRP
measurements show that ne drops by at least a factor 3 after the onset of
phase II (cf. figure 4.26). Following the conclusion at the end of the preceding
subsection that the MRP measurements are affected by an artifact and ne
reaches its minimum at the end of phase II, an even larger drop of ne is
expected. The increase of ρb and the associated increase of the plasma bulk
resistance Rb are dominated by the drop of ne during phase II.
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4.4.3 Dynamics of the Sheath
The sheath at the driven electrode also shows an interesting dynamic during
the discharge cycle. While one can observe the expected thick high voltage
sheath above the driven electrode directly after ignition and during phase I,
the sheath thickness ds decreases substantially during phase II and reaches
its minimum thickness at the end of phase II (cf. figure 4.32). During
phase III the sheath thickness increases continuously until it has reached its
original thickness at the end of the discharge cycle. An attempt to determine
20 mm
ignition end of phase I end of phase II 
Figure 4.32: Images of the driven electrode at selected points during the
discharge cycle. The images show one half of the driven electrode. The red
dahed lines mark the surface of the electrode. The scale bar is valid for all
three images.
the exact sheath thickness and its time evolution hase not been performed.
Although it is known, that, in general, the regions with the highest emission
intensity are located close to the sheath edge if the discharge is operating
in the α − regime (cf. section 2.1), these regions are rather diffuse and it is
difficult to derive the exact position of the sheath edge from spatial profiles
of the emission intensity.
A decrease of the sheath thickness affects the capacitance Cs of the sheath
and thus its impedance |Zs|. As the capacitance scales with the inverse of
ds, its capacitance Cs will increase. The opposite is true for |Zs|. It de-
creases with decreasing ds. The increase of Cs in a similar discharge has been
quantified by Wattieaux et al. [54]. The decrease of |Zs| during phase II is
reflected in the time evolution of the discharge impedance |Zd|, its real part
Re{Zd}, and its imaginary part Im{Zd}. The time evolution of all three
values is shown in figure 4.33. As expected from the discussion in the pre-
vious section, Re{Zd} increases during phase II because the resistance Rb
(cf. subsection 4.4.2) of the plasma bulk increases. However, the impedance
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Figure 4.33: Time evolution of the discharge impedance |Zd|, its real part
Re{Zd}, and its imaginary part Im{Zd} during the 1st discharge cycle. The
dashed vertical lines indicate the end of phase I and II, respectively. The
solid black lines mark the ignition of the discharge at t = 0 s and the end of
the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
of the discharge |Zd| decreases during phase II. The decrease of the sheath
impedance |Zs|, which is connected in series with Rb outweighs the increase of
Rb. Although the decrease of Im{Zd} indicates the decrease of |Zs|, the imag-
inary part Im{Zd} of the discharge impedance and |Zs| are not equivalent.
Besides |Zs|, other parasitic elements contribute to Im{Zd}. To obtain the
actual time evolution of |Zs| one would need to develop an equivalent circuit
of the discharge that contains all relevant parasitic elements and determine
the impedance of these elements (cf. for example [54, 165]).
Although the effect of the decreasing sheath thickness on |Zd| is relatively
clear, it is unclear what exactly causes the decrease of ds. Of course, it is
clear that the presence of the nanoparticle ensemble in the discharge is the
root cause, but it remains unclear how the nanoparticle ensemble causes the
decrease of ds. Based on the conclusions of the preceding sections, it seems
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that the presence of the nanoparticle ensemble only affects the sheath after
the charge up of the nanoparticles at the onset of phase II. Wattieaux et
al. have argued that the charged nanoparticles exert an electrostatic force
on the sheath, thereby compressing it [54]. That would implicate that the
presence of the nanoparticle ensemble itself causes the decrease of ds. In
other words, even if all other properties of the discharge were completely
unaffected by the presence of the nanoparticle ensemble, ds would decrease.
But, it has to be taken into account that the charge up of the nanoparticles
at the onset of phase II drastically affects other properties of the discharge
as well. Independent of the particular details of the model used to describe
the sheath, the thickness of the sheath is given by the relation between the
voltage drop Vs across the sheath and the current density js flowing through
the sheath. From the Child-Langmuir law (cf. equation (2.7)) one would
expect
ds ∝
(
Vs
3/2
ji
)1/2
with the current density js flowing through the sheath equal to the ion cur-
rent density ji flowing through the sheath. One cannot expect that either js
or Vs are unaffected by the change of other discharge parameters like the free
electron density ne or the electron temperature Te during phase II. Unfortu-
nately neither Vs nor ji can be measured by the diagnostics attached to the
’Pequod’-reactor. Even if Vs nor ji were known, it would be unclear whether
any of the sheath models mentioned in section 2.1 can be applied to estimate
the sheath thickness. These models were developed for electropositive dis-
charges. As mentioned earlier, the negatively charged nanoparticles should
behave like massive negative ions. The presence of the negatively charged
nanoparticle ensemble should change the behaviour of the discharge in the
direction of an electronegative discharge. It is known that the sheath in
electronegative discharge is, by and large, thinner than in electropositve dis-
charge at comparable conditions [166]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated
that upon admission of electron attaching gases like BCl3 the sheath thick-
ness of Ar discharges, which are electropositive, decreases [167]. Therefore,
it is probably the best to interpret the decrease of ds as a self-consist ad-
justment to a change of the other discharge parameters and the relations
that define ds. Trying to find a single cause for the decrease of ds becomes
pointless in that case.
In addition to the sheath thickness, the spatial distribution of the emission
intensity in the discharge changes. During phase I the region with the highest
emission intensity is a diffuse region above the sheath. This diffuse region has
also an inhomogeneous spatial distribution. Its vertical extension is largest
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in the centre of the electrode and decreases with increasing distance from the
rotational symmetry axis of the electrode. This changes after the onset of
phase II. Simultaneously to the decrease of the sheath thickness the region
with the highest emission intensity collapses into a sheath-like region. This
sheath-like region appears to have a quite homogenous vertical extension
across the electrode. Only at the edge of the electrode decreases the vertical
extension of this sheath-like region. The formation of a region with high
emission intensity in the plasma bulk could not be observed during phase
II. This was quite unexpected. The model developed by Bouchoule et al.
predicts that a rapid change of the discharge parameters indicates the so
called α−γ′ transition [39]. Although the discharge investigated in this work
does show an increase of the emission intensity during the α− γ′ transition,
which has been observed in other systems as well, [39, 57, 168, 169], the
observed spatial profile of the emission intensity does not fit to the expected
one. The α − γ′ transition is named after the conventional α − γ transition
(cf. section 2.1) because the emission profiles before and after the transition
have the same features for both transitions. In the α-regime the emission
intensity is highest close to the sheath edges whereas it is low in the plasma
bulk. In the γ-regime the emission intensity can have local maxima at the
sheath edges but the global maximum of the emission intensity is observed
in the centre of the plasma bulk. As mentioned above, a region with high
emission intensity in the centre of the plasma bulk was not observed during
phase II. In several other studies the emission profile typical for the γ-regime
has been observed [56, 116, 161]. The presence of this region with high
emission intensity in the plasma bulk has been linked to the formation of
a void inside the plasma bulk [56, 105]. The conditions inside the void are
different from the conditions in the nanoparticle loaded regions surrounding
it and result in a higher emission intensity. This could explain why the
observed emission profile differs from the expected profile. The discharges
for which the emission profile typical for the γ-regime have been observed
were symmetric discharges, whereas the discharge investigated in this work
is asymmetric. Although there is evidence that a void forms in the discharge
(cf. section 4.2), it is unclear whether it has already formed at the onset of
phase II. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the conditions inside of voids
formed in asymmetric or symmetric discharges differ. Nevertheless, one could
still refer to the drastic changes of the discharge parameters at the onset of
phase II as α− γ′ transition to keep a notation that is consistent with other
relevant studies.
The change of the spatial profile of the emission intensity also indicates
a shift of the regions in which excitation of Ar takes place. The emission of
the discharge is dominated by emission lines originating from the relaxation
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of metastable Ar (ArI) (cf. section 4.4.1). The regions of the discharge with
high emission intensity correspond to regions with a high number density
nArI of metastable Ar. During phase I the region with the highest emission
intensity and thus the highest nArI is a diffuse region adjacent to the sheath.
As mentioned above, this is the emission profile expected for the α-regime
of discharge operation. In the α-regime the electrons are mainly heated by
the wave-ridging mechanism (cf. section 2.1) in the region of the breathing
sheath. Excitation of Ar will take place within a few times the electron
mean free path le around the sheath. The mean free path for excitation lexe of
electrons that are important for the excitation of metastable states can be
estimated as follows. For the sake of simplicity only the direct excitation of
the metastable 2p states from the ground state is considered. The number
density of Argon atoms is nAr ≈ 1.9× 1021 m−3 at a pressure of p = 8 Pa, a
neutral gas temperature of Tn = 300 K, and assuming ideal gas behaviour.
The energy levels of the 2p states lie in the range of 13 eV to 13.5 eV. (cf. table
4.3). The electrons need a minimum velocity ve ≈ 2.2 × 106 m s−1 to excite
these states directly. At this velocity the total cross section for electron-Ar
collisions is σtote Ar ≈ 2.3×10−19 m2 [170]. With these values the electron mean
free path can be estimated as lexe = (nArσtote Ar)
−1 ≈ 2.3 × 10−3 m. Thus, the
expected extension of the region with a high metastable number density nArI
and correspondingly high emission intensity agrees well with the extension of
the high emission intensity region observed during phase I (cf. figure 4.32).
Although one cannot directly conclude that ionization takes predominantly
place in this region as well, because the observed emission lines only originate
from metastable Ar, it is likely that the discharge is sustained by ionization
in this region. This is expected for a discharge operating in the α-regime.
After the α − γ′ transition at the onset of phase II, the discharge is
probably sustained by a different mechanism than the wave-riding mechanism
in the α-regime. The region with the highest emission intensity is still located
close to the sheath, but it has collapsed into sheath-like structure, which is
considerably thinner has rather sharp boundaries. The collapse into this
thin sheath-like structure could be caused by a decrease of lexe . But, lexe
should not change significantly during phase II. The number density nAr
of Ar should not change significantly and the collision cross section σtote Ar is
only a function of the electron velocity ve. The expected increase of the
electron temperature Te (cf. section 4.4.1) during phase II may increase
the number of electrons with high velocities but the mean free path at a
given ve is unaffected. One could now speculate that collisions with charged
nanoparticles cause the decrease of lexe . However, Coulomb collisions of such
fast electrons with charged nanoparticles are rather insignificant, based on
the simulations in the preceding section. Moreover, the electrons do not
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loose kinetic energy in these Coulomb collisions. Only if an electron collides
directly with a nanoparticle, it could loose kinetic energy. As mentioned in
the preceding section, the cross section for a direct collision σcolle p of an electron
with a nanoparticle is at best the geometric cross section σp = pidp2/4 of the
nanoparticle. At the end of phase II the mean particle diameter is 〈dp〉 ≈
60 nm (cf. figure 4.14). With an estimated nanoparticle number density of
np = 5 × 1013 m−3 one obtains le =
(
npσ
coll
e p
)−1 ≈ 7 m. The contribution of
charged nanoparticles to lexe should be negligible. A better explanation of the
observed emission profile could be the pile up of electrons in a layer close to
the sheath by an electric field. The radiative life time τrad of the metastable
states in table 4.3 lies in the range of 23 ns ≤ τrad = Akl−1 ≤ 253 ns. The
mean thermal velocity of a metastable Ar atom at neutral gas temperature of
Tn = 300K is vth,Ar ≈ 400m s−1. A metastable Ar atom can at best move 0.1
mm before it decays radiatively. This means that a high emissison intensity
is not only linked to a high number density nArI of metastable Ar but also to a
high number density ne of free electrons with sufficient energy that excite Ar
atoms. If a large number of free electrons with high energy is indeed confined
in a layer next to the sheath, it would explain the observed emission profile.
Gogolides et al. modeled an electronegative SF6 discharge and found that
electrons indeed pile up in a layer close to the electrode sheath during one
half-period of the RF-cycle [171]. The RF field between the electrodes results
in a substantial electrical field strength inside the plasma bulk. The free
electrons drift towards one of the electrodes. Because neither the negative
nor the positive ions can follow the RF field, there spatial distribution is
unaffected. Close to the electrode the free electrons are repelled by a space-
charge field origination from differences in the number densities of positive
n+ and negative ions n−. The accumulation of free electrons in this region
with a relatively high electric filed strength raises the mean electron energy
and results in an increased excitation and ionization. The free electrons
accumulate until the RF field becomes larger than the space-charge field and
the electrons can reach the electrode. After one half-period of the RF-cycle
the field in the bulk reverses and the electrons begin to drift towards the
other electrode. This behaviuor would indeed explain the observed emission
pattern. It would also be in line with conjectures in previous sections that
the nanoparticle loaded discharge displays some of the beahviour expected
for electronegative discharges. The SF6 discharge modeled by Gogolides et
al. is quite electronegative with n−/ne ≈ 400. This would correspond to a
nanoparticle loaded discharge with a large Havnes parameter, i.e. P  1 (cf.
section 2.3). Whether this is true for the discharge investigated in this work
is not clear, but even if the discharge is not as electronegative, the results
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of Gogolides et. al. are a good starting point for interpreting the emission
profile. Gogolides et. al. also mentioned in their work that the ionization
rates in the plasma bulk of the SF6 discharge are substantial and are more
important for sustaining the discharge than the ionization in the electron
accumulation layers near the electrodes. The maximum ionization rates in
these layers is higher, but the volume is small compared to that of the plasma
bulk. They have explained the substantial ionization and excitation rates in
the plasma bulk with the substantial electric field strength in the plasma bulk.
The presence of a substantial electric field strength in the nanoparticle loaded
discharge can also be expected during phase II. The increase of the plasma
bulk resistance Rb should result in a larger voltage drop across the plasma
bulk. However, it is unclear whether a substantial amount of excitation takes
place in the plasma bulk of the nanoparticle loaded discharge The setup for
optical emission spectroscopy has unfortunately no spatial resoltuion (cf.
subsection 3.3.2). Spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy and phase
resolved optical emission spectroscopy (PROES) could provide important
information for verifying whether or not the discharge is indeed sustained by
a different mechanism during phase II of the discharge cycle, and whether this
mechanism is the same as the described by Gogolides et al.. Arguably, both
the wave-riding mechanism in the α−regime and the mechanism described by
Gogolides et. al. describe the same mechanism for sustaining the discharge.
Both describe Joule heating of the electrons and subsequent ionization of
neutrals. The main difference are the positions at which Joule heating and
ionization, respectively occur.
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4.5 Loss of Nanoparticles (Phase III)
Phase II of the discharge cycle is characterised by a reversal of the changes
of the discharge parameters observed during phase II .Whereas most of the
measured discharge parameters return to their phase I-levels at the end of
phase III, i.e. the end of the discharge cycle (cf. figure 4.15, 4.25, and
4.33), this is not true for parameters that reflect the plasma chemistry in the
discharge. The time evolution of the mass spectrometer ion currents I26 and
I50 corresponding to m/z ratios of 26 and 50, respectively, are shown in figure
4.34. The contribution from C2H2 and the C4H2 molecules are expected to
dominate I26 and I50, respectively. Neither I26 nor I50 has reached its phase
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Figure 4.34: Time evolution of the mass spectrometer ion currents I26 and
I50 corresponding to m/z ratios of 26 and 50, respectively, during the 1st
discharge cycle. The dashed vertical lines indicate the end of phase I and
II, respectively. The solid black lines mark the ignition of the discharge at
t = 0 s and the end of the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
I-level at the end of phase III. Only well into phase I of the 2nd discharge
cycle does I50 reach a level it had during phase I of the 1st discharge cycle.
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The mass spectrometer ion current I26 does not reach this level at all. Even
well into phase I of the 2nd discharge cycle it stays below this level. In fact, it
does not even reach the level it had directly before the onset of phase II of the
1st discharge cycle. Another difference between I26 and I50 is their response
to the end of the discharge cycle. Whereas the increase of I26 accelerates at
the end of the discharge cycle, the increase of I50 appears to be completely
unaffected. That I26 and I50 behave differently is not surprising. The C2H2
and the C4H2 molecules are generated and consumed in different reactions,
which will be affected in different ways by the changes at the end of the
discharge cycle. For detailed information about the relevant reactions, the
interested reader my refer to the work by Boegarts et al. [41–43]. The slower
response of I26 and I50 to the end of the discharge cycle can be explained
by the low C2H2-flux QC2H2 into the ’Pequod’-reactor. Even if no C2H2
molecules were consumed it would take a few seconds to restore the number
density nC2H2 of C2H2 molecules to a level found in the pristine discharge.
In this case the rise of the C2H2-partial pressure pC2H2 is given by
d
dtpC2H2 =
QC2H2
VR
. (4.16)
The inner volume of the ’Pequod’-reactor can be estimated as VR ≈ 5 ×
10−3 m3. The formation of C2H2 molecules in the discharge is not taken into
account because the number densities of the required educts in the discharge
should be orders of magnitudes lower than nC2H2 [42]. WithQC2H2 = 1sscm ≈
1.69×10−3 Pa m3 s−1 one finds d/dt pC2H2 ≈ 0.3Pa s−1. This is the maximum
rate at which pC2H2 can rise. However, this rate will be much smaller during
an actual process run in the ’Pequod’-reactor. The butterfly valve keeps
the absolute process pressure p constant at p = 8 Pa and the high Ar-flux
QAr = 10sscm requires a relatively large effective pumping speed Seff to keep
this level. Gas molecules are constantly pumped out of the ’Pequod’-reactor.
Moreover, the discharge is still rung after the end of the discharge cycle so
that C2H2 molecules are constantly consumed. Thus, nC2H2 , i.e. pC2H2 , can
only rise at a rate which is given by the difference between its production
and loss rate. This conclusion also holds for the number density nC4H2 of
C4H2 molecules.
In contrast to the slow response at the end of the discharge cycle I26 and
I50 respond rapidly to the increase of the degree of excitation at the onset of
phase II (cf. section 4.4.1). The decrease of I26 slows down during phase I
but suddenly accelerates at the onset of phase II. Although it shows a differ-
ent behaviour, I50 also responds rapidly at the onset of phase II. It slightly
increases before it reverses this trend and begins to decrease. Despite these
differences at the onset of phase II, do both I26 and I50 reach their minimum
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values at the end of phase II. This is inline with the observation that all other
recorded discharge parameters have an extremum at the end of phase II. Be-
cause, I26 and I50 should reflect nC2H2 and nC4H2 , respectively, it is expected
that nC2H2 and nC4H2 have as well minimum values at the end of phase II. This
can be explained by an increased consumption of C2H2 and C4H2 molecules.
They are primarily consumed in reactions with highly energetic electrons,
i.e. ionization, dissociative attachment, and electron impact dissociation, or
in reactions with radicals and ionised molecules [41–43]. The radicals and
ionised molecules are themselves created in reactions that require highly en-
ergetic electrons. A higher degree of excitation of the discharge corresponds
to an increased amount of highly energetic electrons. Thus, the consumption
of C2H2 and C4H2 should be enhanced. During phase III this is reversed.
The degree of excitation decreases and the consumption of C2H2 and C4H2
decreases as well.
An interesting question is why the degree of excitation actually decreases
during phase III. The mean particle diameter 〈dp〉 increases continuously
during the entire 1st discharge cycle (cf. figure 4.14). Even if the Havnes
effect (cf. section 2.3) was limiting the particle charge qp one would expect
a constant degree of excitation instead of a decreasing degree of excitation.
Two potential reasons that could explain the observed decrease of the de-
gree of excitation are a rearrangement of the nanoparticle ensemble in the
discharge or a continuous loss of nanoparticles from the discharge. A com-
bination of both processes could of course also be a possible explanation. It
is unlikely that a simple rearrangement of the nanoparticle ensemble causes
the observed decrease of the degree of excitation, because the decrease pro-
ceeds continuously over a long period of time. It may well be the case that
the nanoparticles rearrange continuously but it is difficult envision a scenario
in which the number of nanoparticles stays constant at the same time. For
example, the formation of a void could lead to the rearrangement of the
nanoparticle ensemble into a shell surrounding the void. If the void expands,
which has indeed been reported in other studies [101, 103, 106], the shell
should become thinner and the number density np of nanoparticles in the
shell should increase. As the negatively charged nanoparticles repel each
other this increase of np should increase the force pushing the nanoparticles
out of the discharge. Therefore, it is more reasonable to assume that the loss
of nanoparticles is the primary cause for the observed decrease of the degree
of excitation. The loss of nanoparticles could of course be exacerbated by a
rearrangement of the nanoparticles as outlined above.
A diagnostic that has the potential of providing information about np that
could verify this hypothesis is the transmission spectroscopy setup installed
on the ’Pequod’-reactor. The time evolution of the transmission T250 at 250
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nm, the transmission T532 at 532 nm, and the transmission T633 at 633 nm
can be found in figure 4.35. The transmission at 532 nm and 633 nm do not
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Figure 4.35: Time evolution of the transmission of light with wavelengths of
250 nm, 532 nm, and 633 nm through the discharge during the 1st discharge
cycle. The dashed vertical lines indicate the end of phase I and II, respec-
tively. The solid black lines mark the ignition of the discharge at t = 0 s and
the end of the 1st discharge cycle, respectively.
conclusively indicate that np decreases during phase III. Only the increase
of T532 and T633 at the very end of phase III does indicate that np decreases.
But, this is expected because the discharge cycle ends. The problem is that
the transmission at a given wavelength only provides information about the
product of line integrated nanoparticle number density nlinp and the extinction
cross section σext in the form of the optical depth τ = nlinp σext (cf. section
2.4.5). If the increase of σext is larger than the decrease of nlinp the optical
depth and thus the transmission will decrease. As 〈dp〉 increases continuously
during phase III, this is a distinct possibility. One could speculate that
the the minimum of T250, and thus τ , at around 70 s does indicate that
nlinp decreases at least during the second half of phase III, but for a robust
interpretation of T250 one would need more information. The extinction cross
section σext only increases monotonically in the regime in which the Rayleigh
approximation S = pi〈dp〉/λ 1 is valid. At 70 s the mean particle diameter
is 〈dp〉 ≈ 120 nm. At a wavelength λ = 250 nm this translates into a size
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parameter S ≈ 1.5. In this size parameter range σext may decrease with
increasing 〈dp〉. Irvine calculated the normalised extinction cross section Qext
for absorbing and transparent spheres for different S [172]. The normalised
extinction cross section is the ratio of the extinction cross section to the
geometric cross section of the sphere. With the mean particle diameter 〈dp〉
one can express Qext as
Qext =
4σext
pi〈dp〉2
(4.17)
Irvine did observe an oscillating behaviour of Qext for large size parameters.
In the range of S = 1.5 does Qext still increase monotonically. But, Qext also
depends on the refractive index n = n′ − in′′ of the particles, which is also
not exactly known for the nanoparticles growing in the discharge. At higher
wavelengths some data is available [122, 173, 174], but it remains question-
able whether these results can be extrapolated to lower wavelengths. Instead
of trying to interpret the transmission spectra with insufficient information,
it would be better to obtain the missing information in separate experiments
and perform a detailed modeling of the transmission spectra. Information
about n could be obtained by in-situ Mie-Ellipsometry [122, 173, 174] or
ex-situ by investigating collected nanoparticles. Once sufficient information
about n is available, one can calculate σext as a function of the size pa-
rameter S [172]. By fitting (2.29) to the transmission spectra one would
then be able to extract information about nlinp . In principal the transmis-
sion data at a single wavelength would be sufficient to obtain nlinp from a fit,
but the complete transmission spectrum represents a more robust data base.
Transmission spectra have indeed been used to obtain information about the
particle growth in different discharges [147, 175–177].
This is another example why a multidiagnostic approach is necessary to
investigate nanoparticle forming reactive plasmas. These systems behave in
very complex ways and even several independent diagnostics doe not provide
enough information to describe the behaviour of these systems unambigu-
ously.
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4.6 Particle Formation in the 1st discharge
cycle
Although evidence for the formation of a second generation of nanoparticles
in the first discharge has been presented in section 4.1, the formation and
growth of this particle generation will not be discussed in this section because
it seems that it has no effect on the the growth of the first particle generation
and on the behaviour of the discharge. As can be seen from figure 4.36 the
average particle diameter 〈dp〉 grows linearly with time for the better part of
the first discharge cycle. At the beginning of the discharge cycle the average
particle diameter increases non-linearly.
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Figure 4.36: Plot of the mean diameter 〈dp〉 of 1st generation particles formed
in the 1st discharge cycle as a function of the collection time tc. The dotted
line indicates the fit of a straight line to datapoints with 〈dp〉 > 40 nm. The
dashed vertical lines mark the end of phase I and II, respectively. The error
bars indicate the α = 0.05 confidence interval.
A linear growth of the particle diameter at large particle diameters is a
well documented behaviour for the investigated type of discharge [51, 122,
173, 178] . However, these studies are, by and large, limited to diameters
larger than 80 nm. As can be seen from figure 4.36, for the system under
investigation the linear relationship continues down to 〈dp〉 ≈ 40 nm.
The observed constant growth rate of 〈dp〉 with time can be explained by
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assuming that the density ρp of the particles as well as the mass flux density
towards the particles jp are constant [179]. Furthermore, jp is assumed to be
isotropic. The change of a nanoparticle’s mass per time is given by
d
dtmp =
∮
A
dAjp
with mp being the mass of a single nanoparticle. Given that the particle is
a perfect sphere with constant density ρp one can rewrite the above relation
as
d
dt
pi
6ρpd
3
p =
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
dφ dθ jp
d2
4 sin(θ)
After integrating the right hand side and applying the chain rule to the left
hand side one finds
pi
2ρpd
2
p
d
dtdp = pid
2
pjp
A final rearrangement yields an expression for a constant growth rate
d
dtdp = 2
jp
ρp
= const. (4.18)
Except for the factor 2 this is the same relation one finds for the growth of a
thin film with thickness df on a substrate if the same assumptions are made,
i.e. constant film density ρf and constant mass flux density jf towards the
thin film.
d
dtdf =
jf
ρf
= const. (4.19)
The additional factor 2 in (4.18) is a result of the spherical symmetry of the
particles and the isotropy of the mass flux density. If one warps a thin film
into a spherical shell and exposes it to a constant, isotropic mass flux density
the shell’s thickness increases according to (4.19). However, the diameter of
the spherical shell increases twice as fast (cf. figure 4.37). The fact that the
particle growth can be well described by (4.18) is a clear indication that the
particle growth is dominated by surface deposition. Though, there is one
significant difference between the growth of thin films on a flat substrate and
the growth of the nanoparticles. The area As of the substrate, i.e. a silicon
wafer, does not change over time. A constant mass flux density only requires
a constant mass flux. In case of the nanoparticle ensemble, the situation
is different. The surface area Ap of a particle increases continuously during
its growth. A constant mass flux density requires an increase of the mass
flux Jp to the particles. If the mass flux to the particles were limited by the
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Figure 4.37: Growth of a thin film with spherical symmetry. An increase of
the thickness df of the thin film translates into an increase of the diameter
of the shell it forms that is twice as large.
C2H2-flux QC2H2 into the reactor, this requirement could not be met. The
total C2H2-mass flux JR,C2H2 into the ’Pequod’-reactor is given by
JR,C2H2 = mC2H2
d
dtNC2H2 (4.20)
For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the total mass of the acetylene
molecules mC2H2 contributes to the mass flux, even if only a small fraction
of the hydrogen atoms is eventually incorporated into the nanoparticles. As-
suming that the acetylene obeys the ideal gas law and inserting the relations
for the number of acetylene molecules NC2H2 = pC2H2VC2H2/kBTn as well as
the formal definition of QC2H2 = d/dt (pC2H2VC2H2) one finds the following
relation between JR,C2H2 and QC2H2 .
JR,C2H2 = mC2H2
QC2H2
kBTn
(4.21)
The mass flux towards the complete particle ensemble Jp can be estimated
from the growth curve in figure 4.36. From the fit to the data in the linear
growth regime
dp(t) = 1.56
nm
s︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
t+ 15.5 nm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y
(4.22)
one can derive an expression for the particle mass growth rate d/dt mp.
d
dtmp(t) = ρp
pi
6
[
3s3t2 + 6s2Y t+ 3mY 2
]
(4.23)
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Choosing the density of the particles ρp = ρa:C−H ≈ 1.6 g cm−3 to be equal
to that of a:C-H films films [133] the mass growth rate can be expressed as
d
dtmp(t) = 9.78× 10
−24 kg
s3 t
2 + 1.94× 10−22 kgs2 t+ 9.66× 10
−22 kg
s . (4.24)
The total number of particles is estimated by assuming that they are homoge-
neously distributed inside the cylindrical volume Vd defined by the electrode
and the gap between electrode and showerhead (cf. figure 4.1) with a number
density of np. Under these assumptions the total mass flux consumed by the
particle ensemble is given by
Jp(t) = npVd
d
dtmp(t) . (4.25)
For the ratio of Jp and JR one obtains the following relationship
Jp
JR
= npVdkbTn
mC2H2QC2H2
d
dtmp(t) . (4.26)
With np = 5×1013m−3, Vd ≈ 4.4×10−4m−3,mC2H2 ≈ 26u, QC2H2 = 1sccm ≈
1.69 × 10−3 Pa m3 s−1, Tn = 300 K, and t = 100 s one finds Jp/JR ≈ 0.15.
Although this back-of-the-envelope type calculation will not be very precise,
it supports the assumption of a constant mass flux density in the linear
growth regime. Even at the end of the 1st discharge cycle less than 20 % of
the mass flux entering the rector is consumed by the nanoparticles.
The transition of the growth curve from a linear to a non-linear behaviour
at particle diameters smaller than 〈dp〉 ≈ 40 nm indicates that either the
deposition conditions change over time or that another growth mechanism
begins to dominate. The latter conclusion appears to be more plausible.
Performing a linear extrapolation of the growth rate at the transition from
the linear to the non-linear regime shows that the growth rate is significantly
higher in the non-linear regime. The difference of the growth rates in the
two regimes gets even more apparent if one considers the time evolution of
the particle mass. For the data presented in figure 4.38 it was assumed
that the density of the particles ρp = ρa:C−H ≈ 1.6 g cm−3 is constant,
although it has been pointed out earlier that Mie-Ellipsometry and NEXAFS
suggest that with increasing diameter the properties of the deposited surface
layers change from graphite-like to that of a:C-H films. [122, 123]. The
density of graphite ρG ≈ 2.2 g cm−3 is higher than the density of of a:C-H
films [133]. But, the difference between the two is a factor of the order of
unity that does not explain the starkly different growth rates seen in figure
4.38. Furthermore, one would expect an even larger difference between the
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Figure 4.38: Plot of the mean diameter 〈dp〉 of 1st generation particles formed
at the beginning of the 1st discharge cycle as a function of the collection time
tc. The dotted line indicates a fit of the model described by (4.27) to the
data. The error bars indicate the α = 0.05 confidence interval.
growth rates because the density of graphite is higher. The red line in figure
4.38 is not a fit to these data but is calculated from equation (4.22). The
dotted line in this figure should only be seen as a guidance to the reader.
Although it is indeed a fit to the data, it is not based on a specific growth
model. That the data can be adequately fitted by a straight line nevertheless
suggests that the growth rate in this regime is described by a fast growing
function like an exponential function or a higher order polynomial. Such
a non-linear growth is compatible with surface deposition as the dominant
growth mechanism, but in that case the mass flux density jp has to increase
over time and must be larger than in the linear regime. By combining the
relations (4.18) and (4.22) one obtains a value of jlinp = 2.6× 10−6 kg m−2 s−1
for the mass flux density in the linear growth regime if a particle density of
ρp = ρa:C−H ≈ 1.6 g cm−3 is assumed. The mass flux density in the non-
linear regime jn−linp = 5.1× 10−6 kg m−2 s−1 is estimated from the difference
quotient of the data points at 12 s and 15 s. Because jp cannot be measured
directly, it is not possible to say whether the vale determined for jn−linp is
indeed so large. But, the mass spectrometer measurements (cf. figure 4.34)
do provide evidence that jn−linp should be lower than jlinp . As outlined in
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section 4.5, the time evolution of the mass spectrometer ion currents I26 and
I50 reflect the time evolution of the number densities nC2H2 and nC4H2 of the
C2H2 and the C4H2 molecules, respectively. The minima of I26 and I50 at
the end of phase II indicate that the consumption of both molecules is the
highest at this point. The increase of their consumption is caused by the
higher degree of excitation of the discharge at this point. A high degree of
excitation, i.e. a large number of highly energetic electrons, in combination
with a high consumption C2H2 and the C4H2 molecules suggests that the
production of radicals by electron impact dissociation reactions is enhanced.
Electron impact dissociation reactions include
C2H2 + e− −→ C2H + H + e−
C4H2 + e− −→ C4H + H + e−
the production of the C2H and the C4H radicals [42]. Radicals are expected
to be the main contributors to jp because stable molecules like C2H2 and
C4H2 should have a low reactivity. Ionised molecules could also contribute
to jp but their number densities are expected to be orders of magnitude
smaller than that of the radicals [42]. They should only represent a minor
contribution to jp. Therefore, one would expect that jp reaches its maximum
at the same point at which the production of radicals in the discharge is
maximal. Based on the mass spectrometer measurements this should be
the case at the end of phase II. But, the non-linear growth regime ends
well before the end of phase II (cf. figure 4.38). Based on this evidence it
appears unreasonable that jn−linp is larger than jlinp . The opposite is expected.
Because the assumption of surface deposition being the dominant growth
mechanism in the non-linear regime is only compatible with the condition
jn−linp > j
lin
p , one can conclude that surface deposition is not the dominant
growth mechanism in the non-linear regime. Another argument for rejecting
the assumption that surface deposition is the dominant growth mechanism
in the non-linear regime is the particle temperature Tp. In section 4.3.2 it
has been argued that a high particle temperature, which might be caused
by selective nanoparticle heating, during phase I of the discharge cycle could
explain the observed delay of the charge up of the nanoparticle ensemble. A
high Tp should also reduce the growth by surface deposition. Many of the
reactions in the discharge produce atomic H [41–43]. It has been shown that
during the deposition of a:C-H films in hydrocarbon containing discharges
the deposited films are eroded by atomic H [180]. At elevated substrate
temperatures the erosion rate can even outweigh the deposition rate resulting
in a net erosion of the deposited films.
Interestingly, jlinp seems to be unaffected by the increase of the degree of
excitation during phase II and its subsequent decrease during phase III. This
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could indicate that the growth of the particles is not limited by the transport
of mass to the particles but rather by the reactions on the particle surface.
Given the aforementioned arguments, it appears plausible that another
growth mechanism results in the non-linear growth of small particles. Based
on the evidence presented in section 4.3.2 that the particles are hot and not
highly charged during phase I binary coalescence of nanoparticles is used
to explain the observed non-linear growth. Mass conservation during the
coalescence of two particles with diameter d0 into a particle with diameter
dn results in the equality
2pi6ρ0d
3
0 =
pi
6ρnd
3
n .
Given that the density of the particles is the same (ρ0 = ρn) the diameter of
the particle formed by the coalescence is given by
dn = 3
√
2 d0 .
If all particles in a monodisperse ensemble undergo such a binary coalescence
on average after a characteristic time τc, the particle diameter will have
increased to
dp(t) = d0( 3
√
2)t/τc (4.27)
after the time t has elapsed. The prefactor d0 denotes the particle diameter
before the onset of the coalescence events. As it turns out this model can
adequately describe the non-linear particle growth up to a collection time of
15 s. A fit of this model to the data can be found in figure 4.39. Despite being
non-linear, the growth curve has admittedly not many features that would
prevent one to successfully fit another model to the data. For example,
fits with an exponential function in which the base 3
√
2 is replaced by a
free variable a or a higher order polynomial yield the same or even better
agreement with the data. That the presented model can be fitted to the data
should thus not be seen as a justification of its validity. Instead, it should be
seen as a motivation for future experiments. For the fit shown in figure 4.39
one finds τc ≈ 2.1 s. Taking into account that the non-linear growth regime
spans 13 s, the particles in the discharge undergo approximately 6 coalescence
events. This means that the number density of particles should decrease by
a factor 26 = 64 in these 13 s. By measuring the particle number density in
the discharge one should therefore be able to verify or reject the proposed
model as an explanation for the observed non-linear growth. Information
about the number density of particles in the discharge would also provide
more information about the coalescence process itself. The mean time τcoll
between the collision of two nanoparticles of equal size can be estimated in
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Figure 4.39: Plot of the mean diameter 〈dp〉 of 1st generation particles formed
at the beginning of the 1st discharge cycle as a function of the collection time
tc. The dotted line indicates a fit of the model described by (4.27) to the
data. The error bars indicate the α = 0.05 confidence interval.
the following way. The cross section σcollnn of such a collision is approximated
by the cross section σcollnn = pidp2 for the collision of two hard spheres of equal
diameter. The relative velocity of the colliding particles is estimated to be
equal to the mean thermal velocity vp,th of particles obeying the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution
vp,th =
(
48kbTn
pi2ρpdp
3
)1/2
. (4.28)
of particles obeying the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. It needs to be
emphasised that for the calculation of vp,th the neutral gas temperature Tn is
used instead of the particle temperature Tp. The particle temperature Tp is
a measure of the energy stored in the vibrational degrees of freedom inside
the particle. It is not a measure of the energy stored in the translational
degrees of freedom of the particle, i.e. its kinetic energy. It is assumed that
its kinetic energy is in equilibrium with that of the neutral gas ensemble in
the reactor. Thus, Tn is used instead of Tp. With the nanoparticle number
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density np one can express τcoll as
τcoll =
4dp1/2np
(
3kBTn
ρp
)1/2−1. (4.29)
For dp = 32 nm, np = 1 × 1014 m−3, ρp = 1.6 g cm−3, and Tn = 300 K one
obtains τcoll ≈ 5 s. This means that τcoll and τc are of the same order of
magnitude but τcoll is larger than τc. This is not expected by the model. In
addition, it has to be taken into account that not every collision will necessar-
ily result in the coalescence of the colliding particles and that the coalescence
process itself also requires a certain amount of time. If np were higher than
expected, τcoll could decrease below τc. In the earlier stages of particle growth
τcoll will fall below τc if the model is indeed correct. According to the model
one would expect that np increases to np = 8×1014 m−3 if the particle diam-
eter decreases to dp = 16 nm. Keeping all other variables constant one finds
τcoll ≈ 1 s ≤ τc ≈ 2.1 s. Attractive forces between charged and uncharged
nanoparticles as well as oppositely charged nanoparticles could also decrease
τcoll [181].
Another observation that seems to contradict the model described above
is that the transition from the non-linear to the linear growth regime takes
place some seconds after the onset of phase II (cf. figure 4.38). If the conclu-
sion of previous sections that the nanoparticles charge up negatively at the
onset of phase II is correct, the binary coalescence should stop immediately
at this point as the negatively charged particles repel each other. But, it has
to be taken into account that the fits in figure 4.38 have uncertainties as well.
Moreover, it needs to be taken into account that even if the particles charge
up negatively only new coalescence processes will be suppressed. Particle
that have collided before their charge up will like continue to coalesce. If the
particle temperature Tp also drops at the beginning of phase II (cf. section
4.3.2), mass transport by diffusion will become less efficient. Thus, the coa-
lescence process will take longer. This could explain why the coalescence of
nanoparticles appears to dominate the particle growth for a few seconds af-
ter the charge up of the nanoparticles. Because modeling the particle growth
in the non-linear regime as the binary coalescence of nanoparticles is highly
speculative, a verification by further experiments or simulations is required
and it should rather be seen as a motivation and starting point for these
investigations.
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4.7 SAXS Investigations of Particle Forma-
tion
The results presented in the preceding section are very valuable and show
that collecting nanoparticles from the discharge and investigating them ex-
situ is a reasonable approach for ivestigating the particle formation in reactive
plasmas. But, this approach has one major disadvantage. It is very time-
intensive. The data shown in figure 4.36 represents 70 experiments, in which
nanoparticles were collected. In addition, it is not only necessary to perform
the actual collection experiments but to characterise the particles ex-situ.
For the data depicted in figure 4.36 this included the acquisition of more
than 700 SEM images and the manual determination of the mean particle
diameter 〈dp〉 for each image. Obtaining the same information for a different
parameter set necessitates the repetition of all this work. Therefore, it would
be quite advantageous to have a diagnostic that provides information about
〈dp〉 with an in-situ measurement. The different versions of Mie-ellipsometry
do offer such in-situ measurements of 〈dp〉, but they are, in general, limited
to the measurement of diameters 〈dp〉 ≥ 40 nm [122, 173, 174]. Transmission
spectroscopy in the UV range could be used as well (cf. subsection 4.5).
Measurements of 〈dp〉 ≤ 10 nm have been reported [147].
Another diagnostic that does offer, in pricipal, the sought after in-situ
capabilities is small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) (cf. subsection 2.4.6).
Recently the in-situ measurement of nanoparticles in atmospheric microwave
discharges by SAXS has been reported [182, 183]. To further evaluate the
prospects of SAXS as a diagnostic for the nanoparticle formation in reactive
plasmas, the ’Pequod’-reactor has been installed at the P03 beamline at the
DESY synchrotron facility (cf. subsection 3.3.6).
Because it had been unclear how long the integration times for the scat-
tering signal needed to be, the SAXS measurements were performed on a
discharge that was operated in a different way than the discharge described
in the preceding part of this work. The basic idea was to form nanoparticles
of a certain size and trap this nanoparticle ensemble in a pure Ar discharge.
The SAXS measurements were then performed on the trapped nanoparticle
ensemble. This approach has been successfully used by other groups to trap
nanoparticle ensembles in discharges and investigate the trapped particles
(cf. for example [76, 152]). The growth of the nanoparticles was limited by
injecting only a fixed amount of C2H2 into the ’Pequod’-reactor after the Ar
discharge had been ignited. To minimize the loss of nanoparticles from the
discharge, the discharge was operated with the twin electrode configuration
(cf subsection 3.1.3). The electrode gap was 30 mm symmetrically around
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the centre point of the ’Pequod’-reactor (cf. subsection 3.1.1). The discharge
was driven asymmetrically with the upper electrode grounded. Driving the
discharge symmetrically in a push-pull mode did not appear to result in an
improved trapping of the nanoparticle ensemble in the discharge. Measure-
ments of the phase angle φRF between the 1st harmonics of RF-current and
-voltage showed that it returns much faster to its value in a pristine dis-
charge if the discharge is driven symmetrically, compared to being driven
asymmetrically. The process parameters with which the discharge was run
are listed in table 4.5. The C2H2 − flux into the reactor was only switched on
Table 4.5: Process parameters for running the discharge during SAXS mea-
surements.
Parameter Symbol Value
Absolute pressure p 30 Pa
RF-power PRF 20 W
Ar-flux QAr 10 sccm
C2H2-flux QC2H2 1 sccm
for a short period until the preset amountMC2H2 of C2H2 had been admitted
into the reactor. The SAXS measurements of the trapped nanoparticle en-
semble have been performed 1 minute after the injection of C2H2 had been
completed. This delay should ensure that 〈dp〉 has reached a stable value
before the SAXS measurements are started. The effective pumping speed
of the ’Pequod’-reactor is given by Seff = QAr/p. With p = 30 Pa and
QAr = 10 sccm ≈ 1.69 × 10−2 Pa m3 s−1 one gets Seff ≈ 5.6 × 10−4m3 s−1.
Assuming a reactor volume VR ≈ 5× 10−3 m3 one can estimate the gas res-
idence time as tr ≈ VR/Seff ≈ 9 s. Thus, 1 minute should be sufficient to
pump all remaining C2H2 molecules out of the ’Pequod’-reactor and prevent
further growth of the particles by surface deposition.
One problem that was encountered during the SAXS measurements was a
large and drifting background signal. Three representative scattering images
recorded with the 2d X-ray detector (cf. subsection 3.3.6) are shown in figure
4.40. The set of images in figure 4.40 show that the scattering originating
from the nanoparticles dispersed and trapped in the discharge is small com-
pared to parasitic scattering. To the naked eye the difference between the
scattering images of the system with (centre) and without (LHS) nanopar-
ticle loaded discharge is almost invisible. Only by subtracting both images
(RHS) becomes the scattering intensity originating from the nanoparticles
visible to the naked eye. Indeed, the maximum scattering intensity originat-
ing from the nanoparticles is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than
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Figure 4.40: Representative scattering images recorded by the 2d X-ray de-
tector. The scattering image on the left-hand side corresponds to a measure-
ment without discharge. The image in the centre shows a measurement in
which nanoparticles were trapped inside the running discharge. The image
on the right-hand side is the difference between the scattering image with
(centre) and without (LHS) nanoparticle loaded discharge. The integration
time was ti = 60 s. The red circles indicate the region for azimuthal averaging
of the scattering intensity.
that caused by parasitic scattering. The primary source of the parasitic scat-
tering is not exactly known, but it can only originate from matter directly
illuminated by the direct beam. The intensity of X-ray light that has been
scattered multiple times is too low to cause such a high background signal.
The discharge itself does not contribute to the background signal. There is
no significant difference between scattering images if the ’Pequod’-reactor is
evacuated or a pure Ar-discharge is running. The parasitic scattering images
originates from the Kapton R© windows, particles or films that are deposited
on the windows, or a combination of both. Another problem is that the
intensity of the background drifts. It increases over time. The drift could
be caused by a degradation of the windows due to the illumination with the
high intensity X-ray beam or by an increasing deposition of particles and
films on the windows. The drift of the background is especially problematic
at long integration times. If the background increases significantly during
the integration time, one cannot eliminate the background of a measurement
by simply subtracting the background recorded in a reference measurement.
One strategy to overcome this problem would be to use integration times ti
during which the drift of the background can be neglected for recording two
images. One images is used for recording the actual scattering experiment.
The other image is used for recording the background. For these two images
a simple background subtraction can be performed. By summing a large set
of these images with subtracted background one would obtain an image with
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high intensity. This approach of course only works if ti results in a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio. Another shortcoming of this approach is that it requires
a high repeatability of the experiment. For the experiments described in this
work one would always need to remove the nanoparticles from the discharge
for recoding the background and form a new particle ensemble for the next
experiment.
Because the SAXS experiments described in this work only serve as a
proof of concept such an advanced scheme for the elimination of the back-
ground is not used. Furthermore, for an integration time ti = 60 s the drift
of the background does not seem to be excessive. As the obtained scatter-
ing images are rotationally symmetric (cf. figure 4.40), they are azimuthally
averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio before they are analysed. The
mean diameter 〈dp〉 of the nanoparticles trapped was obtained by using the
Guinier approximation (cf. subsection 2.4.6). A representative Guinier plot
is depicted in figure 4.41. As expected the slope at low values of the scat-
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Figure 4.41: Guinier plot of the scattering intensity. The natural logarithm of
the scattering intensity IS is plotted as a function of the squared scattering
vector q. A total amount MC2H2 = 0.1 scc of C2H2 was injected into the
discharge to generate nanoparticles. The dashed red line indicates the fit of
a straight line to the data at low q.
tering vector q is linear. By fitting a straight line to the data in this region
and using equations (2.33) and (2.35) one can obtain 〈dp〉 from the Guinier
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plots. The results from analysing the Guinier plots are summarised in fig-
ure 4.42. It shows 〈dp〉 as a function of the injected C2H2 amount MC2H2 .
Unfortunately, the data in figure 4.42 is not only sparse, but also suggests
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Figure 4.42: Mean particle diameter 〈dp〉 as a function of the injected C2H2
amount MC2H2 . Repetitive SAXS experiments have only been performed for
the data points at MC2H2 = 0.1 scc and MC2H2 = 0.6 scc. The error bars
indicate the α = 0.05 confidence interval.
that the SAXS measurements are affected by limitations of the experimental
setup. It is unexpected that 〈dp〉 decreases for MC2H2 ≥ 0.6 scc. The particle
formation process at the process parameters in table 4.5 has not been studied
independently like the formation process at the standard process parameters
(cf. table 4.1). But, there is no evidence that would support the assumption
that the particle formation process is starkly different for both sets of pro-
cess parameters. One could argue that the apparent decrease of the particle
diameter is caused by a loss of the 1st particle generation and the formation
of a 2nd particle generation with smaller 〈dp〉. But, the time evolution of
the phase angle φRF between the 1st harmonics of RF-current and -voltage
does not indicate a sudden loss of nanoparticles. Moreover, in that case one
would expect that 〈dp〉 drops once and increases afterwards because the 2nd
particle generation grows. The data, however, suggests that 〈dp〉 decreases
with increasing MC2H2 . One could also speculate that the particle might be
etched in the Ar-discharge. It has indeed been reported that carbonaceous
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nanoparticles trapped in Ar-discharges do loose mass, which indicates etch-
ing, but this process seems to be relevant only on time scales that exceed the
length of the SAXS experiments [76, 173].
The observed decrease of 〈dp〉 forMC2H2 ≥ 0.6scc is most likely caused by
an unsuitable experimental setup. In general, it is not reasonable to use the
Guinier approximation for data that do not fulfill the requirement qRG ≤ 2
because the underlying assumptions of the Guinier approximation are invalid.
Even for qRG ≈ 1.5 systematic deviations can reach levels of 20 % to 30 %
[83]. The minimum recorded scattering vector was qmin = 4.48× 10−2 nm−1.
Thus, the maximum radius of gyration RG,max that can be reliably deter-
mined with the Guinier approximation is RG,max ≈ 34 nm. This corresponds
to 〈dp〉 ≈ 88 nm. Only the data point at MC2H2 = 0.1 scc fulfills the re-
quirement qRG ≤ 1.5. It must be expected that all other data points are
affected by substantial systematic deviations. These systematic deviations
are also evident in the Guinier plots. The agreement between the straight
line fits and the data decreases with increasing MC2H2 . The relevant data
is hidden behind the direct beam stop. This problem could be overcome by
increasing the distance between the reactor centre and the X-ray detector
(SDD). However, this has not been possible at the P03 beamline. The SAXS
experiments described in this work have been performed with an SDD close
to the maximum value of the P03 beamline. Beamlines specifically built
for ultra small angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) would be more suitable for
such experiments. For example the ID 02 beam line at the ESRF facility
offers an SDD of up to 30 m [184]. At this beamline an qmin of the order of
10−3 nm−1 could be recorded. One of the aforementioned in-situ measure-
ments of nanoparticles in atmospheric microwave discharges by SAXS has
indeed been performed at the ID 02 beamline.
Ex-situ SEM measurements of collected nanoparticles show that the mean
particle diameters obtained by SAXS do fall in the correct range. But, a di-
rect comparison is at best misleading. The SEM measurements show that
the particle size distributions are multimodal. Unless their number density
is negligibly small the contribution from the largest particles will dominate
the Guinier plot because of the dp6-dependence of IS(q)|q=0 (cf. (2.37)). Un-
fortunately, it has yet to be investigated how the particle collection method
used in this work (cf. subsection 3.2) affects the particle size distribution of
the collected particles. It is not possible to infer any information about the
number density of particles with a particular size from the SEM measure-
ments. Therefore, it is not clear which of the different particle diameters that
could be obtained from the SEM measurements should be compared directly
with the SAXS measurements.
Investigating the growth of particles with 〈dp〉 ≥ 80 nm by SAXS is
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not very intriguing. The access to synchrotron beamlines is, by and large,
severely restricted due to overbooking and in this diameter range other di-
agnostics, like Mie-Ellipsometry, are also capable of in-situ measurements.
SAXS measurements would only be interesting, if they were able to provide
information about the time evolution of 〈dp〉 in the range that is inaccessi-
ble by the well established diagnostics, i.e. at the beginning of the particle
formation process. Unfortunately, the data presented in this work suggests
that SAXS is unsuitable for this purpose. The required integration times are
too long. The integration time for all SAXS measurements presented in this
work was ti = 60 s. Reducing the integration time to ti = 2 s would reduce IS
by a factor 30. In this case the time resolution of the growth process would
be comparable to the resolution obtained by the collection experiments (cf.
figure 4.39). Reducing IS by a factor 30 means that approximately a factor
3.4 has to be subtracted from ln(IS). Comparing this value with the maxi-
mum value in figure 4.41, this reduction appears to be tolerable. But, one
has to take into account that a reduction of dp results in a strong reduction of
the maximum scattering intensity IS(q)|q=0. A reduction of dp from 80 nm to
40 nm reduces IS(q)|q=0 by a factor 64. Accordingly, approximately a factor
4.2 is subtracted from ln(IS). Taking both contributions together a factor of
7.6 has to be subtracted from ln(IS). For a reduction of dp from 80 nm to 20
nm this reduction would be approximately a factor 11.7. On a linear scale
this corresponds to a reduction of IS by a factor in excess of 105. Because
IS scales only linearly with the number density np of nanoparticles, it is un-
likely that an increase of np can compensate the strong reduction of IS. This
strong reduction of IS is especially problematic because the intensity of the
background signal is not reduced as strongly. Only the decrease of ti reduces
the background signal. The reduction of dp does not affect the intensity of
the background signal. Taking into account that IS is already fairly low at
ti = 60 s and 〈dp〉 ≈ 80 nm, it appears unreasonable to assume that smaller
nanoparticles will provide enough scattering intensity during the integration
times required to follow the particle formation. On could of course try to
trap very small nanoparticles in the discharge and increase ti, but this ap-
proach will likely fail. Firstly, if the conclusion of the preceding sections is
correct and the nanoparticle do not charge up significantly at small 〈dp〉 it
will not be possible to trap them in the discharge. Secondly, if the growth of
these particles is not dominated by surface deposition it will not be possible
to limit their growth by shutting off the injection of C2H2. For example, if
these particles predominantly grow by agglomeration they will simply con-
tinue to grow until the agglomeration is stopped by the charge up of the
particles. Therefore, it appears that SAXS is not the method of choice for
investigating the particle formation process in reactive nanoparticle forming
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plasmas that require a time resolution of the order of some minutes or less.
Yet, SAXS might still be an interesting method for studying the particle
formation process in, more or less, static systems like gas aggregation cluster
sources [143, 144, 185] or flow-through reactors [186–188]. In such systems
very long integration times could potentially be used. Studying the particle
formation process would then require to measure the particle size at different
spatial positions inside the source or reactor. Very long integration times
might necessitate a sophisticated background subtraction procedure, but this
should not be an insurmountable issue. Studying nanoparticles with a much
higher electron density, for example like noble metal nanoparticles, should
also help to solve the intensity issue.
Chapter 5
Summary and Outlook
In this work, the formation of nanoparticles in reactive plasmas has been
investigated with a large number of conventional and unconventional diag-
nostics. A capacitively coupled RF discharge operated in an Ar− C2H2 at-
mosphere was chosen as model system.
The fist step in the investigation of the discharge was the development
and construction of a sophisticated plasma reactor, the ’Pequod’-reactor. It
provides enough ports for the installation of the various diagnostics ,and is
highly mobile so that it can be easily transported to other laboratories. The
reactor is based on a cylindrical high-vacuum chamber with an inner diame-
ter of 200 mm and an inner height of 160 mm. In its standard configuration,
the reactor is equipped with a planar, water cooled electrode and a shower
head. The electrode as well as the shower head are movable, resulting in an
even more versatile system. The shower head can be replaced by a second
identical electrode to generate symmetric discharges. The following diag-
nostics were successfully, admittedly not at the same time, installed on the
’Pequod’-reactor: an impedance probe, a multipole resonance probe (MRP),
microwave interferometry (MWI) (separate experiments [91]), a quadrupole
mass spectrometer, a pirani gauge, optical emission spectroscopy (OES),
UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy, and small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS).
The ’Pequod’-reactor is additionally equipped with a system for the collection
of nanoparticles. The particles are dragged into a separate vacuum chamber
by suddenly inducing a high gas flux between the collector chamber and the
reactor. As the collector system can be isolated from the ’Pequod’-reactor, it
can be used as a load lock. Thus, the collection of nanoparticles can be per-
formed without breaking the vacuum of the ’Pequod’-reactor. In the future,
the list of diagnostics installed on the ’Pequod’-reactor should be extended.
Especially self-excited electron resonance spectroscopy (SEERS) [189], Mie
elliposmetry [122, 173, 174], a laser fan for light scattering [101, 103, 116],
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infrared absorption spectroscopy [190, 191], and near-edge x-ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) [123] are promising candidates. Another important
improvement of the ’Pequod’-reactor would be the development of a suitable
control program. Such a control program would drastically simplify the op-
eration of the reactor and the data acquisition from the different diagnostics.
The control program should also provide a synchronization signal for diag-
nostics that cannot be controlled by the program. This would eliminate the
need to synchronize the data from different diagnostics manually.
Operating the ’Pequod’-reactor with a suitable set of process parameters
results in the formation of nanoparticles and cyclic changes of the measured
discharge parameters. For most discharge parameters one can observe clear
differences, for example smaller changes, between the 1st and the subsequent
discharge cycles. Collection experiments performed at the beginning of the
2nd discharge cycle revealed the presence of three nanoparticle ensembles
with distinctly different sizes in the discharge. Nanoparticles from two of
these ensembles are so large that they must have formed in the 1st discharge
cycle and remained in the discharge after the end of the 1st discharge cy-
cle. This conclusion is confirmed by UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy. The
transmission through the discharge increases only gradually towards the val-
ues expected for a pristine (devoid of nanoparticles) discharge at the end of
the 1st discharge cycle. This gradual increase extends well into the 2nd dis-
charge cycle. It has been speculated that the presence of these nanoparticles
in the discharge reduces the nucleation of nanoparticles at the beginning of
the second discharge cycle by the consumption of precursor species. But,
UV/Vis transmission spectroscopy measurements indicate that this might
not be the only effect contributing to the observed differences between the
1st and the subsequent discharge cycles. The spatial distribution of the
nanoparticle ensemble in the discharge could also be different. A less am-
biguous interpretation of the data can only be achieved by adding more
information from independent diagnostics. For example, recording the scat-
tering of laser light by the nanoparticle ensemble would provide valuable
information about the spatial distribution of nanoparticles in the discharge.
A more detailed study of the nanoparticle formation in the 1st discharge
cycle showed that after approximately 80% of the discharge cycle has elapsed,
a second particle generation is formed in the discharge. This is indicated by
the shift from a monomodal to a bimodal size distribution of the collected
nanoparticles. The formation of the second particle generation can be corre-
lated with the appearance of a transient shoulder in the mass spectrometer
ion current associated with the C4H2 molecule (m/z = 50 amu). It has been
conjectured that the formation of the second particle generation takes place
in a void formed inside the discharge, because the conditions inside the void
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should facilitate the nucleation of nanoparticles. The presence of a void could
also be verified by recording the scattering of laser light by the nanoparticle
ensemble.
The formation of the first particle generation in the 1st discharge cycle
has been extensively studied by the collection of nanoparticles throughout
the discharge cycle as well as by monitoring the time evolution of differ-
ent discharge parameters. Based on the time evolution of the phase angle
between the 1st harmonics of RF-current and voltage, the discharge is sub-
divided into three phases. Phase I spans approximately the first 9 % (9 s)
of the discharge cycle and is characterized by small deviations of most dis-
charge parameters from that of a pristine discharge. Substantial changes of
all discharge parameters can only be observed at the transition from phase
I to II. Nevertheless, nanoparticles with diameters in the range of 8 - 10 nm
can be collected from the discharge as early as 2 s after the ignition of the
discharge. The discharge parameter that shows the earliest response, which
can be directly linked to the presence of nanoparticles in the discharge, is
the UV/Vis-transmission. The transmission at 250 nm allows the reliable
detection of nanoparticles approximately 7 s after the ignition of the dis-
charge. This corresponds to particle diameters of 15 - 20 nm. At 532 nm
the detection threshold is delayed until approximately 13 s corresponding to
particle diameters of 35 - 45 nm. Measurements of the electron density with
the MRP show that the electron density decreases only slighlty during phase
I compared to the drastic decrease observed at the transition between phase
I and II. This suggests that the nanoparticles may not charge up significantly
during phase I, but charge up rapidly at the transition between phase I and
II. This coincides with experimental results from MWI experiments previ-
ously performed in the ’Pequod’-reactor [91]. Such a behaviour can not be
explained by the OML-theory. To resolve this issue the OML-theory was
extended so that it self-consistently takes into account the Schottky emission
of electrons adsorbed on the nanoparticles. Simulations imply that electrons
need to adsorb with an energy of less than 2.5 eV on the particles. Otherwise
the contribution of Schottky emission to the current balance can be neglected
for reasonable particle temperatures. Including Schottky emission results in
a non-linear increase of the particle charge with increasing particle diameter
and decreasing particle temperature, in contrast to the temperature inde-
pendent, linear increase predicted by the OML-theory. Such a non-linear
increase of the particle charge may indeed explain the observed behaviour
of the discharge parameters. Although there is indirect evidence that the
particle temperature is substantially larger than the neutral gas temperature
during phase I, future experiments or simulations should aim at providing
more detailed information about the time evolution of the particle temper-
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ature to prove the hypothetical influence of Schottky emission of adsorbed
electrons. As the measurement of the particle temperature of such small
particles is a formidable experimental challenge, simulations are probably a
more straightforward approach.
Phase II of the first discharge cycle is characterized by substantial changes
of the monitored discharge parameters. It spans approximately 18% (20 s) of
the discharge cycle. At the end of phase II many of the monitored discharge
parameters reach their extrema. The increase of the emission intensity of the
discharge indicates that the degree of excitation of the discharge increases
during phase II, although the free electron density decreases. This apparent
contradiction has been explained by a simultaneous increase of the electron
temperature that outweighs the reduction of the free electron density. The
increase of the electron temperature has been linked to an increase of the
power that is dissipated in the plasma bulk as the resistance of the plasma
bulk increases during phase II. This is reflected in the time evolution of the
phase angle between the 1st harmonics of RF-current and voltage. Simu-
lations of the Coulomb collisions between negatively charged nanoparticles
and free electrons suggest that the increase of the plasma bulk’s resistance is
dominated by the reduction of the free electron density and that Coulomb col-
lisions only represent a minor contribution. A drastic reduction of the sheath
width and a change of the spatial distribution of the emission intensity dur-
ing phase II indicate that the discharge is sustained by a mechanism other
than the wave-riding mechanism. It has been speculated that after charge up
of the nanoparticles and the associated reduction of the free electron density
the discharge displays ,at least partially, behaviour expected for electroneg-
ative discharges. Spatially and phase resolved emission spectroscopy could
provide further evidence for this interpretation.
Phase III is characterized by a steady change of the discharge parameters,
except the electron density, back to values expected for a pristine discharge.
This is unexpected as the nanoparticles are continuously growing throughout
the entire discharge cycle. It has been conjectured that this discrepancy is
caused by a continuous reduction of the number density of nanoparticles in
the discharge and a rearrangement of the nanoparticles remaining inside the
discharge. The forces pushing the particles out of the discharge , like the
ion or neutral drag force, increase faster with the particle size than the force
exerted by the electrical field that confines the negatively charged particles
in the discharge. Depending on the local conditions in the discharge, the
outward directed forces will outweigh the confining force at a critical particle
size and particles will leave the discharge. If the loss of particles is not com-
pensated by the increasing particle size, the influence of the nanoparticles on
the discharge parameters will diminish. This presumptive explanation could
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be verified by measuring the number density of particles dispersed in the
discharge. A promising candidate for such experiments is the detailed inves-
tigation of UV/Vis-transmission spectra. However, additional information
is needed to interpret the transmission spectra unambiguously. Especially
information about the refractive index of the nanoparticles is required.
The particle growth displays only a weak correlation with the time evo-
lution of the discharge parameters. The diameter of large particles increases
linearly with approximately 1.6 nm / s for the investigated parameter set.
This linear increase of the diameter is well documented and the result of sur-
face deposition onto the particles. For the investigated discharge parameters
this linear regime extends well into phase II of the discharge cycle down to
particle diameters of approximately 40 nm. The constant growth rate during
phase III and the better part of phase II suggest that it is not significantly
affected by the observed changes of the discharge parameters. The diameter
of smaller particles increases non-linearly with time. A simple model based
on the binary coalescence of nanoparticles was used to fit the particle growth
in this region. The fit shows a reasonable agreement with the data down to
the smallest detectable particle diameters of 8 - 10 nm. As the coalescence
of nanoparticles will cause a reduction of the number density of particles,
one should be able to confirm the validity of this highly speculative model
by determining the number density of particles dispersed in the discharge.
The ’Pequod’-reactor was also successfully integrated into the P03 beam-
line at the DESY synchrotron facility to investigate the feasibility of an
in-situ measurement of the particle diameter with SAXS. For the scattering
experiments nanoparticles of different sizes were generated and trapped in-
side a symmetrically driven Ar discharge by injecting well defined amounts of
C2H2 into the discharge. The presence of the dispersed particles was clearly
detectable in the obtained scattering data. However, this requires the use
of comparably long integration times. Even for particles with diameters of
more than 80 nm an integration time of the order of 60 s was required.
The measurements are further complicated by a high background signal that
drifts significantly over time. SAXS measurements are, therefore, unsuitable
for studying the particle formation process in reactive nanoparticle forming
plasmas that require a time resolution of some minutes or less. Nonetheless,
it could be used for systems that do not require such a time resolution. For
example, it could be used to study the formation of nanoparticles in gas
aggregation cluster sources or in flow-through reactors.
Summarizing the complete work one comes to the conclusion that the pre-
sented multidiagnostic approach provided valuable insight into the formation
of nanoparticles in reactive plasmas. Nevertheless, a complete understanding
of the complicated interplay between the particle growth and the discharge
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requires the use of even more sophisticated diagnostics. A diagnostic that
provides information about the time evolution of the number density of par-
ticles smaller than 50 nm would be a significant step forward. The most
promising candidate for providing this information is UV/Vis transmission
spectroscopy. A continued effort to investigate these systems, which display
a multitude of interesting phenomena, will certainly not only boost the ba-
sic understanding of plasmas but also trigger the development of advanced
plasma diagnostics.
Appendix A
A.1 List of Acronyms
AFM atomic force microscopy
DESY Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
EDX energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
EEDF electron energy distribution function
EELS electron energy loss spectroscopy
GEC Gaseous Electronics Conference
LIPEE laser induced particle explosive evaporation
MRP multipole resonance probe
MWI microwave interferometry
NEXAFS near edge X-ray absorption fine structure
OES optical emission spectroscopy
OML orbit motion limit
PECVD plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition
PSLLS polarisation sensitive laser-light scattering
PROES phase resolved optical emission spectroscopy
RF radio frequency
SAXS small angle X-ray scattering
SDD sample-to-detector distance
SEERS self-excited electron resonance spectroscopy
SEM scanning electron microscopy/microscope
STEM scanning transmission microscopy
TEM transmission electron microscopy/microscope
USAXS ultra small angle X-ray scattering
UV/Vis ultraviolet/visible
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A.2 List of Mathematical Symbols
〈X〉 average of variable X
|X| absolute value of variable X
A area (general)
Akl transition probability from level k to l
Ap particle surface area
As substrate area
b impact parameter
bc collection radius
Cp particle capacitance
Cs sheath capacitance
d0 initial diameter during binary coalescence of particles
df film thickness
dp particle diameter
ds sheath thickness
D0 diffusion constant
e Euler number
e elementary charge
E electrical field strength (general)
Ea activation energy
Ek upper level energy
Ekin kinetic energy (general)
Ekin,e electron kinetic energy
∆Ekin,e change of electron kinetic energy
El lower level energy
Es electron desorption energy
FRF driving frequency of the discharge
fv velocity distribution function
F form factor
i imaginary unit
I0 incident intensity
I26 mass spectrometer ion current corresponding to m/z = 26
I50 mass spectrometer ion current corresponding to m/z = 50
I750.9 emission intensity at 750.9 nm
I750.9,n normalised emission intensity at 750.9 nm
I763.7,n normalised emission intensity at 763.7 nm
Id electron desorption current
Ie electron current (general)
IE extinct intensity
Ii ion current (general)
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IS X-ray scattering intensity
IT transmitted intensity
ji ion current density (general)
jp mass flux density towards particles
jlinp mass flux density towards particles (linear growth regime)
jn−linp mass flux density towards particles (non-linear growth regime)
Jp mass flux towards particles
JR,C2H2 C2H2 mass flux into the reactor
kB Boltzmann constant
K interparticle interference contribution to IS
lexe electron mean free path for excitation
le electron mean free path (general)
L length/thickness (general)
Lb plasma bulk inductance
m mass (general)
me free electron mass
mi ion mass (general)
mp particle mass
MC2H2 amount of C2H2 injected into the reactor
n complex index of refraction
n′ real part of index of refraction
n′′ imaginary part of index of refraction
n+ positive ion number density
n− negative ion number density
nAr Ar number density
nArI metastable Ar number density
nC2H2 C2H2 number density
nC4H2 C4H2 number density
ne free electron density
ne,p free electron density in nanoparticle loaded discharge
ni ion density
nj number density of collision partner j
np nanoparticle number denisty
nlinp line integrated nanoparticle number density
Np number of nanoparticles
NC2H2 number of C2H2 molecules
p process pressure (absolute)
pC2H2 C2H2-partial pressure
~pe free electron momentum
pb base pressure
pu ultimate pressure
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P Havnes parameter
PRF RF power
~q scattering vector
q (length of the) scattering vector
qmin minimum recorded scattering vector
QAr Ar flux
QC2H2 acetylene flux
Qext normalised extinction cross section
Qp particle charge
rp particle radius
s slope of staright line
Rb plasma bulk resistance
Rg radius of gyration
RG,max maximum radius of gyration
S size parameter
Seff effective pumping speed
t time (general)
T transmission (general)
T250 transmission at 250 nm
T532 transmission at 532 nm
T633 transmission at 633 nm
Te electron temperature
Ti ion temperature
Tp particle (surface) temperature
Tn neutral gas temperature
vˆ1 1st harmonic of the voltage amplitude
vˆ3 3rd harmonic of the voltage amplitude
ve electron velocity (general)
ve,th thermal electron velocity
V volume (general)
VC2H2 volume filled by C2H2 molecules
Vd discharge volume
Vs voltage drop across sheath
VR reactor volume
Y y-intercept of straight line
W work function
Zb plasma bulk impedance
Zd discharge impedance
Zr reactor impedance
Zs sheath impedance
Γ electron-ion temperature ratio
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0 permittivity of free space
r,p relative permittivity
ηf normalised floating potential
θ deflection angle
λD (linearised) Debye length
λD,e electron Debye length
λD,i ion Debye length
λp inter-particle distance
µ ion-electron mass ratio
νme electron collision frequency for momentum loss
νme Ar electron-Ar momentum loss frequency
νme j electron-j momentum loss frequency
pi pi
ρ0 initial mass density during binary coalescence of particles
ρa:C−H a:C-H film mass density
ρb resistivity of plasma bulk
ρep electron density of a particle
ρp particle mass density
ρG graphite mass density
σext extinction cross section
σme Ar electron-Ar momentum loss cross section
σtote Ar total electron-Ar collision cross section
σme C Coulomb collision cross section
σme j electron-j momentum loss cross section
σme p electron-particle momentum loss cross section
σcollnn particle-particle collision cross section
σp geometric particle cross section
σph,a photoabsorption cross section
σph,d photodetachment cross section
φRF (absolute) phase angle between
. . . the 1st harmonics of RF-current and -voltage
Φ electrical potential (general)
Φc cloud potential
Φf floating potential
Φp plasma potential
τ optical depth
τc characteristic time for the coalescence of two particles
τcoll characteristic time between the collision of two particles
τrad radiative life time
ω angular frequency (general)
ωp,e electron plasma frequency
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ωp,i ion plasma frequency
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